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heOmbudsman
ASSOCIATION

P.O. Box 7700 Arlington, VA 22207

July 8, 1993

Dear Fellow Ombudsman:

On behalf of The Ombudsman Association, | would like to take this opportunity to
welcome you to Ombudsman 101, July 20 through 22, 1993 at the Hyatt Regency
Hotel in Arlington, Virginia.

cnclosed is a copy of the agenda. Materials will be provided the morning of the first
day. Please feel free to wear comfortable, casual attire.

One of the many benefits of "Ombudsman 101" is the sharing of experiences with
other new and tenured ombudsmen, you might want to think through of some of your
tougher” experiences to share with others during the breaks. Humorous jokes and/or
cartoons are always welcome.

. look forward to meeting you and if you have any questions in the meantime, please
feel free to contact Vince Riley or me (214) 553-1616 through July 15th.

very truly yours,

Carole M. Trocchio
Program Director / Vice President
The Ombudsman Association

=nc.

ombudsman\ém-bodz-men \One skilled in dealing with reported
complaints to help achieve equitable settlements
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Ombudsman 101
July 20 - July 22, 1993

Hyatt Regency Crystal City
Arlington, Virginia

Purpose: To provide basic information and training that will enable practicing
ombudsmen, persons interested in becoming ombudsmen, or anyone desiring
to establish an ombudsman function to carry out their activity with purpose,
understanding, and effectiveness.

Tuesday, July 20, 1993
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REGISTRATION/CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST

Welcome and Introduction - Vincent J. Riley

Overview - Mary P. Rowe
History of ombudsmanry, scope and duties of today's
ombudsman, definition of a neutral, background on
alternative dispute resolution, potential for "making a
difference" in the organization.

BREAK

Confidentiality - Janet Newcomb-Briggs
Need for confidentiality, how to maintain, limits, duty to
warn, TOA code, you and the law, shield law, privilege,
what the client should do, what to do if confidentiality is
oroken.

LUNCH

Skilled Listening by a Neutral - Marsha Wagner
Listening, identifying the issue, providing a range of options,
providing feedback, maintaining neutrality, disentangling
‘knotted" communications.

BREAK

Conflict Mode Instrument - Mary Simon
Discover your own conflict profile. Learn about the 5
different conflict handling modes and how you can use
them to get more positive results.

ADJOURN - Evening Open



Wednesday, July 21, 1993

8:30 am CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST

3:00 Managing Conflict - Carole Trocchio
What is conflict, how does it escalate, how can it be
managed to bring about resolutions?

BREAK10:15

10:30 Relevant Employment Laws - Joan Schultz
Capsule reviews of key rules, regulations, and legislation
governing the workplace.

Noon  UNCH

1:00 pm Taking the Right Steps - Mary Rowe &amp; Carole Trocchio
Conciliation, negotiation, mediation, shuttle diplomacy,
dealing with difficult people, sources of power,
ampowerment.

2:15 BREAK

7:20) Role of the Ombudsman in a Multi-cultural Organization
Thomas A. Bolden, Jr.

The changing diversity in the American work force and the
challenges this presents to management and to the
smbudsman.

v- (10) ADJOURN - Evening Ove



Thursday, July 22, 1993

3:30 am
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CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST

Operating an Ombudsman's Office - Virgil Marti
Logging and following up, keeping and using data,
budgeting, staffing, file and note keeping, recording
devices, 800 phone numbers, setting up the office, personal
safety, etc.

BREAK

Marketing” Your Function - Tom Furtado
Maintaining awareness of your function to your clients and
others, identifying and reporting trends, gaining, keeping
and communicating management's support.

Closing Remarks

fou can make a difference!





OMBUDSMAN 101

CONFIDENTIALITY/PRIVILEGE

JULY 20, 1993



CONFIDENTIALITY

o WHAT IS CONFIDENTIAL.TY?

® WHY IS CONFIDENTIALITY IMPORTANT?

EXCEPTIONS TO CONFIDENTIALITY

® THREATS TO CONFIDENTIALITY

» PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATIONS

» WHERE ARE WE HEADED?

HOW 10 MAINTAIN CONFIDENTIALITY/PRIVILEGE



WHAT IS CONFIDENTIALITY?

F CONFIDENTIALITY = STATE OR QUALITY OF

BEING CONFIDENTIAL; TREATED AS PRIVATE
AND NOT FOR PUBLICATION.

4 CONFIDENTIAL = INTRUSTED WITH THE CONFIDENCE

OF ANOTHER OR WITH HIS SECRET AFFAIRS OR

PURPOSES: INTENDED TO BE HELD IN CONFIDENCE

OR KEPT SECRET; DONE IN CONFIDENCE.

CONTRAST WITH PRIVILEGE

(LEGAL TERM TO BE DISCUSSED LATER)

APPLIES IN LEGAL/ADVERSARIAL PROCESS



WHY IS CONFIDENTIALITY IMPORTANT?

CORNERSTONE OF FUNCTION - TRUST

INFORMAL VS. FORMAL DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCESS

(ENCOURAGES CANDGR NECESSARY FOR PROBLEM SOLVING
VS. WIN/LOSE POSITIONING)

- PROTECTION FROM RETALIATION - SAFE HAVEN

{PARTICULARLY IMPORTANT FOR "“WHISTLE-BLOWER")



EXCEPTIONS TO CONFIDENTIALITY

» T.0.A. CODE ("DUTY TO WARN")

THREATS TO PHYSICAL SAFETY OF CLIENT/OTHERS

THREATS TO COMPANY ASSETS

RECOMMENDATIONS
MAKE IT CLEAR WHAT THE GROUNDRULES ARE
ADVISE CLIENT WHEN/HOW YOU MUST BREACH

AND INCLUDE THEM IN THE PROCESS WHEN POSSIBLE



THE OMBUDSMAN ASSOCIATION

CODE OF ETHICS
This Code of Ethics was adopted in
1986 by the Board of Directors.
.. The Ombudsman, as a designated
neutral, has the responsibility of
maintaining strict confidentiality con-
cerning matters that are brought to
his/her attention. The only exception,
at the sole discretion of the om-
budsman, is the instance of threat to
the physical safety of others and/or
threat to company assets. This duty to
~arn, however, shall be initiated only
after the ombudsman has strongly
counseled with the client involved to
encourage the client to personally
come forth. In the event the clientstill
refuses, the ombudsman has an obli-
gation to notify the client of the in-
tended breach of confidentiality in
this situation. Even then, the om-
budsman has the responsibility and
obligation to discuss the situation
only with those who have a need to
know.

iI. The ombudsman has the responsi-
bility to insure that any recordsor files
pertaining to confidential discussions
with clients are safe from inspection
at all times by other employees, in-
cluding management at all levels

Il. The ombudsman has the responsi-
bility, when recommending actions as
a result of impartial investigations, to
make recommendations that will be
equitable to all parties and reflect
good business practice.
IV. The ombudsman has the responsi-
bility to behave in a professional man-
ner at all times, to maintain the credi-
bility of the ombudsman function.



THREATS TO CONFIDENTIALITY

r [INTERNAL

YOUR SUPERVISION (ESPECIALLY IF NOT OMBUDSMAN:

OTHER MANAGEMENT

COMPANY ATTORNEY (ADVOCATE VS. NEUTRAL ROLE)

CLIENTS

[NVESTIGATION CONTACTS

SUPPORT PERSONS/COLLEAGUES

EXTERNAL
[INFORMAL OR FORMAL INQUIRIES INCLUDING SUBPOENAS FROM:

FORMER CLIENTS

FORMER EMPLOYEES

INTERESTED THIRD PARTIES



PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATIONS

WHAT IS A PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATION?

STATEMENTS MADE BY CERTAIN PERSONS

WITHIN A PROTECTED RELATIONSHIP

NHICH THE LAW PROTECTS FROM FORCED DISCLOSURE

TRADITIONAL PRIVILEGES

CLIENT/LAWYER, DOCTOR/PATIENT, ETC.

WHAT'S DIFFERENT ABOUT “OMBUDSMAN PRIVILEGE"?
HELD BY OMBUDSMAN TO PROTECT PROCESS

CLIENT CAN'T WAIVE (NOT "HOLDER")

SO FAR, DETERMINED ON CASE-BY-CASE BASIS



Conpiate UndbudimarA S S OCIAT1ON

PROPOSED

A BILL TO BE ENTITLED
AN ACT TO ESTABLISH A PRIVILEGE

FOR CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATIONS MADE
TO AN OMBUDSMAN

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of

Section 1. Definition. An ombudsman is a person designated as a
neutral or impartial dispute resolution practitioner within a
corporation or other business organization, government entity,
hospital, nursing home or other health care facility, who offers
confidentiality and provides assistance in resolving disputes and
concerns.

Section 2. Any communication relating to a matter which has been
nade as part of a process conducted under the auspices of an
smbudsman, whether by a participant, ombudsman or any other
serson, shall be a confidential communication and shall not be
subject to disclosure in any judicial or administrative
proceeding.-All related memoranda, work product, notes, or case
files of an ombudsman are confidential and not subject to
disclosure in any judicial or administrative proceeding; provided
however, that such privilege shall not obtain when:

a) the ombudsman is personally witness to a felony:

b) where threats of serious harm to identifiable person(s) or
property are communicated to the ombudsman;

where the ombudsman has been asked to provide general .
information regarding the operation of the ombudsman’s office
and the processes employed.

c)

section 3. This act shall become effective

For further information or a local contact in your state, please
contact: Ann Bensinger, Office of the Ombudsman, United
Technologies Corporation, 1 Financial Plaza, MS-522, Hartford, CT
06101. Phone: 203/728-6447 or toll free at 1-800-843-8595.

smbudsman\ém-bodz-men\One skilled in dealing with reported
complaints to help achieve equitable settlements



WHERE ARE WE HEADED?

~

13

[.0.A. POSITION (MODEL STATUTE)

FEDERAL LAW

SHABAZZ V. SCURR

ROY V. UNITED TECHNOLOGIES

KIENTZY V. MCDONNELL DOUGLAS CORPORATION

STATE LAW

MEDIATION STATUTES

JTHER

ADR LEGISLATION/POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
ADMINISTRATIVE CONFERENCE OF THE U.S.

1990 FEDERAL ADR ACT



40W TO MAINTAIN CONFIDENTIALITY

ESTABLISH CLEAR POLICY

CEQ, BOSS, COMPANY ATTORNEY (UP FRONT)

COMMUNICATE/ADVERTISE POLICY
CHARTER
BROCHURES &amp; OTHER MEDIA

SREFACE TO INTERVIEW

) CONSISTENT ADHERENCE TO POLICY

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

OFFICE LOCATION

OFFICE TRAPPINGS

(HARD WALLS/SOUNDPROOFING, BLINDS/DRAPES,
ANSWER MACHINE, UNIRACEABLE PHONES, “800” NUMBER)

RECORD KEEPING (FILES/COMPUTERS)
STAFF SELECTION/TRAINING

p JSE OF WRITTEN AGREEMENTS



-STABLISHING PRIVILEGE

(CONSULT YOUR ATTORNEY)

RELEVANCE OF EVIDENCE

5
 on

)

SELF-CRITICAL ANALYSIS

COMPARE TO MEDIATION STATUTES

SETTLEMENT NEGOTIATIONS

J INFORMATION DISCOVERABLE ELSEWHERE

"ADR" LEGISLATION

PUBLIC POLICY FAVORING INFORMAL DISPUTE RESOLUTION

nN IMPLIED CONTRACT

COMMON LAW PRIVILEGE (WIGMORE)

BELIEF IT WILL NOT BE DISCLOSED _
=SSENTIAL TO MAINTENANCE OF RELATIONSHIP
XELATIONSHIP SOCIETY CONSIDERS WORTHY
[NJURY TO RELATIONSHIP GREATER THAN
3ENEFIT GAINED IN LITIGATION
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(Cite as: 1991 WL 9798 (E.D.Mo.))

Database Mode
DCT I

Mary KIENT2Y, Plaintifsg,
Ve.

MCDONNELL DOUGLAS CORPORATION, Defendant.
- 90-584 C(1).

United States District Court,
E.D. Missouri.
Jan. 30, 1991.

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER

NOCE

23 This actizn 1s before the Court upon the motion of Therese Clemente for
an ordar, under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26(¢) (1), protecting from
pretrial discovery, by both plaintiff and defendant, the communications sha
raceived in her position as a. company ombudsman of defendant McDonnell Douglas
Corporation ( "MDC"). MDC argues in support of Clemente’s position. Plaintife
argues that any such ombudsman privilege should not include the information
sought. In ruling this motion, the Court has considered the affidavits and
axhibits submitted by movant Clemente and the arguments of counsel for her and
the parties at a hearing held on Januwary 29, 1991.
Plaintiff Mary Kientzy alleges in this action that MDC terminated her from

smployment as a security officer on account of her gender, in violation of
Pitle VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C. 5s 2000e et seg., and the
Missouri Human Rights Act, s 213.055 R.S.Mo. (1986). The parties have
consented to the referral of this action to the undersigned United States
Magistrate Judge under 28 U.S.C, 8 636(¢c) (3). The trial of the action is set
for February 19, 1991.
Plaintiff has noticed Therese Clamente for deposition and would depose other

company personnel about their statements t¢ ombudsman Clemente. The record has
established that Clemente is employed by defendant as a Senior staff Assistant
in the Ombudsman Program of defendant’s subsidiary McDonnell Aircraft Company
("McAir"). Clemente has been employed in the McAir Ombudsman Office since the
snbudsnan program began in 1985, The purpose of the ombudsman program and
office is to mediate, in a strictly confidential environment, disputes between
MDC emplcyees and between employees and management. [FN1]
Plaintiff Kientzy was terminated from employment in August, 1588, following

the decision of a company disciplinary committee. After the disciplinary
committee made its decision, plaintiff went to Ms. Clemente in her position as
ombudsman; MDC nevertheless terminated her. Plaintiff argues that Ms.
Cle¢mente received information about plaintiff’s situation from company
amployees, including a member of the disciplinary committee who has since died.
Plaintiff argues that tha information received by Clemente is relevant to the

kyial of the action and is discoverable, on two grounds. First, she argues
that the statements made to Clemente by defendant’s personnel may evidence
discriminatory animus in the decision to terminate her. Second, she argues
that the ombudsman program is a company procedure for appealing her dismissal
and that the ombudsman thus participated in the final decision to terminate
her. For the reasons set forth below, the Court agrees with movant that the

COPR. (C) WEST 19591 NO CLAIM TO ORIG. U.S. GOVT. WORKS

Somom
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confidential communications made to her are protected from disclosure by
Federal Rule of Evidence 501.
Rule 501 requires that this Court assay the ombudsman’s claim of privilege by

interpreting the principles of the common law "in light of reason and
experience." Four cardinal factors have been discerned for this purpose:

#2 (1) the communication must be one made in the belief that it will not
be disclosed; (2) confidentiality must be essential to the maintenance of the
relationship between the parties; (3) the relationship should be one that
society considers worthy of being fostered; and (4) the injury to the
relationship incurred by disclosure must be greater than the benefit gained in
the correct disposal of litigation.
In re Doe, 711 F. 24d 1187, 1193 (2nd Cir.1983) Mattson v. Cuvuna Ore Co., 178

P.Supp. 653, 654 n.2 (D. Minn.1959). Each of these four factors is present in
this case.
First, ombudsman Clemente recaived the subject communications in the belief

that they would be kept confidential. The ¥sAir ombudsman office is
sonstituted as an independent and neutral entity. It has no authority to make
sompany policy. Its head has the position of company vice-president,
Independent of the company’s human resources and personnel offices. The office
nas direct access to the company president. Ombudsman Clemente is bound by the
~ode of Ethics of the Corporate Ombudsman Association, which provides for the
confidentiality of communications. The office has adopted procedures to assure
such confidentiality. The McAir Ombudsman Office has given its strict pledge
of confidentiality to all employees and to tha company. All new employees are
so advised and defendant has repeatedly restated to its employees that they may
rely on the confidentiality of the ombudsman’s office. Since it opened in
1585, the McAir ombudsman’s office has received approximately 4800
sommunications. Defendant has sought, but has been refused, access to the
ambudsman’s files and records regarding plaintiff. The company has indicated
it will not request them in the future.
Second, confidentiality of communications is essential to relationships

between the ombudsman’s offica and defendant’s employees and daefendant’s
management. The function of the McAir ombudsman’s office is receive
sommunications and to remedy workplace problems, in a strictly confidentlal
atmosphere. Without this confidentiality, the office would be just one more
nonconfidential opportunity for employees to air disputes. The ombudsman ’ s
of £ ice provides an opportunity f or complete disclosure, without the specter
of retaliation, that does not exist in the other available, non-confidential
srievance and complaint procedures.
Third, the relaticnshis between the ombudsifan office and defendant’ s

amployees and management is worthy of societal support. The Court takes
judicial notice of the fact that MDC and McAir are very large federal
sovernment contractors in the aircraft, space, and other industries. It is
important that their employees have an opportunity to make confidential
statements and to receive confidential guidance, information, and aid to remedy
workplace problems to, benefit themselves and possibly the nation. This is
true in spite of the possibility that such actions may be perceived by an
amployee to be against company or fellow employees’ intarests.

#3 Fourth, the harm caused by a disruption of the confidential relationship
between the ombudsman’s office and others in plaintiff’s case would be greater

COPR. (C) WEST 1991 NO CLAIM TO CRIG. U.S. GOVT. WORKS
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than the benefit to plaintiff by disclosure. A successful ombudsman program
resolves many problems informally and more quickly than other more formal
proceduras, including court actions. A court order that Clemente disclose thenformation communicated to her in confidence, or that her informants disclose
what they told her in confidence about plaintiff, would destroy the reputation
and principle of confidentiality that the McAir ombudsman program and office
now enjoys and needs to perform its function. The utility of that program andsffice, in resolving disputes in this workplace and thus dininishing the need
for more formal resolution procedures, is founded on the confidentiality of its
communications to and from company officials and employees. Federal Rule of
svidence 408 has recognized the utility of confidential settlement
discussions. Shabazz v. Scurr, 662 F.Supp. 90, 92 (S.D. Iowa 1987). The
societal benefit from this confidentiality is paramount to plaintiff£’s need for
disclosure.
An ombudsman privilege under Federal Rule of Evidence 501 was recognized by a

pistrict Court in this ¢ircuit in Shabazz v. Scurr, supra. In that action,
which was brought under 42 U.S.C. s 1983 following the death of a state
prisoner, a former prison ombudsman was prevented from testifying about
sonfidential statements made to him when he held the position of ombudsman.
In Monoranjan Roy Vv. United Technologies Corporation, Civil Cause No. H-89-

580 (JAC), on May 29, 1990, United States District Judge Jose A. Cabranes, in
sircumstances similar to the casa at bar, recognized a privilege from discovery
for the defendant'’s company ombudsman. In so ruling, Judge Cabranes emphasized
that the recognition of tha privilege was intended only to apply to that case,
thus implementing the Supreme Court’s direction that the development of rules
of privilege be on a case-by-case basis. Sea, Roy, supra, Transcript of May
29, 1990, proceedings, p. 24, citing Trammel v. United States, 445 U.S. 40, 47
(1980) (Motion Exhibit E, filed January 16, 1991).
Tha Court is persuaded in the case at bar that plaintiff’s need for relevant

information can be satisfied, in spite of the privilege, by deposing all
relevant fact witnesses, including the remaining members of the disciplinary
~ommittee, about the events leading to plaintiff’s termination. (FN2] Indeed,
the depositions of these persons are expected to occur soon. Plaintlff may not
ask these witnesses to disclose their statements to the company oubudsman,
Plaintiff may ask these witnesses about facts Known by them, even though those
Facts were contained in their statements to the ombudsman, Becausa there has
seen no showing that ombudsman Clemente has non-confidential, relevant
Information about the events leading to plaintiff’s termination, plaintiff may
not depose her at all.

a4 For the raasene get forth above, =
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the motion of Theresa Clemente for a protective

srder is sustained.
Signed this day of January, 1991.

FNi. The resolution of labor-management disputes under an applicable
sollective bargaining agreement is not within the authority of the
smbudsman. Employees and management may also resolve employment disputes
ln non-confidential discussion.
FN2. Plaintiff’s argument that the ombudsman’s program was a usual and

COPR. (C) WEST 1981 NO CLAIM TO ORIG. U.S. GOVT. WORKS

ESV
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available company procedure for appealing the decision of the disciplinary
sommittese to terminate her has not been factually supported. Plaintiff has
not disputed that the ombudsman office has no authority to overturn, and
has not ever successfully obtained the reversal of, any decision of a
disciplinary committee.

B.D.Mo.,1991. oo

Mary XIENT2Y, Plaintiff, v. McDONNELL DOUGLAS CORPORATION, Defendant.
=== F,R.D, mmm, 1991 WL 9798 (E.D.Mo,)

END OF DOCUMENT
COPR. (C) WEST 1991 NO CLAIM TO ORIG. U.S. GOVT. WORKS
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ADMINISTRATIVE CONFERENCE OF THE UNITED STATES
2120 L STREET, NW, SUITE 500

WASHINGTON,D.C.20037
202) 254-7020

| C.F.R. § 305.90-2

Recommendation 90-2
OFFICE OF

HE CHAIRMAN june 7. 1990

The Ombudsman in Federal Agencies

The ombudsman! is an institution frequently used in other countries, and increasingly
ased in this country, as a means of inquiring into citizen grievances about administrative acts
or failures to act and, in suitable cases, to criticize or to make recommendations concerning
future official conduct. Typically, an ombudsman investigates selected complaints and issues
1onbinding reports, with recommendations addressing problems or future improvements
deemed to be desirable. In cases involving the agencies of the government, an ombudsman
nay deal with complaints arising from maladministration, abusive or indifferent treatment,
-ardiness, unresponsiveness, and the like.? To succeed, an ombudsman must have influence
vith, and the confidence of, top levels of an agency, be independent, and be able to conduct
meaningful investigations into a complaint without being thwarted by the agency staff whose
work is being examined. The most successful occupants of that office have generally been
persons of high rank and status with direct access to the highest level of authority.

The experiences of several federal agencies show that an effective ombudsman can
materially improve citizen satisfaction with the workings of the government, and, in the
process, increase the disposition toward voluntary compliance and cooperation with the
sovernment, reduce the occasions for litigation, and provide agency decisionmakers with the
information needed to identify and treat problems. Agencies currently employing an
ombudsman with success in various programs include, among others, the Internal Revenue
Service and the Army Materiel Command.

1 Ombudsman” is a Swedish word meaning “agent” or “representative,” and its use here is not intended to
iscourage others from using more gender neutral terminology.

? An ombudsman may be appointed by the legislature or by the executive and with a variety of possible powers,
missions, and available resources. While there is no universally accepted notion of what an ombudsman should do,
under one approach, that of the Model Ombudsman Statute. the ombudsman could address "an administrative act that
night be-

i. contrary to law or regulation;
2. unreasonable, unfair, oppressive, or inconsistent with the general course of an administrative agency's

Junctioning;
S. mistaken in law or arbitrary in ascertainments of fact;

i. improper in motivation or based on irrelevant considerations;

5. unclear or inadequately explained when reasons should have been revealed;

8. inefficiently performed; or
otherwise objectionable. . . .*y

The Comment to the Model Statute adds, “Very clearly, the ombudsman must not attempt to be a super-
administrator, doing over again what specialised administrators have already done and. if he disagrees, substituting his
judgment for theirs.”
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The Conference urges the President and Congress to support federal agency initiatives to
create and fund an effective ombudsman in those agencies with significant interaction with
the public. The Conference believes that these agencies would benefit from establishing an
office of ombudsman either on an agency-wide basis or to assist in the administration of
particular programs.

RECOMMENDATION
A. Establishment of Ombudsmen

i. Federal agencies that administer programs with major responsibilities involving
significant interactions with members of the general public are likely to benefit from
establishing an ombudsman service. Examples of such programs include the following:
licensing; revenue collection; procurement; award and distribution of welfare, pension, or
disability benefits; oversight of public lands; administration of detention facilities; public
assistance programs; immigration programs; and subsidy or grant programs.

2. In cases where agencies with significant interaction with the public seek legislation
to provide funds or other statutory underpinnings for an ombudsman, the legislation should
conform generally to the guidelines set forth in paragraph B, below, and should be prepared
in consultation with knowledgeable agency personnel and outside entities and affected
members of the public or their representatives.

3. Whether or not legislation is enacted, each federal agency with major
responsibilities involving significant interaction with members of the general public should
consider setting up an agency-wide or program-specific ombudsman as a means of gaining
experience with the concept and improving service to the public. Agencies should follow
the guidelines in paragraph B in establishing an agency ombudsman.

B. Guidelines for Ombudsman Legislation and Agency Programs
Powers, duties.

a. Ombudsman legislation or agency guidelines should set out the functions to
be performed by the ombudsman and confer the powers needed to enable the ombudsman to
(i) receive and inquire into complaints, (ii) recommend solutions in individual matters and
make recommendations for administrative and regulatory adjustments to deal with chronic
problems and other systemic difficulties, (iii) advise within the agency concerning
procedures, forms, and similar issues affecting the nature and delivery of services; and (iv)
call attention to agency problems not yet adequately considered within.

b. The legislation or agency guidelines should require the ombudsman to
submit periodic reports summarizing the grievances considered; investigations completed;
recommendations for action, improvement in agency operations, or statutory changes; agency
response; and any other matters the ombudsman believes should be brought to the attention
of the agency head, Congress or the public.

Cc. . The legislation or guidelines should also provide that the ombudsman
should refrain from involvement in the merits of individual matters that are the subject of
&gt;ngoing adjudication or litigation or investigations incident thereto.

2. Qualifications, term.

The legislation or guidelines should set forth the qualifications required for the position
of ombudsman, the tenure of office, salary, safeguards protecting the independence and
neutrality of the ombudsman, and means for ensuring access to the ombudsman. The

io
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Conference recommends that the ombudsman be a respected, senior person known for his or
her judgment, probity, and persuasiveness.

3. Confidentiality.

a. The legislation or guidelines should protect communications to or from the
ombudsman in connection with .any investigation (other than reports intended to be made
public), as well as the ombudsman’s notes, memoranda and recollections, and documents
provided in confidence to the ombudsman. The legislation or guidelines should provide
protection against disclosure in judicial, administrative, and congressional proceedings
consistent with that recommended by Administrative Conference Recommendation 88-11,
Encouraging Settlements by Protecting Mediator Confidentiality, 1 CFR § 305.88-11.3

b. An agency, when establishing an ombudsman, should explicitly disclaim
authority ordinarily, to discover or otherwise force disclosure of an ombudsman’s notes,
memoranda or recollections, or of documents provided to the ombudsman in confidence.

4. Judicial review, liability.
Any such legislation should provide that (i) no inquiry, report, recommendation, or other

action of the ombudsman shall be subject to examination or review in any court, unless the
ombudsman is subject to criminal investigation; and (ii) no civil action shall lie against the
ombudsman for any action, failure to act, or statement made in discharging the ombudsman’s
responsibilities.

5. Access to agency officials and records.

The ombudsman should be given direct access to the head of the agency and to high-
ranking officials within it. The legislation or guidelines should authorize the ombudsman to
request agency officials to provide information (in person or in writing) or records the
ombudsman deems necessary for the discharge of its responsibilities; and should require,
absent countervailing compelling concerns relating to confidentiality or privacy, that such
information be supplied to the extent permitted by law.

6. Outreach.

An agency with an ombudsman should take effective steps to ensure that persons who
deal with the agency are aware of the existence, purpose, and availability of the ombudsman
service. These steps could include active campaigns to inform the public of the service.

&gt; Asa practical matter, confidentiality guarantees in pending legislation--the Administrative Dispute Resolution
Act, S. 971 and H.R. 2497 (101st Congress 1st Session)--if enacted, would likely protect communications in ombudsman
proceedings.

4 Exceptions might include cases where there is a duty to warn of a threat to personal health or safety, criminal
matters, and other compelling exigent circumstances



Bush Signs
ADR Bills
For Feds

Three federal bills encouraging the
administrative use of alternative dispute
resolution (ADR) were signed into law by
President George Bush at the end of 1990.

On Nov. 15, Bush ratified the Adminis-
rrative Dispute Resolution Act, which au-
:horizes and encourages federal agencies
:0 use mediation, conciliation, arbitration
and other ADR techniques for the prompt
and informal resolution of disputes.

Two weeks later, on Nov. 29, the presi-
dent signed the Negotiated Rulemaking
Act, which establishes a framework for
-ulemaking through negotiation.

On Dec. 1, Bush approved the Judicial
Jmprovements Act. This authorizes ex-
serimentation with ADR in the federal
listrict courts, including the drafting of
listrict court case-management plans and
‘he use of demonstration projects that can
nclude ADR programs if the courts so
choose.

A sponsor of the Administrative Dis-
pute Resolution Act, Rep. Dan Glickman
D.-Kan.), predicts it ‘‘should save the
zovernment millions of dollars in lawyers’
‘ees and court costs.”’ Passage of the law
same ‘‘not a minute too soon,’’ concurs
Sen. Charles Grassley (R.-Iowa), another
sponsor, in view of the threat to the civil
justice system as well as to administrative
agencies resulting from an overload of
itigation.

‘he Administrative Dispute Resolution
Act requires each federal agency to adopt
a policy that recognizes ADR as a means
of dispute resolution. and case manage-
ment in adjudications, rulemakings, en-
lorcement actions, licensing/ permitting,
contract administration and litigation.

The act specifies that the head of each
agency designate a senior official as dis-
pute resolution specialist. Agencies are re-
quired to provide ADR training to the
dispute resolution specialist, who also
recommends other key employees for
ADR training.

AAA president Robert Coulson notes,
“By now, almost every federal agency has
appointed an ombudsman. But far too
much litigation still goes on. The govern-
ment is spendin billions litigating dis-
putes that could be mediated or_arbi-
trated, The Administrative Dispute Reso-
ution Act is a license to innovate. Now
t will be up to the various agencies to take
advantage of it,”’ Coulson continues.

The JudicialImprovements Act directs
zach federal district court to appoint an
advisory group to implement a ‘civil
justice expense and delay reduction plan’
for civil case processing. Such a group
may recommend ‘‘authorization to refer
appropriate cases to alternative dispute
resolution programs’’ that have been
designated for use in a district court. The
court may make available other ADR
forms, including mediation, mini-trial
and summary jury trial. Courts also have
the option of adopting a model plan
developed by the Judicial Conference.

These three federal laws are part of
1_broad movement in the United States
:owards the use of non-judicial methods
fo resolve disputes,’ notes Coulson.
“The netresult of this legislation,’’ he
forecasts, ‘will be to legitimatize alter-
aative dispute resolution, allowing it to
play an important role in federal admin-
istrative and judicial matters.” Bn

A Arbitration Times, Winter 1990/91
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Support For Ombudsman

Privilege
oy Janet L. Newcomb

Alternative Dispute Resolution
Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) c. Consistent and disciplined
'S a growing national trend with federal adherence to the policy
and state law to support the concept
and buy-in at many Fortune 500
companies. Creative and innovative
approaches to dispute resolution are
growing inside and outside the
&gt;orporation.
Ombudsman is ADR

Non-Advocate vs. Advocate Focus

Nhile company attorneys have the
"esponsibility of protecting and
defending the best interests of the
company, the Ombudsman role has a
different focus. Our mission is to
orovide a confidential, neutral and
nformal process which facilitates fair
and equitable resolutions to work-
related concerns. This process takes
nto consideration the rights and
‘esponsibilities of all concerned
employees and managers and the
company, and seeks to reconcile all
sides (win-win) rather than “help the
company prevail” (win-lose). The roles
of both the attorney and ombudsman
are necessary in an effective dispute
‘esolution system.

An ombudsman, as an integral part of
an effective dispute resolution system,
Ss becoming more prominent in
Sorporations and federal agencies.
Recent federal legislation encourages
his trend along with other ADR concepts.

nnfidentiality Critical to
mbudsman Function

7
There is growing support for the
concept that a process which involves
Ombudsmen (and other third party
neutrals) requires confidentiality to
oe effective.

a. Federal Laws

0. Federal Court decisions ate News Flash
&gt;. Corporate Ombudsman Association

orofessional standards for members
At the Board of Directors meeting on
September 10, 1991 the following
notion was approved:

Effective January 1, 1992, the name of
the association will become The
Ombudsman Association. This was
Jone in response to the questionnaire
distributed at the annual conference in
May. “Almost half of the respondents
27) indicated as one choice ‘The
JOmbudsman Association’ or ‘The
Ombuds Association™ reported Vince
Riley, President.

The Board felt using the term
Ombudsman versus Ombuds conveyed
1 more professional, consistent image.

Jd. Numerous professional articles

2. Policy and procedure at companies
‘hat have Ombudsmen

State laws which could be ~~

zonstrued to support the concept

Key to Privilege

The key to upholding confidentiality for
Ombudsmen, with or without

plicable statutes, appears to be:
a. A clear corporate policy

b. Communication of the policy

Code Of
Ethics

This Code of Ethics was adopted in
1986 by the Board of Directors.

|. The Ombudsman, as a designated
neutral, has the responsibility of
Taintaining strict confidentiality
concerning matters that are brought to
his/her attention. The only exception, at
the sole discretion of the Ombudsman.
s the instance of threat to the physical
safety of others and/or threat to
company assets. This duty to
~varn, however, shall be initiated only
after the ombudsman has strongly
counseled with the client involved to
encourage the client to personally
come forth. In the event the client
still refuses, the Ombudsman has an
Obligation to notify the client of the
ntended breach of confidentiality in
his situation. Even then, the
Ombudsman has the responsibility and
dbligation to discuss the situation only
with those who have a need
0 know.

I. The Ombudsman has the
‘esponsibility to insure that any records
or files pertaining to confidential
discussions with clients are safe from
nspection at all times by other
2mployees, including management at
all levels.

Ill. The Ombudsman has the
‘esponsibility, when recommending
actions as a result of impartial
investigations, to make recommen-
dations that will be equitable to all
Jarties and reflect good business
oractice.
IV. The Ombudsman has the respon-
sibility to behave in a professional
manner at all times, to maintain the
&gt;redibility of the Ombudsman function.
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. OMBUDSMAN DILEMMAS:

CONFIDENTIALITY, NEUTRALITY, TESTIFYING, RECORD-KEEPING!

© Mary Rowe, Mary Simon and Ann Bensinger

An intra-institutional ombudsman is a person designated as a neutral or impartial dispute
resolution practitioner, whose major function in this capacity is to provide confidential and
informal assistance as a counsellor, shuttle diplomat, mediator, fact-finder, and agent for orderly
systems change, and whose office is located outside ordinary line and staff structures.

The Issues

The new breed of in-house ombudsmen in North America face several dilemmas. How neutral or
impartial are we? How confidential are we? Should an ombudsman keep individual case
records? If so, who may see them? Should an ombudsman agree to testify as a witness in an in-
house, adversarial proceeding? Should an ombudsman agree to provide facts to an in-house
investigator in a formal investigation? Should an ombudsman agree to testify outside, in a court
proceeding, a government hearing or the like? Should an ombudsman ever be a formal fact-
finder? Should an ombudsman agree to accompany a disputant in a formal fact-finding or
adversarial hearing? Or participate in any other way, in a formal grievance process? These issues
are not just theoretical. Many ombudsmen now are facing them; for example, the 1989 Corporate
Ombudsman Association Survey indicated that 30% of corporate ombudsmen have been
involved in a legal proceeding or a formal hearing where questions like this arose. This article
addresses several questions which illuminate the dilemmas of impartiality and confidentiality,
testifying and record-keeping.

Why The Dilemmas

It has frequently been argued that the situation of an ombudsman is, with rare exceptions, not
compatible with bearing witness in apparently adversarial proceedings2. And the subject is of
growing interest. About 60% of the corporate ombudsmen answering the 1989 Corporate :
Ombudsman Association Survey expressed interest in having an agreement with their employers
that they would not be called by the employer in its own defense in a court case, nearly 70%
expected that their employers would try to have subpoenas against them quashed, and virtually
100% asked for the Corporate Ombudsman Association to prepare position papers on this
subject. College and university ombudsmen, state ombudsmen, and ombudsmen in the United
Kingdom have been discussing the question of testifying, as have other varieties of neutrals such
as mediators. Well-known ombuds practitioners such as Pete Small of Berkeley, Geoffrey
Wallace of the University of California at Santa Barbara, Herman Doi of the State of Hawaii, and

I'We wish to thank James Ziegenfuss and Robert Munzenrider of Penn State University, who with Mary Rowe
conducted the Corporate Ombudsman Association Surveys cited in this article. We are also indebted to attorneys
James Simon and Jerome Weinstein, (who have worked extensively with the Corporate Ombudsman Association)
who have advised the authors on confidentiality issues since 1984 and 1973, respectively. Mary Simon is
ombudsman with AT&amp;T, Ann Bensinger with UTC, Mary Rowe with MIT. All three were founding members,
and are Board members, of the Corporate Ombudsman Association.
2We use the term "bearing witness” to include use of ombuds office records as well as the practitioner's actually
appearing as a witness. The question of whether or when an ombudsman may bear witness in formal, adversarial
proceedings is not yet a setded matter among ombudsmen; the Corporate Ombudsman Association and its Board
are discussing this matter, as are college and university, state and other ombudsmen in the US, corporate
smbudsmen in the UK, and probably others. There have been some important cases in the United States and
England where requests to bear witness have been withdrawn. Codes of ethics for various neutral practitioners
speak to these questions.



James Haswell of the Insurance Ombudsman Office in the UK have joined us in arguing that
ombudsmen, including classic, public ombudsmen, should stay out of court proceedings.

Arguments for this position center on issues of confidentiality and neutrality. If an ombudsman
appears as a witness, in an apparently adversarial hearing, we believe the image of the
confidentiality ofthis practitioner will be damaged. We believe that this is possible, even in those
cases where the relevant complainant to the office has given permission for the ombudsman to
speak in an internal or public hearing. In this situation many observers may not know that
permission was given. and may simply see that an ombudsman will, after all, break
confidentiality. (One can imagine the public discomfort about seeing a doctor or priest testify
about a confidential discussion). This point is absolutely vital where an ombudsman customarily
sees people who could be in danger from speaking up, such as prisoners and whistleblowers.

Another confidentiality problem exists for ombudsmen who are designated as neutral or impartial
practitioners. An ombudsman is not exactly like other confidential practitioners, for example.
those in Employee Assistance. The clients of an Employee Assistance practitioner are those
people who go for help to a given Employee Assistance office; (although most Employee
Assistance people are of course careful to respect the rights of all, many see themselves as
advocates). An ombudsman, by contrast, as a designated neutral, must endeavor equally to
protect the rights of everyone involved in a case. Therefore, before an ombudsman were to
speak in an apparently adversarial hearing about a given case, at the very least the ombudsman
would have to get permission from every person involved in the case, (including all disputants,
the employer, etc.)
There is also a vital neutrality problem associated with an ombudsman's appearing 1n an
apparently adversarial proceeding. For example, if a workplace ombudsman testifies in a way
that seems to favor the employer against a worker or manager, it will appear to many observers
that the ombudsman is just a tool of management. If an ombudsman testifies against the
employer, it will sharply reduce the interest of employers to maintain, in their midst, this kindof
in-house critic and change agent. Most important of all, if faced with this potential dilemma,
practitioners themselves may lose the courage to be outspoken in raising problems to
management, and in support of those who blow the whistle.

Our experience, and that of many other ombudsmen, affirms the reality of these issues. Both
managers and employees, (let alone people in institutdors such as prisoners and patients), do
need a confidential and neutral place to seek counsel. Frequent and important examples include
the people who come to an ombudsman office with questions about ethics, harassment, safety,
etc., who commonly ask, "Is this discussion really off the record?” and, if they do not know the
office, some version of, "Whose side are you on?" Yet ombudsmen are sometimes asked if they
will appear as witnesses, be formal observers of a dispute, accompany a disputant in a formal
grievance process, and the like. And all ombudsmen think about what kind of records to keep
and why. It seems that the price of a real neutrality is eternal vigilance ....... and continued
introspection.
The Purist Practitioner

As a way of examining our dilemmas, we developed the concept of the "purist practitioner”. This
.s an ombudsman who remains as purely neutral and confidential as possible. A purist
practitioner would begin with a discussion with his or her employer or appointing body. The
ombudsman would have a written agreement that the employer or appointing body would not call
him or her to testify in an adversarial process. And that every attempt would be made by the
employer to shield the ombudsman from being called by any outside body or person.

The purist ombudsman would not keep any detailed individual case records. Notes written to an
1-house manager about a problem would become solely the property of the recipient. The



ombudsman would only keep aggregated records, and records that followed a certain location or
a type of problem, (for example, safety in the XYZ plant) rather than records about clients or
records about people alleged to be a problem. The (minimal) case notes required to address any
~ase would be destroyed regularly as a matter of customary practice.

The purist practitioner would have thought through with great care each of the functions of an
ombudsman and how to deal in each mode with the dilemmas of confidentiality and neutrality.
(An ombudsman may of course pursue more than one complaint-handling function in any one
case, so the conduct of the practitioner, with respect to these dilemmas, may well be the same in
more than one complaint-handling mode.)

Asacounsellor,thepuristombudsmanwouldoffernearly complete confidentiality to anyone
who contacted the office. The ombudsman would make clear that the office is informal, and off
the record and would advise individuals of all informal and formal options open to them.There
vould be almost no circumstances under which the practitioner would talk about a contact tothe
sffice without specific permission. To illustrate, if asked, "Have you talked with Archibald
McNoodle?", the ombudsman would reply with some version of: "I cannot answerthat
question.”
The standard exception to blanket confidentiality concerns the "duty to warn." If an ombudsman
hears information that indicates that someone's life may be in danger, plainly that information
must surface, from the original informant if possible, but if necessary from the ombudsman. In
addition to the duty to warm, we believe that if an in-house ombudsman hears of criminal activity
or other serious, dangerous or unlawful conduct, then that practitioner must make extraordinary
=fforts to surface the information to the managers or other persons responsible for investigation
and judgment, in a manner consonant with the confidentiality of the office.

Usually an ombudsman can offer several, different, responsible options to a client with this kind
of information. (Always offering options to a complainant is in any case good professional
practice3.) One can accompany the concerned person to report the problem, get permission to
report it for the concerned person, (with or without the name of the informant), invoke some
standard monitoring process like an audit or safety inspection, provoke some standard problem
prevention device like a training program against harassment, do an informal investigation that
‘lluminates the problem, etc. In the last resort, in a duty to warn case, if an ombudsman believes
‘hat he or she must break confidentiality, we would expect that in most circumstances the purist
would consider informing the client, if this can be done responsibly.

[n more common cases, suppose the practitioner is asked about specific information received in
‘he ombuds office or about what happened when a certain client came to the ombuds office? The
purist will not give out individual information without permission. (The ombudsman might,
however, take this opportunity to explore the caller's issues.)

Suppose there is a formal in-house investigation, the client gives permission for the ombudsman
10 relay the tale, and a relevant manager, (the finder of fact), approaches the ombudsman®. What
would the purist do?

3See "Options and Choice™, by Mary Rowe, in Lavinia Hall, ed., Changing Tactics, forthcoming, for discussion
about the many reasons why a complaint-handler and especially an ombudsman should almost always offer a
-hoice of options to anyone with a concern. This is true even in the limiting case where the only possible
‘options™ are just small vanations on an inevitable and legally mandated path of complaint-handling or dispute
resolution.
4The purist practitioner should make clear to all sides in relevant cases and at relevant points in every discussion,
hat ombudsmen do not offer testimony in adversarial processes.



In such instances we believe that an ombudsman may offer aggregated statistics, may discuss his
or her ordinary operating style, ("this is how I would have dealt with this kind of client,") and
may discuss what he or she knows of this kind of problem generally in the given work location.
In particular we believe it is appropriate for the ombudsman to steer the investigator intoa
productive path for discovery of data, for example alerting the investigator to an in house memo
that he or she might earlier have read or even written. We believe it is also correct to help an
investigator evaluate his or her draft findings on the basis of the ombudsman's general
experience or aggregated statistics” For example, it is proper for the ombudsman to ask questions
of any manager or investigator that will lead that person to follow a fair and balanced process. In
particular an ombudsman might deliberately and systematically ask questions on all sides of an
issue, pointedly from the perspective of each interested party, in order to help a manager or
investigator to remain fair.

We do pot think that the purist ombudsman should be a formal witness as to what a specific
visitor -- client or other interested person -- may have said in the ombuds office’. First, in most
circumstances, anything that an ombudsman knows will come more appropriately from the
client, or be ascertainable by other investigation or from other witnesses. There are cases, for
example in sexual harassment or safety cases, when it is important to know that the concerned
person came forward at a certain time and to know what the client said at that time. The purist
ombudsman should try to conduct himself or herself such that he or she is not the only source of
discoverable records. For example, one may encourage a client to keep a log, to write to friends.
10 write memos to the file, or to consult other relevant staff offices or see other people who will
be able if necessary to testify. Second, presuming always that one has permission, the
ombudsman may make it universal practice to report to management in writing certain kinds of
concerns like safety, so that whatever vital information the practitioner once had is retained in
other offices not bound by confidentiality.

We do not mean to claim that ombudsmen necessarily have an absolute privilege not to testify.
There might be rare cases that could not be anticipated, where absolutely vital information could
only be offered by the ombudsman. This could happen, for example, if a client died after
informing the ombudsman ar.d only the ombudsman of essential information that was to be
brought forward. Sometimes through a cascade of management mishaps or in a wide
restructuring, all proper paths fail and only the ombudsman could possibly know information
critical to justice in a very grave case. And an ombudsman who is direct witness to a felony
should report it like anyone else®. But cases where the ombudsman must come forward should
be extremely rare if information is properly passed on and/or recorded by others. And obviously
all other avenues should be explored before an ombudsman is a formal witness. Moreover, if a
case like this arises, the purist practitioner will write a memo to file explaining the reasons for a
serious departure from the norm.

What of circumstances where the ombudsman has been ashuttlediplomat, going back and forth
setween a client and others? Here again we believe that the client and the others are the proper
persons to keep records if they are needed for administrative action. For example, suppose the
purist has been trying to get a certain problem resolved and finally appeals informally to high
authority to have recalcitrant managers act appropriately. If the high authority is outraged about
the failures of those lower down, and wants both to remedy the situation and to reprimand those
who failed, may these actions be taken on the basis of the ombudsman'’s presentation? Unless the
matter is quite straightforward and the unsatisfactory management easily demonstrated. we

SInterestingly enough this problem is just as likely to arise in cases where the tesumony of the ombudsman
would be damaging to the client who has called the ombudsman as when the ombudsman's testimony would
support this client
5 Very occasionally the ombudsman himself or herself will be an injured party and may decide for compelling
reasons that it is worth the loss of "neutral’ image to pursue his or her own case.



would hope that the high authority will not take adverse administrative action without appropriate
factual records in the hands of that authority or in the hands of someone other than the
ombudsman.

Suppose the ombudsman is acting as a formalmediator, helping in-house disputants to come to
their own written settlement? Here again we believe that the purist ombudsman will be very clear
10 all parties that he or she will not+estify in any subsequent adversarial process as to what may
have happened in the course of mediation, whether a success or a failure. (Some states have
shield laws for mediators; this of course should be explored.) The purist ombudsman would also
ask disputants each to write a statement requesting mediation, acknowledging that the mediator
and mediators notes may not be called in any adversarial proceeding’.

Suppose an ombudsman is asked to do aformalfindingoffact in a formal grievance process,
(as distinguished from the informal investigation and recommendations for dispute resolution that
constantly accompany shuttle diplomacy). How we look at this situation depends on the type of
investigation. One can do an objective, spare investigation that simply iterates fact; this is what
would have been captured on videotape and audiotape if all relevant events had been recorded.
Where there are different stories, an iteration of fact may list all relevant points of view: A said
this, B said that. In this kind of investigation, the contribution of the fact-finding depends on the
evidence itself, which stands on its own. It can be important to have a neutral person collect such
evidence, both for fairness and to gain entrée to people who otherwise might not testify.
Fortunately this kind of finder of fact is not very likely thereafter to be required as a witness, and
any request that is made may be particularly reasonable to decline.

There are more elaborate findings of fact, where the investigator reports not only evidence but the
interpretation of evidence. "A said this, B said that; for these reasons I find that A is telling the
ruth." The investigator's role broadens yet again when the investigator concludes a finding of
fact with recommendations for management decision®. In this circumstance, the fact-finding
smbudsman makes judgments about substance as well as arguing for fair process. These roles
~all more into question whether an ombudsman should be shielded from testifying about an
investigation. However, even in cases like these, Herman Doi and James Haswell, working on
the more public edge of the profession, (as a state ombudsman and UK insurance industry
smbudsman respectively). each strongly pleaded not to be called.

One issue at stake in formal investigations which will form the basis for management decision,
and where the ombudsman makes judgments about substance as well as arguing for fair process,
is that of "Who is the client?" An ombudsman working informally as an alternative dispute
resolution specialist has multiple clients: the disputants, the employer, perhaps other
stakeholders. (For example, one practitioner says, “my employer has a long run interest with
anyone who has been wronged, and where two people each have wronged the other, my
smployer may have a partial interest on each side.") Most ombudsmen then work hard for
integrative solutions. Where the dispute has become completely polarized, the employer -- or the
employer and society -- may be the only clients, or it may appear that one has only one
disputant as one's client. It is in these circumstances that an ombudsman is most likely to get
called to testify, as one or another disputant files suit, and it is in these cases that the most
damage could be done to the image of neutrality if the practitioner were forced to testify.

7Such forms are being developed by the authors; however, practitioners can just use a simple statement.
311 is very uncommon for an ombudsman to be an arbitrator, decision-maker or voting member of a grievance
panel; the classic phrase about the profession is: "Ombudsmen may not make or change or set aside a law or
management decision; theirs is the power of reason and of persuasion.” Ombudsmen typically have every function
of a complaint-handler, except that of judge.



With respect to formal investigations, the purist practitioner is not limited to one kind of
response. He or she has options. One option is to decide not to take sides and to refuse to do
formal investigations for a formal grievance procedure?. Another choice is to make findings of
fact, but not to express opinions of who is right and not to make recommendations. Another
possibility is to take on a formal investigation, when the ombudsman is obviously the best and
Tairest choice for that role, but to write a memo to file, acknowledging that with respect to this
specific task one may be called to’ testify10. Yet another possibility is to follow the path of
distinguished ombudsmen, much of whose work is composed of just such investigations, who
believe that ombudsmen ought never to testify, (beyond offering the reports prepared to fulfill the
functions of the office), whatever role they undertake; this is the path of the purist practitioner.

Should an ombudsman agree to be gnobserverinan adversarial hearing? It could be argued that
fair process is more likely when an observer is present. We believe that the purist practitioner
could undertake this role if she or he is very clear about the role. We think this role would
properly be to observe and if necessary comment on process, and if necessary refuse to continue
lo observe unfair process, but not to take notes and not to be a witness later on. By the same
.oken we believe that it is proper for an ombudsman to guide and chair a peer review or other
grievance process, as a non-voting.neutralgrievance coordingtor!!.
Should an ombudsman be formally an advocate, or accompany any party in a formal grievance
process? We believe that the purist practitioner will not perform these roles, or would do so,
(with a memo to file about making an exception), only in a most exceptional case.

As an ggentfor systemschange, and as an upward feedback mechanism, the purist ombudsman
vill be exceptionally careful about questions of records. We believe that it is proper for an
&gt;mbudsman to keep aggregated statistics, where individual cases cannot be identified, and to
answer questions about how the statistics are kept. In order to protect the privacy of the employer
and facilitate responsible systems change, it is also appropriate for an ombudsman to convey
some statistics and some reports to senior management only. It is appropriate to use "generic"
cases, clearly labelled, for management training and other kinds of reports. We believe that it is
correct to work for systems change on the basis of unidentified witnesses, where the witnesses
may feel in danger, as in prisons or in whistle-blowing situations. It is correct to call for a fair
investigation on the basis of information supplied by unidentified witnesses.

The Purist's Path to Refusing to Testify

Obviously a purist who does not wish to testify should if possible never testify in an adversarial
proceeding, in-house or out of house. (Making a common practice of picking and choosing
where one will testify will seem suspect to nearly everyone.) The purist ought to make his or her
position clear at every relevant opportunity, perhaps posting a relevant Code of Ethics. He or she
should never make exceptions with respect to keeping records and case notes. The purist may be
working for appropriate shield laws. The purist in principle will never take sides in public on any
issue outside the ombudsman office about which responsible people disagree, for example, state
and local politics, union campaigns, abortion, disarmament!2.

IA least 70% of corporate ombudsmen in the 1989 Survey reported themselves to be "fact-finding" in half or
nore of their cases. Most of this fact-finding is relatively informal. However since some companies do not have
lormal grievance procedures, the potential is always there for informal investigation in such companies to be seen
as formal, especially if the ombudsman submits findings in writing.
10We are not in favor of this option, and we believe other practitioners may not be.
I1This role in fact exists very successfully in a number of companies.
12Some ombudsmen on principle do not socialize with colleagues from the workplace, except at ceremonial and
public gatherings, in order 10 protect the image of scrupulous neutrality. Many ombudsmen do not accept gifts
larger than a flower or a thank-youcard.



If it is, in any case, a customary office practice not to keep case notes, and if a formal process
seems likely, the purist ombudsman will destroy case notes, perhaps writing a memo to file as to
the reasons why. If asked to testify, an ombudsman can seek support from his or her
srofessional associations, and support from the relevant employer. The practitioner and
supporters can then seek to persuade opponent attorneys that ombudsmen ought not testify. If
subpoenaed, the practitioner can seek to have the subpoena withdrawn or quashed, in the public
interest, by representation to the relevant judge.

If called under court order, the purist ombudsman must decide whether or not to obey the law, or
risk and possibly accept a contempt citation, and then, if necessary, whether on principle to go to
jail. A practitioner may try to negotiate a lesser compliance with a court order. This may seem
reasonable if for any reason the ombudsman's own work is in question. For example, an
ombudsman might offer to speak (solely) about customary office practice, or if under attack
personally, might agree to testify (solely) about his or her own statements and actions in the case,
without speaking of anyone else. The practitioner under duress might also agree to speak, but
only in a closed discussion, outside a formal hearing or courtroom. Under court order, the
practitioner might agree to speak but only about the positions and statements of those who have
given permission. Obviously an ombudsman may, in fact, not remember much without records,
and may say so. An ombudsman whose customary practice is to limit formal findings of fact
solely to objective fact might also decide to avoid opinions and personal judgments in formal
testimony.

important to realize. if possible before the need arises, that if the ombudsman does no
ostify. he or she may sometimes feel that justice is not done; moreover, the ombudsman himse

or herself may be attacked. and have no opportunity for self-defense. All of this will be

oxtremely painful to every responsible practitioner. The dilemmas are not escapable

Rules of Thumb

Here are some rules of thumb for the individual practioner. An ombudsman should be clear
about his or her role, in each function of a complaint-handler, and should be clear about that role
with everyone. The ombudsman should establish customary modes of practice, especially those
~hich reduce the likelihood of being called into a formal grievance, (for example, always or
aearly always offering several options to every client for the client's choice). The purist then will
stick to these modes with care. The ombudsman should think through his or her customary
sractice with regard to investigations. Record-keeping practices should be especially carefully
scrutinized and adhered to. Information that will be needed by a client or management should, in
general, be kept by someone other than the ombudsman. Exceptions to normal practice should be
noticed. analyzed, and written up for the file if important.

What Should Be Done?

We recommend that these questions be thought through clearly with the employer or appointing
sody, and with professional colleagues. We recommend written agreements and relevant codes
of ethics for professional associations of ombudsmen. We believe there should be shield laws for
&gt;mbudsmen functioning as counsellors, shuttle diplomats, mediators, informal and formal fact-
finders and change agents.



PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATION
 EXTENDED TO THE

CORPORATE OMBUDSMAN.
EMPLOYEE RELATIONSHIP VIA
FEDERAL RULE OF EVIDEN CE

501
Kientzy v. McDonnell Douglas Corp.!

I. INTRODUCTION

While there is no universally accepted definition of a corporate ombudsman,
many companies view a corporate ombudsman as a neutral manager within a
corporation, who may provide informal assistance to both managers and employees
In resolving work-related concerns and whose office is located outside of the
management structure.? Serious interest in utilizing a corporate ombudsman did
not take a firm hold in the corporate arena until the 1900’s.® Reasons for
increased interest in the corporate ombudsman include: an increasingly well-
tducated employee pool, changing laws and statutes, and stresses associated with
1uge increases in government contracting. Kientzy v. McDonnell Douglas Corp.
.ntroduces a new concept into the corporate structure—the ombudsman-employee
privilege.’ In Kientzy, a corporate ombudsman encountered the evidentiary law
principle of privileged communication and established another privilege, the
dmbudsman-employee privilege, which is supported by Federal Rule of Evidence501%

4. 133 F.R.D. 570 (ED. Mo. 1991). The court ruled on the issue pertaining to this Note on
January 31, 1991 by ruling on a pre-trial motion. At the time of this writing the jury has rendered a
verdict for the plaintiff in the amount of$200,000 Compensatory damages and $400,000 punitive
damages. However, subsequent to this motion the court reversed the award for punitive damages based
oa aa error in the jury instructions. The trial judge bas yet 10 decide the issue of attorney fees but has
iwarded $75,000 in front pay. Telephone interview with Jerome Dobson, sttomey for plaintiffKientzy‘Sept. 28, 1991).

2. Rowe, The Corporate Ombre:
(1987).

3. Id at 139,
4 Id
3. Kienay, 133 F.R.D. $70.
5. Id. at 571.

" " “verview andAnalysis, 3 NEGOTIATION J. 127, 127
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II. THE CASE

The dispute arose when plaintiff, Mary Kientzy, brought an action against the
defendant McDonnell Douglas Corporation (MDC).” The plaintiff, a security
officer with MDC, alleged that MDC fired her on account of her gender, in
violation of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Missouri Human
Rights Act of 1986.® This proceeding was initiated upon the motion of Theresa
Clemente, pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26(c)(1),’ in an attempt to
protect the communications Clemente received as a result of her position as a
corporate ombudsman for MDC." The principal purpose of the MDC
corporate ombudsman program “is to mediate, in a strictly confidential environ-
ment, disputes between MDC employees and between employees and manage-
ment."

Following the decision of a company disciplinary committee, MDC fired the
plaintiff in August, 1988. After the committee’s decision, the plaintiff went to
Clemente but was nevertheless fired by MDC." The plaintiff gave notice for
deposition to Clemente and hoped to depose other company personnel about their
statements to Clemente.'*

Both Clemente and MDC contended that confidential communications made
to Clemente were protected from disclosure by Federal Rule of Evidence 501.
Kientzy asserted that the information sought by her did not fall within any
ombudsman privilege claimed by Clemente and MDC.'* The plaintiff argued that
the information Clemente received was relevant to the pending trial and was
discoverable on several grounds. First, the plaintiff contends that statements made

7. Id.
B. Jd. For purposes of this Note it is not necessary to understand the basis or validity of the

plaintiff's claim under either the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C. § 2000e (1988), or the Missouri
Human Rights Act of 1986, MO. REV. STAT. §§ 213.010-.126 (1986).

9. The relevant portion of this rule states:
Upon motion by a party or by the person from whom discovery is sought, and for good
cause shown, the court in which the action is pending or alternatively, on matters relating
lo a deposition, the court in the district where the deposition is to be taken may make any
order which justice requires to protect a party or person from annoyance, embarrassment,
oppression, or undue burden or expense, including one or more of the following: (1) that
the discovery notbe had . ...

FED. R. Qwv. P. 26(cX1).
10. Kientzy, 133 F.R.D. at 571. Clemente is employed by MDC as a Senior Staff Assistant in the

ombudsman program of MDC's subsidiary McDonnell Aircraft Company (McAir) and has been
employed in the ombudsman office since its inception in 1985. /d.

11. 4d.
‘2, Id. The court, in ruling on the pre-trial motion, considered only the issue of the claimed

communications privilege and did not review any substantive claims as to the findings made by the
disciplinary committee resulting in the plaintiffs termination. /d

13. Id.
14. Id.
15. Id.
16. Id.
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io Clemente by MDC personnel may show a discriminatory purpose in firing
her.!” Further, theplaintiff claimed that the ombudsman program was a company
nrocedure for appealing her dismissal and that Clemente participated in the final
decision to fire her.!* The plaintiff finally argued that Clemente received details
concerning plaintiff's situation from company employees, including a member of
the disciplinary committee who had since died."

In ruling on this motion, the federal district court held that Federal Rule of
Evidence 501 recognizes a common law privilege extending to a corporate
ombudsman. In particular, a party may not ask witnesses to disclose their
statements made to the company ombudsman? Also, absent a showing that
Clemente had non-confidential, relevant information about the details leading to
the plaintiff's discharge, Kientzy may not depose Clemente at all.?

369

III. BACKGROUND

To fully understand the Kientzy holding one must have a proper under-
standing of the role of an ombudsman, particularly in the corporate setting. In
1ddition, to recognize the importance of Kientzy, it is necessary to understand the
application of privileged communication as interpreted by federal courts.

A. Development and Functions of the Ombudsman

In a general sense, an ombudsman is a person commissioned to protect
others, particularly against possible impropriety on the part of the bureaucracy.”
Often the ombudsman is defined as an independent and non-partisan officer of the
government, usually provided for in the state constitution to supervise the
administration? Primarily, the ombudsman deals with specific complaints from
the citizenry against administrative abuses and maladministration.* The
ombudsman has the power to investigate, criticize and publicize, but not to reverse

17. Id.
18. Id. The case law and published articles studied by this author on the purpose of the corporate

ombudsman do not support the claim by the plaintiff that the ombudsman program is an appellate
srocedure within the company. -

19. Jd.
20. Id.
21. Id. at $73.
22. Id.
23. Lundvik, A Brief Survey of the History of the Ombudsman, 2 THE OMBUDSMAN J. 8S, 85

(1982).
24. ‘Verkuil, The Ombudsman andthe Limits of the Adversary System, 75 COLUM. L. REV. 845,

345-47 (1975) (citing D. ROWAT, THE OMBUDSMAN: QITIZEN'S DEFENDER xxiv (1968)). This
fefinition is taken from the Scandinavian model. The explanation given contains the three essential
features of the classical definition. /d

28. Id.
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administrative actions.® However, ombudsmandery is not confined to the
dealings of the government and its citizens. In North America, about 100 colleges
and universities employ the use of ombudsmen?’ Another 200 corporations
possess ombudsmen offices. Three dozen newspapers have an ombudsman, an
sstimated 4,000 hospitals have patient ombudsmen offices and an even larger
aumber of small businesses have a similar type of client or consumer complaint
office.” An area which is experiencing tremendous growth in providing
&gt;mbudsmandery services is the health profession.”

All of the above mentioned professions utilize the efforts of the ombudsman
in relatively similar ways. The various activities of an ombudsman may include
‘performance appraisals; job security and retirement issues; company policies;
liscipline/termination; discrimination and harassment; safety, ethics and whistle-
&gt;lowing; transfers; personality conflicts/meanness; information referral; sugges-
ions; working conditions; personal health, mentoring, and counseling issues;
management practices; bizarre behavior and problems."

The function and purpose of the corporate ombudsman varies little from that
of the traditional ombudsmen in areas mentioned above. The public perception
of corporations along with the absence of checks and balances within the corporate
structure justifies and defines the present role of a corporate ombudsman.”* The
corporate ombudsman is typically a senior official who receives complaints, made
on a confidential basis.®® These complaints consist of purportedly improper
conduct from the public, employees, or others.&gt; Further, an ombudsman acts as
a neutral fact finder who provides an outlet to employees bothered by whether a
corporation’s conduct is ethical or legal.®® An important feature of the corporate
ombudsman is that an employee can vent his or her frustrations without fear of

26. Id.
27. Rowe, supra note 2, at 139.
28. Id.
29. Id.
30. See Waxman, A Nonlitigational Approach to Conflict Resolution: The Medical Center as a

Model, ARBITRATION J., March 1987, at 25. This article provides an excellent overview of the
“omplexities of a medical center calling for the special services of an ombudsman.

The organizational and: interpersonal structure of the medical center, together with the
ncreasing complexity of health care, education, and research; the growth of health-care
institutions; and the increasing competition for resources within the health-care
community, have enhanced the potential for conflict and controversy [within the medical
center] and have made them more complex.

/d. at 25. Use of an ombudsman provides a reliable means for the identification of general problems
and promotes the discussion and resolution of forthcoming problems before they develop into full
blown disputes. /d. The ombudsman system provides the medical center with an informal structure
\nd encourages consultation at a relatively early stage in the development of disputes. /d. at 34.

31. Rowe, supra note 2, at 138.
32. Futter, An Answer 10 the Public Perception of Corporations: A Corporate Ombudsperson?,

16 Bus. Law. 29, 35 (1990).
33. Id.
34. Id.
38. Id.
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termination or other punishment.*® The employee finds security in the knowledge
that reporting the prablem to the ombudsman will not be divulged or later used
against the employee.” In order to uncover facts and make recommendations to
the management, the corporate ombudsman is also responsible for investigating
complaints and talking to company personnel.

As mentioned previously, the concept of a corporate ombudsman grew out
of negative public perception of the corporate entity.” Having an ombudsman
detached from the political control of management leads to increased corporate
integrity and elevates its overall image.*® Also, delegating these duties to the
corporate ombudsman frees top management to concentrate on activities necessary
for the profitable growth of the corporation. The value of the ombudsman is
reflected in the flexibility it can provide in mediation at all levels of the corporate
ladder.*?

B. Privileged Communication

Evidentiary privileges trace back to the. first privilege of protecting the
attorney-client relationship.’ Cases supporting this privilege appear as early as
1577. By the early 1800's, courts in England began to develop common law
principles concerning evidentiary privileges.* The determination of when
privileges apply in the federal courts remained unsettled until the enactment of the
Federal Rules of Evidence in 1975. Federal courts applying rules of privileged
communication look to Federal Rule of Evidence 501, which reads:

Except as otherwise required by the Constitution of the United States or
provided by Act of Congress or in rules prescribed by the Supreme Court
pursuant to statutory authority, the privilege of a witness person, government,
State, or political subdivision thereof shall be governed by the principles of
the common law as they may be interpreted by the courts of the United

36. la
37. 1d.
38. Id.
39. See supra notes 32-37 and accompanying text
40. Futter, supra note 32, at 5S.
#1. Id. at 55-56.

Waxman, supra note 30, at 34.
Comment, Privileged Communications, 98 HARV. L. REV. 1450, 1456 (1985).

Vd
4S. Id. at 1457.
46. Id. at 1463.

y
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States in the light of reason and experience. However, in civil actions and
proceedings, with respect to an element of a claim or defense as to which
State law supplies the rule of decision, the privilege of a witness, person,
government, State, or political subdivision thereof shall be determined in
accordance with State law.”

Courts interpreting Federal Rule of Evidence 501 often recognize the more
popular privileges such as attorney-client, clergy-parishioner, and husband-wife
privileges, but refrain from applying modem privileges found in statutes or state
case law. The Court in Trammel v. United States” held that Congress
‘manifested an affirmative intention not to freeze the law of privilege;" but rather,
ts purpose is to provide the courts with the ability to develop rules ofprivileged
communication depending on the facts of each case.® Further, the Trammel
court held that in federal criminal trials, the federal courts have authority to
‘continue evolutionary development® of testimonial privileges in the light of
reason and experience.’ In refusing to recognize a spousal privilege, the
Trammelcourt balanced the interests in a spousal privilege against the need for
probative evidence in the regulation of criminal justice.®

The federal courts recognize four necessary conditions for establishing a
privilege against the disclosure of communications.® In In re Doe, the Court
of Appeals for the Second Circuit listed these conditions as: (1) the communica-
lion must be made with the belief that it will not be divulged; (2) confidentiality
must be necessary to the preservation of the relationship between the two parties;
3) the relationship should be recognized by society as one worthy of being
promoted; and (4) a balancing approach in which the injury to the relationship
ncurred by disclosure must outweigh the benefit gained in the correct disposal of
itigation.*® The party claiming the privileged communication bears the burden

47. FED. R. EVID. 501.
48. Comment, supra note 43, at 1470.
49. 445 U.S. 40 (1980). In Trammel, petitioner Otis Trammel was indicted for importing heroin

into the United States. The indictment also charged petitioner with conspiracy to import heroin and
named petitioner’s wife as a co-conspirator although she was never indicted. Prior to trial on the
sharges in the indictment, petitioner, fearing the Government intended 10 call his wife as an adverse
vitness, asserted his claim to a privilege to prevent her from testifying against him. /d. at 42.

50. Id. at 47.

51. Id. There is no indication in the Trammel holding that the court meant to imply that only
criminal trials could support a continuous evolutionary development of testimonialprivileges.

52. Id. at 51. The Supreme Court affirmed the Court of Appeals which held that privileged
communication does not exist to prohibit voluntary testimony of a spouse against a spouse when the
iestifying spouse is doing so as an unindicted co-conspirator under grant of immunity in return for her
estimony. Id. at 43, 53.

33. InreDoe, 711 F.2d 1187, 1193 (2d Cir. 1983); Mattson v. Cuyuna Ore Co., 178 F. Supp. 653,
354 (D. Minn. 1959).

54. 711 F.2d 1187.
5S. Id at 1193.
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of establishing the necessary elements of the privileged relationship.’
In the 1987 decision of Shabazz v. Scurr,”” an Iowa district court became

the first court to apply Federal Rule of Evidence 501 in the context of an
ombudsman relationship. The court’s concern centered upon the power of a
former prison ombudsman to act as a private investigator in a federal constitutional
case which arose during the time he was employed as a prison ombudsman.*®
The Shabazz court held that communications received by the prison ombudsman
were privileged matters which could not be repeated in court.” In recognizing
a limited privilege in the ombudsman context, the court held that Congress left the
job of crafting the breadth of evidentiary privileges in federal subject matter cases
lo the federal courts, requiring only that they be controlled by the principles of
common law as interpreted in light of "reason and experience."® The court
further reasoned that in recognizing this limited privilege it did not prevent the
party challenging the privilege from using other means to discover the relevant
'nformation.®! The privilege only barred disclosure of communications; it did not
prevent discovery of underlying facts by those who communicated with the
ombudsman.

Less than one year before the Kientzy ruling, the court in Monoranjan Roy
v. United Technologies Corp.® recognized, pursuant to Federal Rule of Evidence
501, privileged communication between a corporate ombudsman and an
employee.** The court made a special effort to state that its findings were based
on the particular circumstances presented before it.** The Monoranjan court
relied principally upon Shabazz in extending the concept of privileged communica-
lion for an ombudsman in a prison context to the corporate setting.** The
Kientzy decision then expanded Monoranjan by establishing a communications
privilege between a corporate ombudsman and an employee.®’

56. In re Grand Jury Subpoena DTD. January 4, 1984, 750 F.2d 223, 224 (2d Cir. 1984).
57. 662 F. Supp. 90 (S.D. lows 1987).
58. Id. at 90.
39. Id.at93. In particular, the court held that the former ombudsman "must refrain from revealing

privileged matters, either as an investigator or witness.” /d. Further, the court ordered that if the former
ombudsman is to be called at trial he is 0 be deposed as soon as possible and all questions as to
privileged information should be asked at that time with all objections based on that privilege, being
made at that time. /d.

60. Id. at 91.
51. Id. at 93.
62. Id.
53. No. H-89-680 (D. Coan. May 29, 1990). This case was settled prior to trial. The resolution

&gt;t the issue we are concerned with was setiled by a pre-trial motion granting the protective order. /d.
at 27.

64. Id. at 23-24.
8S. Id. at 27.
66. Id. at 23-24.
57. Kientzy, 133 F.R.D. at 571.
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IV. THE KIENTZY CASE

The Kientzy court began its analysis by stating that the court is required to
interpret the question of whether to recognize a privilege by looking to the
common law "in light of reason and experience.” In looking to reason and
experience, the court analyzed the four factors found in In re Doe, and applied
them to the facts before the court.®

The first factor, belief in the confidentiality of the communication, was
satisfied by ombudsman Clemente’s receipt of communications in the belief that
they would remain confidential.™® For further support of this finding, the court
pointed to Clemente’s membership in the Corporate Ombudsman Association
which bound her through a code of ethics to keep communications confidential.
The court also noted the defendant’s adoption of procedures assuring confidentiali-
'y and its strict pledge of confidentiality given to all of its employees.”

The court found that the second factor recognized by the Doe court,
confidentiality being necessary to the preservation of the relationship between the
parties, to be satisfied.” The function of the ombudsman’s office in this case
was to receive communications and to remedy work related problems in a strictly
confidential atmosphere.’ Absent this confidentiality, the ombudsman’s office
would be just another non-confidential opportunity for an employee to communi-
cate her complaints.”

The Kientzy court also found the third factor, societal interest in the
relationship between the parties, present in this case.’ Defendant, a large
government contractor in the aerospace and defense industries, and its employees
aeeded to make confidential statements and to receive confidential guidance and
aid to benefit themselves and possibly the nation.” The court made a special
effort to state that this need of the employees existed in spite of some employees’
perception that such actions may be against company or other employee
interests.”

The court finally examined the fourth factor recognized by In re Doe, that

68. Id
89. Id. at 571-73.
70. Id. at 571-72.
MN. Id at572.
J2. Id. The court did not state what "procedures® to assure confidentiality were employed.

However, to satisfy the first factor it is only necessary that the one claiming the privilege demonstrate
hat the communicating employee believed that the “procedures” assured confidentiality. Jd

13. Id
74. 1d.
75. Id
76. Id.

77. Id. An issue that immediately becomes evident is determining whether there exists a sufficient
societal interest when the corporation employing the ombudsman is involved in a less importantactivity
hat does not bear directly on national security. This issue will be discussed later in this Note.

78. Id
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the. injury to the relationship incurred by disclosure must outweigh the advantage
in avoiding litigati5n.™ The court stated that a successful ombudsman program
resolves disputes quicker than other more litigious methods. Requiring
Clemente to testify concerning her communications would destroy the reputation
of confidentiality now enjoyed by the ombudsman program and essentially
climinate its effectiveness." Therefore, the fourth factor of In re Doe was
satisfied.*?

The Kientzy court concluded that the purpose of the program, to resolve
disputes quickly and eliminate the need for more formal methods, was based upon
the confidentiality of the communications between the ombudsman and employees
and between the ombudsman and company officials.® Finding all four factors
met, the court determined that the communications made with ombudsman
Clemente were privileged, and hence, were inadmissible at trial.®

The court cited Shabazz and Monoranjan as cases recognizing similar
privileges concerning communications made to an ombudsman.®* The Kientzy
court acknowledged that Monoranjan implemented the United States Supreme
Court’s intention that the development of the rules of privilege should be done on
2 case-by-case basis.*

The court's final justification for granting Clemente’s motion for a protective
order was that the plaintiff's need for relevant information could be satisfied
regardless of the privilege.” Plaintiff could simply take the deposition of
witnesses, including those members of the disciplinary committees, regarding the
events leading to the plaintiff’s dismissal.® The court held that the plaintiff may
ask witnesses about facts known to them, even though these facts were included
in the statements made to the ombudsman.” Because the Kientzy court recog-
nized a privilege extending to the communications made to the ombudsman, the
plaintiff may not ask witnesses to disclose information conveyed to the ombuds-
man and the plaintiff may not depose the ombudsman concerning any matter.

19. Jd
80. Id
81. Id
B2. Id.
83. Id
84. Id at 573.
8S. Id. at 572.
86. Id
87. Id. at 573.
38. Id. Similar reasoning was used in the Shabazz and Monoranjan holdings. What effect other

possible means of acquiring the necessary relevant information has on the court's holding is unclear
and will be discussedlater in this Note.

89. Id
00. Id

Loli dghinn.
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V. ANALYSIS AND COMMENT

Kientzy provides the starting point of what seems to be the development of
a blanket privilege extending to communication between corporate ombudsmen
and employees. However, several critical questions remain unanswered by
Kientzy. In particular, the Kientzy court made a special effort to justify the
privilege based upon the defendant's status as a very large government contrac-
tor.” This fact, according to Kientzy, is sufficient to satisfy the third necessary
element in recognizing a privilege under Federal Rule of Evidence 501—a
relationship which society considers worthy of being fostered.” In its one
paragraph analysis of the societal interest, the court speaks almost exclusively in
terms of the defendant’s position in protecting national security.” The court
notes the importance of the employees having an opportunity to make confidential
communications and receive "aid to remedy workplace problems to benefit
themselves and possibly the nation." From the Kientzy holding it is not clear
whether a corporation without the obvious impact on national security would meet
the criteria of providing a relationship between ombudsman and employee which
society is willing to promote.

What is the result if a corporate ombudsman privilege is claimed and the
corporation in which the ombudsman is employed manufactures trinkets or other
seemingly unimportant products? This question was left unresolved by the Kientzy
court. The confusion created by Kientzy is not removed by simply looking to
Monoranjan.® Monoranjan also recognized an ombudsman privilege in the
corporate setting; however, the ombudsman, as in Kientzy, was employed by a
defense contractor. The court in Monoranjan also made it clear that "its
findings and rulings on this motion are based on the particular circumstances
presented here." The Kientzy court gave no such similar limiting language.
Certainly, corporations with similar national interests will have an easier time
asserting the claim of privileged communication between its ombudsman and the
corporation’s employees. The Kientzy holding is too fresh and the analysis used
in finding a societal interest worthy of being fostered is too murky to predict with
any accuracy the extent to which this newly created ombudsman privilege will be
applied. Obviously, the criteria of a relationship being one that society wishes to
foster is fair game for crafty lawyering.

The extent of application of this newly created privilege depends in part on

91. Id at 572.
92. Id
93. Id
94. Id.

93. This case, discussed earlier in the text, recognized a similar privilege less than a year before
Kientzy was decided. Monoranjan, No. H-89-680, slip op. at 27,

96. Id. at 28.
97. Id. at 27.
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whether the privilege takes the form of a rule or a standard.®® Traditionally,
judges and commentators insist that privileges should take the form of rules, thus
assuring certainty and predictability in their application.” However, certainty
and predictability are not the only justifications for privileges being applied as
hard and fast rules. Political biases leading judges to intentionally rule against a
particular litigant are controlled by applying a rule instead of a case-by-case
balancing approach.'® Additionally, rules can reduce time spent and administra-
live costs necessary in resolving arguable evidentiary matters.!” Yet, while
aiding in predictability, rules tend to be overinclusive or underinclusive, protecting
some relationships they should not while not protecting others that they
should.!” The Kientzy court failed to cite the precedent for its establishment of
a privileged communication between a corporate ombudsman and the corporation’s
smployees. However, the Kientzy court did cite to Monoranjan which based its
decision on the Supreme Court’s position that the rules of privilege should be
developed on a case-by-case basis.'®

Whether the communications privilege developed in Kientzy is viewed as a
rule or standard, post-Kientzy decisionswillcontinue to wrestle with whether the
policy concerns for protecting the confidentiality of communication between an
&gt;mbudsman and an employee outweigh the need for relevant evidence. Unlike
other rules which exclude evidence, the rules of privilege "are not designed or
intended to facilitate the fact finding process or to safeguard its integrity,"
The net effect of privileged communications is "clearly inhibitive; rather than
facilitating the illumination of truth, they shut out the light."!®

However, one must focus on the reality of what makes an alternative dispute
resolution concept such as the corporate ombudsman effective. Frankness is
fundamental to alternative dispute resolution.” The quick and effective
settlement processes offered by the ombudsman concept would be stifled if the
statements made by the ombudsman or employee could be used in eventual legal
proceedings.'” Nondisclosure of confidential communications "protect[s] the
reliance interest of the communicant, with an assent of the community."
Reliance is necessary to promote certain communications which are needed for the
preservation of particular relationships deemed desirable based upon societal
interests!”

1

98. Comment, supra note 43, at 1486.
09. Id. at 1487.
100. Id
101. Id
102. Id. at 1488.
103. Kientzy, 133 F.R.D. at 572.
104. MCCORMICK ON EVIDENCE, § 72 (E. Cleargy 3d ed. 1984).
(0S. Id
106. Ritter, ADR: What About Confidentiality?, S1 TEXAS BAR J. 26, 27 (1988).
107. Id
108. State v. 62.96247 Acres of Land, $7 Del 40, 53, 193 A.2d 799, 807 (Super. Ct. 1963).
109. Id.
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Exclusionary rules such as the one put forth by the Kientzy court go against
the fundamental principle that "the public . . . has a right to every man’s
evidence."'!® Despite the obvious need to uncover the truth and present relevant
evidence in the search of truth, the Federal Rules of Evidence favor limiting the
accessibility to evidence in order to encourage settlement of disputes prior to trial.
This is illustrated by Federal Rule of Evidence 408, which excludes evidence of
offers to compromise relating to the settlement of a claim.!'! The advisory
committee note to Rule 408 states as a ground for exclusion the "promotion of the
public policy favoring the compromise and settlement of disputes."*!? Similarly,
Federal Rule of Evidence 410 excludes evidence of any plea of guilty which was
iater withdrawn or a plea of nolo contendere based upon policy favoring the
disposition of criminal cases by compromise.'*?

Finally, the Kientzy court mentioned that absent a showing that Clemente had
non-confidential relevant information about plaintiff’s termination, Clemente
cannot be deposed at all.''* Had there been a showing that Clemente possessed
non-confidential, relevant information, it is unclear how the court would have
ruled. Possibly the court would follow the direction of Shabazz and would allow
Clemente to be deposed, but at the same time imposing a good-faith requirement
on Clemente not to reveal privileged material.'*® The court may also require
Clemente to explain to the court why such information would be privileged.!
Also, the courts in Shabazz, Monoranjan, and Kientzy all mention that the one
denied the privileged communication could acquire the relevant information from
other sources.” Would the courts recognize a privilege if the one contesting
the claimed privilege made a sufficient showing that no other source existed to
acquire the relevant information? Neither of the three courts indicated an answer
to this highly probable possibility. A future court could impose a burden on the
one claiming the privilege to establish the existence of other sources of informa-
tion available to the opposing side. Or the court could impose the burden on the
party denying the privilege to show that no other source exists to satisfy its need

110. Trammel, 445 U.S. at 50 (quoting United States v. Bryan, 339 U.S. 323, 331 (1950)).
111. FED. R. EVID. 408 advisory committee's note. That rule states in relevant part:

Evidence of (1) furnishing or offering or promising to furnish, or (2) accepting or offering
or promising to accept, a valuable consideration in compromising or attempting to
compromise a claim which was disputed as to either validity or amount, is not admissible
lo prove liability for or invalidity of the claim or its amount....

FED. R. EVID. 408.
112. FED. R. EVID. 408 advisory committee's note.
113. FED. R. EVID. 410. This rule states in relevant part "Except as otherwise provided in this rule,

evidence of the following is not, in any civil or criminal proceeding, admissible against the defendant
who made the plea or was a participant in the plea discussions: (1) a plea of guilty which was later
vithdrawn; (2) a plea of nolo contendere... ." Id.

114. Kienazy, 133 F.R.D. at 573.
115. See Shabazz, 662 F. Supp. at 93; see supra note 56.
116. 1d.
117. Shabazz, 662 F. Supp. at 93; Monoranjan, No. H-89-680, slip op. at 27; Kientzy, 133 F.R.D.
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CORPORATE OMBUDSMAN

for relevant information. Either result adds guidance to future litigants, guidance
which the Kientzy court refused to give.

VI. CONCLUSION

At the very least, the Kientzy court established an exclusion from judicial
proceedings for those privileged communications taking place between a corporate
ombudsman and employees when the corporation involved is vital to national
security. Subsequent courts interpreting both the Monoranjan and Kientzy
holdings will apply the ombudsman-employee privilege to situations involving
corporations not necessarily involved in maintaining national security, The
ombudsman-employee relationship rests squarely on the employee’s belief that
information divulged to the ombudsman will remain confidential. Destroying the
employee’s confidence in that confidentiality will likely result in destroying the
ombudsman program itself. This is true whether the ombudsman is employed by
a company that is vital to national security or employed by a company that is
obviously unrelated to national security. The purposes for employing a corporate
ombudsman, handling employee grievances, resolving personality conflicts,
providing assistance and counseling, are necessary for all corporations with a large
employee pool.

Clearly, the Supreme Court intended that the area of privileged communi-
cation continue to develop on a case-by-case basis.!® The question that remains
is whether society is willing to recognize the ombudsman-employee relationship
as worthy of being maintained in all situations involving corporations or only
those involving companies vital to national security. Assuming large corporations
continue to make legitimate attempts to alleviate employee problems by using an
ombudsman program, and further assuming that the end result of employing an
ombudsman in the corporate setting continues to benefit both employer and
smployee, the importance of this relationship will likewise continue the use of a
communication privilege. Perhaps the Kientzy holding came at the right time, for
the beneficial results of employing a corporate ombudsman are readily apparent
in today’s corporate setting. The effectiveness of the ombudsman program, in
addition to the importance of the relationship between the ombudsman and
employee, due to the company’s role in national security, justifies the court’s
ruling that the communication deserves to be privileged.

KEVIN L. WIBBENMEYER
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118. See Trammel 44S US. at 47
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NEUTRAL LISTENING

Marsha L. Wagner, presenter

Introduction

Characteristics of a good listener

How can the Ombudsperson, a designated neutral, be a good listener?

The Ombudsman’s skills:
Active listening
Identifying the issues
Providing a range of options

Active listening

Getting started

Hearing

Feeding back

Attending

Reflecting

Correcting misunderstandings

[nteractive highlighting

Neutrality

Advantages and disadvantages of neutrality in listening

How to explain neutrality to a visitor

Do complainants prefer advocates? How is the ombud’s
neutrality in their interest?



NEUTRAL LISTENING

Tough questions:
How do you identify a visitor who is likely to interpret even neutral responses as taking

his or her side?

(f you use only neutral statements, how can you avoid misinterpretations?

How might you correct for any presumptions that you will be

-- an advocate for this visitor?

-- compromised by your allegiance to senior management?

What if you feel yourself beginning to take sides?

How to deal with feelings of dislike, distrust, anger, empathy, or identification with the

visitor? with the alleged offender? with other parties?

What do you do if you catch yourself yawning? or your eyelids start to droop?

[s it ever helpful or appropriate for the designated neutral listener to offer

autobiographical comments or anecdotes?

Special topics:
Assessing emergencies

What do you do if you hear a threat of violent or self-destructive behavior?

What do you do when the disclosure is so intimate you begin to feel uncomfortable?

How to make referrals to specific professionals without making a diagnosis?



NEUTRAL LISTENING

Role playing and discussion

How to respond to a jumbled presentation?

Reframing and organizing the information

How to respond to a very angry visitor?

Making the transition from rage to receptivity

How to respond to a person with paranoid ideas?

Maintaining formality, clarifying roles



NEUTRAL LISTENING: EXERCISE #1

Please break into pairs. In each pair, A is the listener. B is the visitor, who presents

he following situation, while A uses active listening skills as a designated neutral:

[ have been working in this unit for 8 years in a low-middle position. Five times I have

applied for a promotion, and each time I have been passed over. I am always told I'm

just not right for the job. I have the specific skills, but they say I don’t take enough

initiative, I’m not a leader, I don’t have the extra-special-something they are looking for.

[ always do my work conscientiously, I get very good performance appraisals, there are

no criticisms. But I’m only 32, and I don’t want to stay in this job forever. How can

[ show "leadership" and "initiative" if they never give me a chance to be in a decision-

making position? By the way, I'm the only (pick one: woman/African-American/

Mormon/Vietnamese/gay man/diabetic/etc.) in this unit, and sometimes I wonder if that

might have something to do with it. But I have no evidence of discrimination. I feel

stuck.- I don’t know what to do. It’s like a tunnel, with no light at the end of it.

NOTE: This is an exercise in listening, not in problem-solving



NEUTRAL LISTENING: EXERCISE #2

You are listening to a visitor express his or her concern. In response, is it appropriate

for you, as a designated neutral, to make the following comments? Would a different wording

be preferable? Indicate the responses that are neutral, not-quite-neutral, and definitely not
neutral:

"You’ve been stabbed in the back by someone you trusted."

"That was a stupid thing for you to have done."

'I’ve heard only one side of the story, but if what you say is true, it’s possible that

procedures have not been followed appropriately."

"I’m sorry that happened to you."

"If what you say is true, company policy has been violated."

"If that happened to my son, I'd be furious."

'I’m so glad to hear you won your appeal."

'If I had been repeatedly passed over in that way, I would be concerned, too."

‘It’s very unusual in our company for a manager to interpret the vacation policy in that

wav."

"What you are describing is a very serious concern."

'If I were in that situation. I would feel very frustrated."

'It sounds like your supervisor needs some training in management skills."
'Good luck!"

"This is what our company policy manual states."

'T think you should write a memo reporting this problem and send it directly to the

division head."

"That seems so unfair, because you worked so hard."

'If that’s what he said, he’s a real jerk."

'1 hope you feel better soon."

"If you were my daughter, I’d tell you to look for a new job immediately."

"Please let me know how it turns out."



NEUTRAL LISTENING: EXERCISE #3

Please break into pairs. In each pair, B is the listener. A is the visitor, who presents

‘he following situation, while B uses active listening skills as a designated neutral:

[ have a big problem, and there’s nowhere to go with it. How do I know it’s safe to talk

with you? Ever since I started in this job as a typist in the President’s Office 5 months

ago, my supervisor Regina treats me like an idiot. She says things like "I’ve never met

anyone so slow to learn," and "I’ve told you how to do this a thousand times." She

humiliates me in public. When I was home with the flu, she asked if I was "really" sick.

Last month she "lost" my time sheets. Do you believe me? Once I borrowed three

stamps from the office to mail personal letters, and then I paid them back the next day.

But she screamed at me -- everyone could hear -- that I stole company property.

Whenever she leaves the room, the other staff all say she’s really out to get me. But will

‘hey speak up? No! Everyone is terrified of her. She thinks she’s so important, because

she works for the President. And she says everything that goes out must be perfect; if

[ make onelittle typo, she says the President will be disgraced, and she’ll be disgraced.

[ can’t take this any longer. Whenever she comes near my desk, I start to shake. I told

her she’s so hostile, it causes me to make mistakes. She says I should be grateful she

hasn’t fired me so far, and ifIcomplain about her to anyone, I'll lose my job. Are you

making a record of this? What are you going to do? When I was three minutes late

coming back from lunch yesterday, she wrote it down. I can’t sleep at night. I'm the

sole support of my family, I’ve got to keep this job.







CAUSES OF CONFLICT

Failure to communicate
insufficient information
incorrect information
no information

Difference of opinion
values
perception

Problems with relationship
strong emotions
misperceptions or sterotypes
poor or miscommunication
negative, repetitive behavior
attitude

ME



CAUSES OF CONFLICT (cont.)

Problems with data
misinformation
differences on what is relevant
different interpretations of data
different procedures

Structural Conflicts
how a situation is set up
role definitions
time constraints

pH



SOFT
# treat the other as a
friend

TRADITIONAL NEGOTIATING STYLES
HARD
# treat the other as
adversary

# center on relationship # goal is to WIN!

# make concessions to
maintain the relationship

# demand concessions

# be soft on the people
and the problem-TRUST

# be hard on the
problem AND the people

# don't trust anything
# change positions
easily # maintain your position

at all costs
ff make offerc

# make threats-MISLEAD
# disclose your "bottom
line"

# accept one-sided loss
to reach agreement

ft search for an answer
they will accept

# insist on agreement

} demand one-sided
gains
# search for an answer
you will accept

# insist on your position

# make it a contest of
wills

# avoid "hard feelings"
# apply strong pressure

# yield to pressure



INTEREST BASED NEGOTIATING

# PARTICIPANTS ARE "PROBLEM SOLVERS"

# GOAL IS A MUTUALLY ACCEPTABLE OUTCOME
REACHED EFFICIENTLY AND AMICABLY

# SEPARATE THE PEOPLE FROM THE PROBLEM --
BE SOFT ON THE PEOPLE -- HARD ON THE
PROBLEM

# PROCEED INDEPENDENT OF TRUST

# FOCUS ON INTERESTS -- NOT POSITIONS

# EXPLORE INTERESTS

# AVOID HAVING AN "IMMOVABLE BOTTOM LINE"

# CO-CREATE OPTIONS FOR MUTUAL GAIN

# DEVELOP MULTIPLE OPTIONS TO CHOOSE FROM

# USE OBJECTIVE CRITERIA

# TRY TO REACH A RESULT BASED ON
STANDARDS

# REASON -- BE OPEN TO REASON

# YIELD TO PRINCIPLE -- NOT PRESSURE



IDENTIFY INTERESTS...
interests are the reasons for a

position
it is much more productive to deal
with interests

IDENTIFY COMMON INTERESTS...
show immediate relevance &amp; value
of what you're saying to their needs
and interests
common interests establish the
foundation for a relationship

BUILD ON THAT FOUNDATION...
involve the other in brainstorming
possible courses of action
is there more than one solution



IDENTIFY THE PROBLEM...
- don't confuse the symptom with the

problem
determine the real problem by asking
"why"

SEPARATE THE PERSON FROM THE
PROBLEM...

the franchisee is not the problem
the franchisee is who you work with
to address the problem

GET BEYOND POSITIONS...
a position is one person's
solution to the problem
positions cause "stalemates”



DISCUSS POSSIBLE ACTIONS...
- Is the action practical

will the action solve the problem
are interim steps needed
determine a time frame for the action

WHO WILL CARRY OUT THE ACTION
what
when
where
how

FOLLOW THROUGH
FOLLOW THROUGH
FOLLOW THROUGH
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Relevant Employment Laws, Rules and Regulations for Ombudsmen

Major Federal Laws and Regulations

[1

[11

VV.

A The Civil Rights Act of 1964, Title VII; The Pregnancy
Discrimination Act
The Civil Rights Act of 1991
The Older Workers Benefit Protection Act
The Age Discrimination in Employment Act
The Americans with Disabilities Act; The Rehabilitation Act
The Rehabilitation Amendment
Executive Order 11,246
The Occupational Safety and Health Act
The Employee Retirement Income Security Act
I'he Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act
The National Labor Relations Act; The Labor Management
Relations Act
The Immigration Reform and Control Act
The Drug-Free Workplace Act
The Worker Adjustment and Retraining Notification Act
The Employee Polygraph Protection Act
Section 89 of the Internal Revenue Code
The Fair Labor Standard Act
The Equal Pay Act
The Davis-Bacon Act
The Family Leave Act
Vietnam Era Veterans Readjustment Assistance Act
The Consumer Credit Protection Act
Fair Credit Reporting Act
Federal Unemployment Tax Act
Whistleblowing Provisions
Federal Juror Protection Act

B.
C.
D.
cE.
£.
G.
H.
[
J.
K.

L.
M.
N.
O.
P.
0.
R.
3.
T.
U.
Vv.
Ww.
X.
Y.
/

State Regulated Areas

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
E.
(3.

Discrimination
Drug Testing
Unemployment
Whistleblowing
Workers’ Compensation
Employment-at-Will
Right-to-Work

Employee Privacy Rights

Business Goals, Work Rules, Bargaining Agreement, Contract Guidelines



Private Sector
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EQUAL EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION



INFORMATION FOR THE PRIVATE SECTOR
AND STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS

THE EQUAL EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION (EEOC)
T HE U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commis-sion was created by Congress and enforces Title VII
of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which prohibits
employment discrimination based on race, color, reli-
gion, sex, or national origin.

Since 1979, EEOC also has enforced: the Age Dis-
crimination in Employment Act of 1967, which protects
employees 40 years of age or older; the Equal Pay Act of
1963, which protects men and women who perform sub-
stantially equal work in the same establishment from
sex-based wage discrimination; and Section 501 of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973, which prohibits federal sec-
ror discrimination against persons with disabilities.

On July 26, 1992, EEOC will begin enforcing the
Americans with Disabilities Act, which prohibits dis-
crimination against individuals in the private sector,
and in state and local governments based on disability
EEOC is also responsible for enforcing any subsequent
changes to the above statutes.

EEOC provides oversight and coordination of all
federal regulations, practices and policies affecting
equal employment opportunity.

THE COMMISSION
EE has five Commissioners and a General Counsel

appointed by the President and confirmed by the
Senate. Commissioners are appointed for five-year,
staggered terms. The term of the General Counsel is
four years. The President designates a Chairman and a
Vice Chairman. The Chairman is the chief executive
officer of the Commission. The five-member Commis-
sion makes equal employment opportunity policy and
approves all litigation. The General Counsel is respon-
sible for conducting EEOC enforcement litigation.

WORK OF THE COMMISSION
staff receives and investigates employment

discrimination charges against private employers
and state and local governments. If the investigation

-—



EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION

shows reasonable cause to believe that discrimination
occurred, the Commission will begin conciliation
efforts. If conciliation fails, the charge will be consid-
ered for litigation. The Commission’s policy is to seek
full and effective relief for each and every victim of
employment discrimination, whether sought in court
or in conciliation agreements before litigation, and to
provide remedies designed to correct the discrimination
and prevent its recurrence. The Justice Department is
the only federal agency that may sue a state or local
government for a violation of Title VII or the ADA.
EEOC may sue a state or local government for viola-
tions of the ADEA or EPA. If the Commission decides
not to litigate a charge, a notice of the right to file a
private suit in federal district court will be given to the
charging party. At the charging party's request, a
notice of right to sue also will be issued at any time
after the expiration of 180 days from the date the
charge was filed.

EEOC's MISSION
T= MISSION of the Commission is to ensure equality

of opportunity by vigorously enforcing federal laws
prohibiting employment discrimination through inves.
-igation, conciliation, litigation, coordination, educa-
cion and technical assistance.

COMMISSION MEETINGS
AN ACCORDANCE with the Government in the Sun-
Ishine Act, meetings of the Commission are open
co the public. However, all or part of a meeting may
be closed for consideration of matters exempted under
‘he Sunshine Act, such as recommendations for litiga-
rion, litigation strategy and other specified matters.
For information about Commission meetings, call
202-663-4070 (voice) or 202-663-4018 (TDD).
Agenda items for Commission meetings are announced
in the Federal Register one week in advance of the
meeting.

INFORMATION FOR THE PRIVATE SECTOR
AND STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS

HEADQUARTERS OFFICES
AND THEIR FUNCTIONS

Communications and Legislative Affairs: Serves
as the Commission’s primary external communications
link with the news media, the U.S. Congress, con-
stituency groups, and the public, and conducts internal
communications.

Equal Employment Opportunity: Develops poli-
cies and implements approved affirmative employment
programs to ensure equal employment opportunity
within EEOC and executes procedures for prompt and
fair resolution of EEO complaints.

General Counsel: Recommends and conducts all
EEOC litigation in class, systemic and individual cases
of discrimination and subpoena enforcement actions.
Presents the Commission's Views as amicus curiae in
-ases in which the Commission is not a party.

Inspector General: Conducts internal and external
investigations and audits related to the programs and
operation of the Commission.

Legal Counsel: Serves as principal advisor to the
Commission on non-enforcement litigation matters and
represents the Commission in defensive litigation and
administrative hearings. Prepares Commission deci-
sions on charges involving issues for which there is no
precedent, develops all policy guidance for Commission
consideration and carries out the Commission’s leader-
ship and coordination role for the federal government’s
EEO programs.

Writes regulations, conducts outreach and educa-
tion efforts, and coordinates all federal issuances affect-
ing equal employment opportunity.

Management: Oversees administrative, financial,
personnel and management support services. Develops
and administers the Commission’s budget.

Program Operations: Manages, directs and coor-
dinates field office operations and systemic investiga-
tions. Implements the Commission’s state and local
charge deferral and contracting program and conducts
the national EEO survey report program.

Federal Operations: Develops policy guidance for
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federal agency affirmative action programs and provides
guidance and a hearings program for federal discrimi-
nation complaints. Decides or recommends decisions
to the Commission on appeals from federal agency deci-
sions on EEO complaints or negotiated bargaining
agreement grievances where allegations of discrimina-
;ion are raised and on petitions for review of Merit Sys-
tems Protection Board decisions involving allegations
of discrimination.

TITLE VII
[iron discrimination based on race, color,

religion, sex or national origin is prohibited by
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

Title VII covers private employers, state and local
governments, and educational institutions that have 15
or more employees. The federal government, private
and public employment agencies, labor organizations,
and joint labor-management committees for appren-
ticeship and training also must abide by the law.

It is illegal under Title VII to discriminate in:
¢ Hiring and firing;
» Compensation, assignment or classification

of employees;
Transfer, promotion, layoff or recall;
job advertisements;
Recruitment;
Testing;

» Use of company facilities;
&gt; Training and apprenticeship programs;
» Fringe benefits;
» Pay, retirement plans and disability leave; or
® Other terms and conditions of employment.

Under the law, pregnancy, childbirth and related
medical conditions must be treated the same as any
other non-pregnancy-related illness or disability.

Title VII prohibits retaliation against a person who
iiles a charge of discrimination, participates in an inves-
tigation or opposes an unlawful employment practice.

Employment agencies may not discriminate in
receiving, classifying or referring applications for
employment or in their job advertisements.

INFORMATION FOR THE PRIVATE SECTOR
AND STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS

Labor unions may not discriminate in: accepting
applications for membership; classifying members;
referrals; training and apprenticeship programs; and in
advertising for jobs. It is illegal for a labor union to
cause or try to cause an employer to discriminate. It is
also illegal for an employer to cause or try to cause a
union to discriminate.

The Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986
requires employers to be able to prove that all employ-
ees hired after November 6, 1986, are legally autho-
rized to work in the United States. However, an
employer who requests employment verification only
from individuals of a particular national origin, or indi-
viduals who appear to be or sound foreign, may have
violated both the Immigration Act and Title VII.

Citizenship requirements, preferences or rules re-
quiring employees to be fluent in English or speak only
English at work may be unlawful if they disproportion-
ately exclude individuals of a particular national origin
and are not justified by business necessity. For further
information about employment rights and respon-
sibilities under the Immigration Reform and Control
Act, call the Office of Special Counsel for Immigration-
Related Unfair Employment Practices toll free at 1-
B00-255-7688 (voice) or 1-800-237-2515 (TDD).

THE AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT
(ADA)
T= I of the Americans with Disabilities Act of

1990, which takes effect July 26, 1992, prohibits
private employers and state and local governments with
25 or more employees (15 or more after July 26, 1994),
employment agencies, and labor unions from discrimi-
nating against qualified individuals with disabilities in
job application procedures, hiring, firing, advance-
ment, compensation, fringe benefits, job training, and
other terms, conditions and privileges of employment.
An individual with a disability is a person who:

* Has a physical or mental impairment that
substantially limits one or more major life
activities;
Has a record of such an impairment; or
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» Is regarded as having such an impairment.
A qualified employee or applicant with a disability

s an individual who satisfies skill, experience, educa-
rion, and other job-related requirements of the position
held or desired, and who, with or without reasonable
accommodation, can perform the essential functions of
chat position.

Reasonable accommodation may include, but is not
imited to:

» Making existing facilities used by employees
readily accessible to and usable by persons with
disabilities;
Job restructuring, modification of work sched-
ules, reassignment to a vacant position; or
Acquiring or modifying equipment or devices,
adjusting or modifying examinations, training
materials, or policies, and providing qualified
readers or interpreters.

An employer is required to make a reasonable
accommodation in order to provide an equal employ-
ment opportunity to a qualified applicant or employee
with a disability, unless this would impose an “undue
hardship” on the operation ofthe employer’s business.
Undue hardship is defined as an action requiring sig-
aificant difficulty or expense when considered in light
f factors such as a business’ size, financial resources
and the nature and structure of its operation.

An employer is not required to lower quality or pro-
duction standards to make an accommodation. Nor is
in employer generally obligated to provide personal use
items such as eyeglasses or hearing aids.

Before a job offer is made, employers may not ask
job applicants about the existence, nature or severity of
a disability. Applicants may be asked about their abil-
ity to perform specific job functions. A job offer may
be conditioned on the results of a medical examination,
but only if the examination is required for all entering
employees in the same job category. Medical examina-
tions of current employees must be job-related and con-
sistent with the employer’s business needs.

Employees and applicants currently engaging in the
illegal use of drugs are not covered by the ADA, when

»

INFORMATION FOR THE PRIVATE SECTOR
AND STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS

an employer acts on the basis of such use. Tests for ille-
gal use of drugs are not subject to the ADA's restric-
tions on medical examinations. Employers may hold
individuals who are illegally using drugs, and alcoholics,
to the same performance standards as other employees.

EQUAL Pay AcT (EPA)
TE EQUAL PAY ACT prohibits employers from dis-

criminating between men and women on the basis
of sex in the payment of wages where they perform sub-
stantially equal work under similar working conditions
in the same establishment. The law also prohibits
employers from reducing the wages of either sex to
comply with the law.

A violation may exist where a different wage is paid
to a predecessor or successor employee of the opposite
sex. Labor organizations may not cause employers to
violate the law.

Retaliation against a person who files a charge of
equal pay discrimination, participates in an investiga-
rion or opposes an unlawful employment practice also
is illegal.

The law protectsvireuallyall private employees,
including executive, administrative, professional and
putside sales employees who are exempt from mini-
mum wage and overtime laws. Most federal, state and
'ocal government workers also are covered.

The law does not apply to pay differences based on
factors other than sex, such as seniority, merit or sys-
tems that determine wages based upon the quantity or
quality of items produced or processed.

Many EPA violations may be violations of Title VII
of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which also prohibits
sex-based wage discrimination. Such charges may be
filed under both statutes.

AGE DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENT ACT
(ADEA)
prisons 40 years of age or older are protected by the

Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967.
The law prohibits age discrimination in hiring, dis-
charge, pay, promotions and other terms and condi-

1%
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tions of employment.
Retaliation against a person who files a charge of age

discrimination, participates in an investigation or
opposes an unlawful practice also is illegal.

The law applies to private employers of 20 or more
workers, federal, state and local governments, employ-
ment agencies and labor organizations with 25 or more
members. Labor organizations that operate a hiring
hall or office that recruits potential employees or
obtains job opportunities also must abide by the law

It shall be unlawful to cease or reduce the rate of

pension benefit accruals or allocations because of age for
employees who have at least one hour of service in pen-
sion plan years beginning on or after January 1, 1988,
Limitations on the amount of benefits, years of service
or years of participation may be permissible, if the lim-
its are imposed without regard to age.

The Older Workers Benefit Protection Act
(OWBPA) was enacted on October 16, 1990, effective
generally on April 15, 1991. There are delayed effec-
tive dates for certain collectively bargained plans and
certain state and local government employers. OWBPA
makes clear that employee benefits and benefit plans
are subject to the ADEA. The Act codifies EEOC reg-
ulations addressing employee benefits and states that
the employer has the burden of proving the lawfulness
of certain benefits-related actions. New provisions
were enacted affecting early retirement incentive plans
and permitting certain offsets against severance pay-
ments and long-term disability. Title II of OWBPA
sets out minimum criteria that must be satisfied before

a waiver of any ADEA right or claim will be considered
a “knowing and voluntary” waiver.

State and local governments may make age-based
hiring and retirement decisions for firefighters and law
enforcement officers if the particular age limitation was
in effect on March 3, 1983, and the action taken is
pursuant to a bona fide hiring or retirement plan that
is not a subterfuge to evade the purposes of the Act.
The section in question is scheduled to expire on
December 31, 1993.

Institutions of higher education may involuntarilv
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retire an employee at age 70 who is serving under a
contract of unlimited tenure or a similar arrangement.

The section in question is scheduled to expire on
December 31, 1993.

The ADEA does not prohibit the compulsory retire-
ment of certain bona fide executives or high policymak-
ing personnel as discussed in section 12(cX1) of the Act.

How TO FILE A CHARGE

I; YOU BELIEVE you have been discriminated against by
an employer, labor union or employment agency when

applying for a job or while on the job because of race,
color, sex, religion, national origin, age, or disability*,
you may file a charge of discrimination with the U.S.
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. Charges
may be filed in person, by mail or by telephone by con-
tacting the nearest EEOC office. If there is not an EEOC
office in the immediate area, call toll free 800-669-4000
(voice) or 800-800-3302 (TDD) for more information.
To avoid delay, call or write beforehand if you need spe-
cial assistance, such as an interpreter, to file a charge.

There are strict time frames in which charges of
employment discrimination must be filed. To preserve
the ability of EEOC to act on your behalf and to pro-
tect your right to file a private lawsuit, adhere to the
following guidelines when filing a charge.

Title VII charges must be filed with EEOC within
180 days of the alleged discriminatory act. In states or
localities where there is an antidiscrimination law and
an agency authorized to grant or seek relief, a charge
must be presented to that state or local agency. In such
jurisdictions, you may file charges with EEOC within
300 days of the discriminatory act, or 30 days after
receiving notice that the state or local agency has ter-
minated its processing of the charge, whichever is ear-
lier. It is best to contact EEOC promptly when
discrimination is suspected. When charges or com-
plaints are filed beyond these time frames, the private
right of action may be unavailable.

EEOC may file a lawsuit if it finds reasonable cause to
* Disability discrimination charges under the ADA may be

filed on or after July 26. 1992.
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believe that discrimination occurred and conciliation
efforts fail. An individual may file a private suit within
30 days of receiving a notice of right-to-sue from EEOC.

Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
snforcement procedures and time line requirements are
the same as those for Title VII charges.

Age Discrimination in Employment Act
‘ADEA) charges may be filed by or on behalf of an
aggrieved person. If a charge is filed on behalf of
another, the aggrieved individual's identity may be
kept confidential. Individuals who are aware of prac-
tices that may involve age discrimination, but who do
jot wish to file a charge, may bring the matter to
EEOC's attention by filing a complaint. If a complaint
is filed, the identity of the complainant ordinarily will
not be disclosed without prior written consent. A com-
plaint does not preserve the right to file a private suit.
However, if a charge is filed, the charging party’s name
will be given to the employer.

ADEA charges must be filed with EEOC within
L80 days of the alleged discriminatory act. In states
where there is a law prohibiting age discrimination in
employment or authorizing a state agency to grant or
seek relief, a proceeding must be commenced with the
itate agency as a prerequisite to private suit. In such
jurisdictions, a charge may be filed with EEOC within
300 days of the discriminatory act, or 30 days after
receiving notice that the state terminated its processing
of the charge, whichever is earlier. When charges or
complaints are filed beyond these time frames, the pri-
vate right of action may be unavailable.

Persons who file timely charges of age discrimina-
tion or who are the beneficiaries of timely filed charges.
may file suit against the respondent named in the
charge within 90 days of receipt of notice that the
Commission has dismissed or otherwise terminated
proceedings. EEOC is also empowered to file suit to
remedy violations of the Act.

Equal Pay Act (EPA) - Individuals are not required
to file an EPA charge with EEOC before filing 2 private
iawsuit. However, some cases of wage discrimination
also may be violations of Title VII. Charges may be
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filed concurrently under both laws. If an EPA charge is
filed with EEOC, the procedure for filing is the same as
for charges brought under Title VII.

An EPA lawsuit must be filed within two years (or
three years for willful violations) of the discriminatory
act, which in most cases will be a payment of a discrim-
inatorily lower wage. Filing a charge with the EEOC
will not stop the running of the two-year (or three-
year) period for filing a lawsuit.

If a complaint is filed under EPA, the identity of the
complainant will not be disclosed. However, if a
charge is filed under both Title VII and EPA, the
charging party’s name will be given to the employer.

'f EEOC finds reasonable cause to believe that dis-
crimination occurred and conciliation efforts fail,
EEOC may file a lawsuit on behalf of the victim in fed-
eral district court. Should EEOC take action first, a
private lawsuit may not be filed.

GENERAL PROCEDURES
I. EEOC interviews the potential charging party to

obtain as much information as possible about the alleged
discrimination. If all legal jurisdictional requirements
are met, a charge is properly drafted and the investiga-
rive procedure is explained to the charging party.

2. EEOC notifies the employer about the charge.
[n investigating the charge to determine if discrimina-
tion occurred, EEOC requests information from the
employer that addresses the issues directly affecting the
charging party as well as other potentially aggrieved
persons. Any witnesses who have direct knowledge of
the alleged discriminatory act will be interviewed. If
the evidence shows there is no reasonable cause to

xlieve discrimination occurred, the charging party and
rhe employer will be notified. The charging party may
exercise the right to bring private court action.

3. If the evidence shows there is reasonable cause to
delieve discrimination occurred, EEOC conciliates or
attempts to persuade the employer to voluntarily elimi-
nate and remedy the discrimination, following the
standards of EEOC's Policy on Remedies and Relief for
Individual Cases of Unlawful Discrimination. Reme-

—— =
———
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dies may include reinstatement of an aggrieved person
to the job he or she would have had but for the dis-
crimination, backpay, restoration of lost benefits and
damages to compensate for actual monetary loss. Lim-
ited monetary damages may also be available to com-
pensate for future monetary loss, mental anguish or
rain and suffering, and to penalize a respondent who
acted with malice or reckless indifference. The
employer may also be required to post a notice in the
workplace advising employees that it has complied
with orders to remedy the discrimination.

4. EEOC considers the case for litigation if concilia-
tion fails. If litigation is approved by the Commission,
EEOC will file a lawsuit in federal district court on
behalf of the charging party(ies). Charging parties may
initiate private civil action on their own in lieu of
EEOC litigation.

STATE AND LOCAL FAIR EMPLOYMENT
PRACTICE AGENCIES (FEPAS)
U NDER TITLE VII and ADA, EEOC must defer

charges of discrimination to state or local Fair
Employment Practice Agencies. The charge may be
processed initially by either EEOC or the state or local
agency, where a worksharing agreement so specifies.

LITIGATION
M OST CHARGES are conciliated or settled, making a

court trial unnecessary. EEOC'’s Statement of
Enforcement Policy commits the agency to consider for
litigation each case in which reasonable cause has been
found and conciliation has failed. If EEOC decides not
to litigate a case, a notice of right to sue is issued, per-
mitting the charging party to take the case to court if
he or she chooses.

RELIEF
T HE COMMISSION'S POLICY is to seek full and effec-

tive relief for each and every victim of employment
discrimination, whether it is sought in court or in con-
ciliation agreements reached before litigation.

in general.relief that may be sought includes:
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Backpay (all);
Hiring, promotion, reinstatement, benefit
restoration, front pay and other affirmative
relief (Title VII, ADA, ADEA);
Actual pecuniary loss other than backpay (Title
VII, ADA);
Liquidated damages (ADEA, EPA);
Compensatory damages for future monetary
.osses and mental anguish (Title VII, ADA);
Punitive damages when employer acts with
malice or reckless disregard for federally pro-
tected rights (Title VII, ADA);
Posting a notice to all employees advising them
of their rights under the laws EEOC enforces
and their right to be free from retaliation (all);
Corrective or preventive actions taken to cure
the source of the identified discrimination and
minimize the chance of its recurrence (all);
Reasonable accommodation (ADA); or
Stopping the specific discriminatory practices
involved in the case (all).

EEOC OFFICES
ee has 23 district, 1 field, 17 area and 9 localoffices. District offices are full service units which

investigate charges and systemic cases and conduct liti-
gation. Area offices investigate charges, including .
charges for potential litigation. Local offices investigate
charges but forward cases to district offices for litiga-
tion development. The field office investigates charges
and systemic cases and conducts litigation. It reports
directly to Headquarters.
AREA OFFICES

Albuquerque, NM
Boston, MA
Cincinnati, OH
El Paso, TX
Jackson, MS
Kansas City, MO
Little Rock, AR
Louisville, KY
Nashville, TN

- A
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LocAL OFFICES
Buffalo, NY
Fresno, CA
Greensboro, NC
Greenville, SC
Honolulu, HI

FieLD OFFICE
Washington, DC

DISTRICT OFFICES
Atlanta, GA
Baltimore, MD
Birmingham, AL
Charlotte, NC
Chicago, IL
Cleveland, OH
Dallas, TX
Denver, CO
Detroit, MI
Houston, TX
Indianapolis, IN
Los Angeles, CA

Minneapolis, MN
Dakland, CA
San Jose, CA
Savannah, GA

Memphis, TN
Miami, FL
Milwaukee, WI
New Orleans, LA
New York, NY
Philadelphia, PA
Phoenix, AZ
San Antonio, TX
San Francisco, CA
Seattle, WA
St. Louis, MO

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
If YOU NEED further information, you may call EEOCtoll free on 1-800-669-EEOC. The TDD number is
1-800-800-3302. For calls from the Washington, DC,
metropolitan area, dial (202) 663-4900. The TDD
local number is (202) 663-4494.

The information contained in this brochure is
intended as a general overview and does not carry the
force of legal opinion.

This brochureis available, upon request, in large
print, Braille or on tape by writing to the Office of
Equal Employment Opportunity, EEOC, 1801 L St.,
NW, Washington, DC 20507.

Material contained in this publication is in the pub-
lic domain and may be reproduced, fully or partially,
without the permission of the federal government.

The text of these laws is contained in the booklet
“Laws Enforced by the EEOC,” available by writing the
Office of Communications and Legislative Affairs,
EEOC, 1801 L St., NW, Washington, DC 20507.
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RELEVANT EMPLOYMENT LAWS, RULES AND REGULATIONS
FOR OMBUDSMEN

What laws and regulations should an ombudsman be familiar with to
prevent problems, to mediate effectively, to contribute to settlement
procedures, to provide a sounding board that is both humanistic and street-
smart without ignoring legal ramifications of an employee’s or employer’s
actions?

The following are those that you may deal with in your role as
Ombudsman and the list is not meant to be all inclusive. Your industry, your
employment setting, your locality will have additional laws you should be
familiar with to be effective in your position. This synopsis is for
introduction purposes only and each law, rule or regulation should be studied
in detail.

lL.

pl

Major Federal Laws and Regulations

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibits employment
discrimination on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin
and sex. Employers of 15 or more are forbidden to use discriminatory
employment practices in any phase of employment, including
recruitment, hiring, promotions, compensation and termination.

Title VII was amended by the Pregnancy Discrimination Act of
1978 which prohibits discrimination in all areas of employment based
on pregnancy and pregnancy-related conditions. Pregnant employees
must be treated the same as non-pregnant employees who are disabled
with respect to leaves of absence, health benefits during leaves and
reinstatement after leave.

3 ‘The Civil Rights Act of 1991, expanded liability of employers.
Previously equitable damages, including back pay, front pay and
reinstatement were allowed. Jury trials were generally not available.

Currently a jury trial is a matter of right and compensatory
damages are available for intentional discriminations for emotional
distress, inconvenience, loss of enjoyment of life and other
nonpecuniary losses. If malice or reckless indifference is shown,
punitive damages may be awarded based on number of employees,



ranging from $50,000 with 15-100 employees to $300,000 if over 500
employees. Back pay, front pay and attorney fees are not included in
these statutory limits.

Rules are illegal only if they purposefully discriminate against a
protected class as outlined in the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and 1991.

Title VII coverage new extends to U.S. citizens employed abroad
now by U.S. employers.

The Civil Rights Act of 1991 establishes a "glass ceiling"
commission, provides an award for diversity in American management
and requires the EEOC to conduct educational and outreach activities.

Enforcement by the EEOC:

If the Act occurs in a deferral state (having its own employment
law and investigative agency) the charge may be filed within 300 days
of the discrimination. If no state or local agency, the charge must be
filed with the EEOC within 180 days.

If no probable cause exists, a right-to-sue letter will be issued to
the charging party to file a lawsuit within ninety days of receipt of the
notice. Since 1986, it is possible to appeal to the EEOC in
Washington, D.C. if no merit was found by the investigators.

An individual can forego the appeal and go directly to court.

Upon receipt of a charge, an employer should conduct a timely
and thorough investigation to determine whether a violation occurred.

C. The Older Workers Benefit Protection Act, effective
October 16, 1990, requires that age-based differentials in benefit plans
have a cost-based justification. This Act governs the enforceability of
releases of age discrimination under the ADEA (below).



»4 The Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 and
amended in 1987 protects employees over 40 years of age from
discrimination by employers, labor organizations, employment
agencies, state and political subdivisions who employ 20 or more for
20 weeks a year. The ADEA prohibits listing age preference in job
advertisements and employment decisions based solely on age between
two or more employees over 40.

Title II of the Act requires that a waiver of ADEA claims, must
be "knowing and voluntary". Time limits must be met for an
individual to consider and, later, to revoke the agreement.
Consideration, in addition to benefits to which the individual was
already entitled, must be given. The individual must be advised in
writing to consult with an attorney before signing the agreement.

4
hd The Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 prohibits

discrimination against the disabled by private employers, state and
local governments, employment agencies, labor organizations and labor
management committees.

Disability is defined as a physical or mental impairment that
substantially limits one or more of a major life activity, has a record or
history of such impairment or is perceived as having such an
impairment.

Current drug users ale not protected under the ADA. The
Rehabilitation Act of 1973 did not protect active users unable to
perform the job. Individuals with contagious diseases such as those
who test positive for HIV are protected. Nothing under the ADA
orohibits employers from applying the same workforce rules of job
performance to current alcohol users.

Access by the disabled is required, even to potential places of
employment. Therefore, interview offices must be accessible to the
disabled. Restroom facilities must be accessible for the interviewee.
Specific guidelines for structural, architectural and communication are
provided in the Act.



Penalties may include injunctive relief, back pay, attorney fees
and costs plus civil penalties.

An employee must file a charge within 180 days after
discriminatory act occurred or, if filed with a state agency, 300 days
to file a federal charge. An employee must file a lawsuit within two
years or three years if violation was willful.

=
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The Rehabilitation Amendment of 1984 require government
contractors to take affirmative action to employ and advance qualified
handicapped individuals. The Rehabilitation Act of 1973 protected
candidates from rejection because of a handicap that is not job related.

Executive Order 11,246, as amended, places nondiscrimination
and affirmative action obligation on federal contractors and
subcontractors. Those with fifty or more employees and contracts
zqual to or over $50,000 are required to develop formal, written
affirmative action plans.

The Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 places upon
employers a general duty to provide a place of employment free from
recognized hazards which may cause serious physical injury or death.

OSHA recordkeeping requires that fatalities must be reported
within 48 hours. A log of occupational injuries and illnesses must be
posted in the facility.

~ An employee filing a complaint, a target of a particular industry
or simply routine procedures may result in an on-site inspection.
Monetary penalties may be high and a company representative should
be thoroughly trained to deal with OSHA.

The Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
requires private sector employee benefit plan reporting, disclosure and
fiduciary obligations plus IRS obligations regarding vesting and funding
standards. Civil and criminal penalties exist for interference of rights
ander ERISA.



The Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1985
requires employers of twenty or more to provide continued participation
in health insurance plans to certain employees and family member at
group rates paid by employees. A qualifying event such as a divorce
or a child ceasing to be a dependent, may result in a loss of insurance
and coverage must be offered for thirty-six months. If an employee is
terminated (other than for gross misconduct) eighteen months of
coverage must be offered under COBRA.

K The 1935 National Labor Relations Act, later the Labor
Management Relations Act protects concerted activity of employees
for the purpose of collective bargaining, or in the absence of a union,
as long as it involves two or more employees. Employees may seek to
improve employment conditions outside employer-employee relations.
A duty to bargain collectively in good faith with a union is also
required. The LMRA prohibits discharge or discipline of an
employee who files charges or gives testimony against an employer.

Remedies range from cease and desist for engaging in
misconduct. to reinstatement and back pay for unlawful discharge.

dw The Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 requires a
form "1-9" on each employee hired since November 6, 1986. On this
form, the employer attests to examination of documents verifying
identity and authorization to work in the U.S. Such documents may
include a drivers’ license with photo, a social security card, a U.S.
birth certificate. Failure to verify job status is subject to fines.

Records must be retained for three years after hire or one year
after termination. whichever is later.

The antidiscrimination requirements of the Act prohibit
discrimination on the basis of national origin or citizenship status.
Charges may be filed with the INS within 180 days of incident.
Howeyer, if the employer has 15 employees or more, and is, therefore,
covered under the Civil Rights Act, a complaint should be filed under
Title VII.
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M. Under the Drug-Free Workplace Act of 1988, employers with
federal contracts of $25,000 or more must maintain a drug-free
workplace. Publication and providing a copy of a policy prohibiting
drugs to each employee, establishing a drug-free awareness program
and other sanctions imposed upon employers are required by the Act.

Government contracts could be terminated if statute requirements
are not met or if a sufficient number of employees have been convicted
of drug offenses to indicate the workplace is not drug-free. If
Department of Defense contracts are involved, drug testing is required.

N The Worker Adjustment and Retraining Notification Act,
effective February 4, 1989 applies to companies with 100 or more full-
or part-time employees working at least 4000 aggregate hours per
week, sans overtime at all sites. Advance notice of sixty days is
required by WARN to all employees at a site if fifty or more full-time
employees are subjected during thirty days to a termination (not
including discharge for cause, voluntary departure or retirement).
Requirements for notification due to layoffs differ and should be
checked in detail.

Notice must be in writing’ to a union or if non-union, to
zmployees in writing with their paychecks or to their last known
address.

) The Employee Polygraph Protection Act of 1988 prohibits
private sector employers from requiring or requesting applicants or
employees to submit to lie detector tests and prohibits discharge,
discipline or retaliation against individuals who refuse or assert rights
under the statute. There are limited exceptions allowing polygraph
exams.

Section 89 of the Internal Revenue Code amended in 1983
prevents discrimination in favor of "highly compensated” employees in
accident, health, or group term life insurance plans. Highly
compensated individuals must include in their income, the excess
benefit if nondiscrimination rules are not met. Substantial penalties fall
to employers who do not report the excess on W-2 forms.
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The Fair Labor Standard Act of 1938 imposes minimum wage,
covers equal pay, overtime pay, exempt employees, independent
contractors and child labor. The Department of Labor or an employee
may file suit to enforce compliance. Employers engaged in interstate
commerce or involved in the production of goods for interstate
commerce fall under the law. Coverage is broad.

The Equal Pay Act of 1963 prohibits differential in
compensation between males and females when equal skill, effort and
responsibility are required. However, wage differential may be based
on seniority system or factors other than sex, such as different pay
scales for full and part-time employees. The Equal Pay Act amended
the Fair Labor Standards Act and therefore, covers all employers
included within that Act.

The Davis-Bacon Act of 1931 requires that employees on
federally funded projects receive prevailing wages.

The Family Leave Act of 1993 covers employers with 50 or
more employees who have been with the Company a year or more and
who work 25 hours a week or more on average. Employers have until
August 5, 1993, or later for unionized employees, to implement
policies allowing up to 12 weeks of unpaid leave each year for birth or
adoption, for serious illness of employee or immediate family.
Employees must return to the same or equivalent position with no loss
of pay, accrued benefits or seniority.

Vietnam Era Veterans Readjustment Assistance Act of 1974
generally requires reinstatement of employees returning from service in
the armed forces. Federal contractors are required to employ and to
advance employment of qualified disabled vets of all wars and Vietnam
veterans.

Title III of the Consumer Credit Protection Act restricts
garnishment amount and prohibits discharge for any one indebtedness.

Fair Credit Reporting Act requires disclosure to an individual
under certain circumstances where action adverse to employee or job
applicant is taken on the basis of credit report.
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A. Federal Unemployment Tax Act requires employer reports and
payments of tax based on percentage of payroll. Employers receive
credit against FUTA tax liability for amount paid to state
unemployment.

Whistleblowing provisions, protecting employees from retaliation
for reporting employer violations of statutory safety and environmental
standards, are found in many federal statutes such as OSHA, The
Federal Water Pollution Control Act of 1972, The Clean Air Act. etc.

Zz. The Federal Juror Protection Act prohibits employers from
discharging, intimidating or coercing permanent employees for jury
service in federal courts.

Posting Requirements

Posting requirements set by five federal labor laws require employers
to post EEO, OSHA, Minimum Wage and Employee Polygraph Protection
notices. Similar postings may be required by state statutes.

1. State Regulated Areas

In most federal areas of regulation, states have adopted similar
statutes on topics covered by federal law. Be advised to check state
and local requirements, as generally the most stringent law will apply.
The following areas covered are mentioned as examples, however,
check your own locality or industry law, which will vary.

A State Laws prohibiting discrimination vary. For example in
Michigan, discrimination based on religion, race, color, national origin,
age, sex, marital status, height, weight, arrest record or handicap is
prohibited in the areas of employment, education, housing, public
accommodation or public service. State procedures to report
discrimination vary and an individual may seek remedy in the courts or
with the Civil Rights Agency having jurisdiction.
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In June, 1993, approximately ten states and three cities currently
ban or restrict random Drug Testing of employees. "Approximately"
is used as laws and regulations are in a constant flux in this area. State
and local prohibitions are pre-empted by federal regulations of certain
industries.

Unemployment Insurance, generally, is for employees who have
been laid off by businesses which contribute to a special fund. State
requirements and amount of pay to the unemployed varies.
Approximately 13 states restrict unemployment compensation and 20
restrict workers’ compensation for those employees whose injury or
death was caused by their own illicit drug use.

Whistleblowing statutes protect employees from discharge or
retaliation in some states when an employee discloses illegal conduct to
‘he applicable government agency.

Some states have whistleblowing statutes which apply to public
employees only. Many states protect employees from being fired in
retaliation for filing workers’ compensation claims.

-
Sr Workers’ Compensation, in the event of injury or death, varies

according to each state. Amount of weekly pay, waiting period for
zligibility and lump sum payment for permanent partial injury are
important when injuries occur on the job.

Regarding Employment-at-Will, prior to federal and state
statutes that prohibit employment discrimination, employers were able
to terminate at will, with or without cause, if the employee was not
protected by a contract. Likewise, employees without a contract were
free to quit.

Federal and state laws have limited somewhat, an employer’s
right to hire and fire-at-will. The Civil Rights Acts, the ADEA, ADA,
‘he LMRA, for example, prevent discrimination, protecting employees.

Still employment-at-will is a viable argument in most states when
an employer is defending a termination or modification of an
&gt;mployment relationship. In the United States, statutory law does not
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require private employers to demonstrate “just cause" for terminating
an employee except by voluntary contract.

Two thirds of the states now recognize exceptions to the
Employment-at-Will rule such as Public Policy Tort or the Implied-in-
fact contract. If an employer terminates in an extreme and outrageous
manner and thereby intentionally and recklessly causes the employee to
suffer severe emotional distress, the tort claim may stand. For
example, an eight-year employee with good performance reviews
terminated without warning and directed to vacate his office in one day
may have a successful action against the Company.

Treating employees fairly goes a long way to establish a valid
defense.

~
J Right-to-Work is protected by laws in about twenty states (as

permitted by Section 14(b) of the National Labor Relations Act) which
provide, in general, that employees (in about twenty states) are not to
be required to join a union as a condition of receiving or retaining a
job.

[II. Employee Privacy Rights

In the hiring process, federal and state statutes limit the
manner of obtaining information and the subjects about which one may
inquire about an applicant. For example, under the LMRA, questions
about union activity may be an unfair labor practice. Before a job
offer, one may not inquire about the number of days absent from the

previous job under the ADA. Age inquiries are forbidden under the
ADEA. Religious beliefs cannot be questioned under the Civil Rights
Act.

Once hired, confidentiality requirements must be met by an
employer in many realms. Medical records must be kept separate from
personnel files under the ADA. Access to personnel files should be
limited to those who require it for legitimate business records.
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Ombudsmen have a heavier duty than that covered here regarding
privacy. Ombudsmen are effective if confidential information is kept
confidential. Protective Orders are granted by courts prohibiting
inquiries about confidential communications _ involving the
Ombudsman’s office or the identity of persons making such confidential
communications when the Ombudsman acts professionally in protecting
information.





HOW THE OMBUDSMAN WORKS DEPENDS TO A
LARGE EXTENT ON THE "CULTURE" OF THE
ORGANIZATION ...

TO BE EFFECTIVE THE OMBUDSMAN MUST:

HAVE THE SUPPORT OF TOP MANAGEMENT

ACCESS ANY INDIVIDUAL MANAGER WITHIN
THE ORGANIZATION.

OFFER CONFIDENTIALITY/ANONYMITY

ACT AND BE PERCEIVED AS A NEUTRAL



Wiost organizations prefer employees to use the
“chain of command" before accessing the
ombudsman. This give management the first
opportunity to address the problem.

If the "chain of command” is the only resource
available -- problems may not surface until too late to
deal with internally, the problem may be someone in
the chain of command, and/or the chain of command
has not been trained in how to handle problems.

An ombudsman provides an alternative source of
assistance -- not to take the place of management --
but to work with management in helping them do
their job better.

An ombudsman is not an advocate for the employee
nor the organization ...
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Options for complaint-handling include problem-solving and formal
options:

[. Problem-solving options, oriented toward the interests of all
parties:

A. Negotiation: problem-solving options include A (the complainant)
“hoosing to negotiate directly with B (the apparent offender):

A could choose to learn how to write a civil, factual, private note or
letter to B, laying out the facts as A sees them, A’s feelings about these
facts, and the remedies proposed by A.
A could choose to learn how to go talk directly with B, with or without
presentation of the note or letter.

Drafting a private letter is usually the most helpful first step for A to take,
in deciding what to do next. This is especially true if A is angry and upset,
in which case it may take a number of drafts to support A to deal with
rage and grief, and come to a polite, factual version. Preparing a private
letter, whether or not it is sent, is almost always helpful in choosing an
option — and thereafter, in pursuing any option.

A private letter may be a good approach for concerns that are in part a
matter of perception, like arguments over who should get credit for a
successful idea. In a sexual harassment complaint, a letter may also help,
later on, to demonstrate that sexualized behavior actually occurred and
that it was unwelcome. (Both of these points would be essential in making
a finding of sexual harassment if the private approach did not work.)

[f a complaint-handler knows that a private approach is being chosen, the
complaint-handler should follow up with the complainant, to be sure that
the problem has ended.

B. Informal third-party intervention: problem-solving includes having
a third party go back and forth between A and B, or bring A and B
together, to resolve the complaint. The third party could be a designated
staff person, an HRM manager, an impartial line supervisor or department
head, or other appropriate person. It is important in these approaches that
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‘here should be no adverse administrative action without a process which
is fair to the offended person, and to the alleged offender. And the third
party go-between should follow up to be sure that the problem has
stopped.

C. Classic Mediation: problem-solving also includes a process of formal
mediation in which A and B voluntarily choose to be helped by an
‘mpartial person to find their own settlement. These settlements often are
put into writing, and may be on or off the record. Classic mediation has
seen relatively rare in sexual harassment cases but this option is now
becoming more common. Mediation may be especially useful where there
are differences in perception, and for cases where statements by the
sarties constitute the only available evidence.

D. Generic Approaches: problem-solving also includes generic
approaches which are intended to change the system, or to alert possible
offenders to inappropriate professional behavior, in such a way that the
alleged problem disappears. For example, a department head might
choose to distribute and discuss copies of harassment policy, in order to
stop a given problem. Or a department head might encourage harassment
raining, in such a way as to address and prevent inappropriate behavior.
Generic approaches may be effective in stopping unprofessional behavior
and help to support the effectiveness of individual appraoches. Generic
approaches may also prevent similar problems.

Formal options, oriented toward right and wrong:

E. Investigation and Adjudication: a supervisor, department head,
human resources manager or other appropriate staff person may
‘nvestigate and formally dispose of a complaint—or may appoint some
other person or committee to do so. This is the option that is oriented
-oward win/lose—toward assessing “right and wrong”. If adverse
administrative action may ensue, fairness requires: an investigator who is
impartial, notice to the alleged offender, and a reasonable opportunity for
the alleged offender to respond to complaints and evidence against him or
ner.
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SOURCES OF POWER IN NEGOTIATION

Though this fact is not necessarily apparent to people who think about the nature of
power in human relations, there are many available sources of power. In particular the
power of “position”—which many people think of as the only source of power—is not
necessarily the strongest or most effective.

Positional power or the power of legitimate authority

“You do what I say because I'm the boss—that’s why!” The power of one’s rank or
iitle or recognized position to give orders is perhaps the most widely recognized source
of power. In a workplace this is the power to take administrative action.

Rewards

“He bought his way in..” The power of donors and big clients is legendary. The
potential power of someone who can increase your salary is obvious. There are also
other kinds of rewards—commendation, contacts, friendly acceptance and a thank you,
opportunities, respect, speaking well of someone in public or in a report.

Sanctions

“She said she would just sue me...” The power of sanctions is the reverse of rewards. It
could also include speaking ill of someone in public, closing off opportunities, opening
up someone to an investigation, writing a poor evaluation on an employee survey,
organizing someone’s enemies to block that person’s promotion, frowning and
scowling, obviously refusing to deal with someone.

Force

“I will get you and your children, if you continue...” Force is usually thought of violent
or illegal behavior or the threat of violence and criminal behavior. But it could also
.nclude acts of war or having the security force of an employer usher someone forcibly
away from a workplace.

Expertise
“She is the most important employee here—she is the only person who knows how the
data system works.” Expertise is a common source of power in the high-tech world. It is
asually available to people of any age or background who have special skills that are
needed.

[nformation

“He was able to get us the information we needed about what our competition is
planning for the next year.” Information power is also available to a wide variety of
people in a wide variety of positions. As with some other sources of power this one
may not be apparent to a negotiating partner or opponent.
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An elegant solution

“We were completely stymied. He walked in here with a magic wand —he fitted
iogether all the pieces of the puzzle and found us a workable answer that helps
everyone at least a little.” The person who can come up with a solution that fits all the
major pieces of a problem—possibly in an economical or otherwise attractive fashion—
often develops great power in difficult circumstances.

Commitment

“She just never gave up. She camped outside his office night and day until finally he
nad to listen.” Commitment, especially in its extreme forms like hunger strikes, can be
an immensely potent source of power. It has the characteristic that its use often angers
‘he person or people against whom it is used.

Charisma—referent authority—moral authority
“People would just stop what they were doing and watch him and listen to him and do
their best to support whatever he wanted done.” This is an amorphous group of sources
of power that have the characteristic that the power is given by others to the person that
has it. Sometimes this is a person who is very beautiful or personally compelling or
someone that is perceived to be especially honorable and wise.

BATNA—the best alternative to a negotiated agreement

“They had all the time in the world and lots of other customers—they did not need us.”
One’s BATNA is one’s fallback position. If one has many alternatives, this lends
power. If the other person has no alternatives and is dependent on a good outcome, the
other party then lacks BATNA power.

Relationship (power gained or power lost)

“Friends come and go—enemies accumulate forever.” “I know her and she is the only
person I will deal with on this matter.” Relationship power is possibly the most
abiquitous, least anticipated and least well calibrated by outsiders—and among the
most potent of any power in negotiation. Relationship power sometimes resides purely
within a family context, is sometimes solely within ethnic affiliations—and is
sometimes apparently happenstance, and dependent on idiosyncratic events. The
negative power of a bad relationship is among the most important for negotiations.
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COMPANIES DON'T
SUCCEED

ii .. PEOPLE DO.



OBJECTIVES

AWARENESS

INFORMATION

PERSONAL CHALLENGE



GROUND RULES
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RESPECT/RELAX

BE OPEN

PARTICIPATE/PASS

EDUCATION

SENSITIVITY/SHARING



QUESTIONS

1. SHOULD THE OMBUDSMAN BE
INVOLVED IN DIVERSITY ?
WHY......WHY NOT.

2. DOES YOUR ORGANIZATION HAVE A
DIVERSITY INITIATIVE/PROGRAM?
ARE YOU INVOLVED?



Relationships before
|ssues

or
Tasks

Positive

Outcomes
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DIVERSITY

VISION STATEMENT

&gt;=

To become a true multicultural organization

that respects and values its employees.
An organization void of systems and processes

that advantage or disadvantage anyone.
An organization that empowers its employees

for the good of the company
and for their personal enrichment.
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WORKFORCE 2000

if

i
Vol

Workforce 1s diversifying

First changes seen 1n the 80's,
white males made up less than
50% of workforce

In 1989 white males made up
only 47% of workforce



WORKFORCE 2000
(Continued)

In 2000 white males will make
&gt;f workforc% Oup 33

85% of entrants will be people
of color, women and immigrants

Over 60% of new entrants will
be women



WORKFORCE 2000
(Continued)

Birthrate of ethnic groups exceed
that of caucasians

Early retirement/buy out

Smaller numbers entering, larger
numbers exiting



Demographic Changes
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30%

=5%

47%

40%

2920,

190,o 18%

13%

0%
Hispanics Blacks Asians Whites

Over next 20 years, U.S. population
is expected to grow by 42 million.



QUESTIONS

(1 Where/Who will support?

a Who will hinder?

.{ Where/How do you start?

Priorities
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IT'S UP TO ME!





OPERATING AN OMBUDSMAN OFFICE

Virgil M. Marti

VP - Ombudsman (Retired)
McDonnell Douglas Corporation

 Ombudsman 101
The Ombudsman Association



Mission Statement

"The mission of Ombudsman is to provide a confidential, neutral,
and informal process which facilitates fair and equitable
resolution to work-related concerns.”

Job Description
"The broad function of the Ombudsman shall be to establish,

develop, and maintain an Employee Counseling and Appeal
System to investigate in an independent, objective, and impartial
way concerns from employees at all levels, which cannot be
readily resolved through normal channels, and resolve or cause
the resolution of these in a fair manner. If, on the basis of his
work, the ombudsman believes there are shortcomings in
management policies, procedures, or practices, he will inform
management.



SETTING UP_ANOMBUDSMANPROGRAM
VirgilM.Marti

A good ombudsman program is important for effective communication. Using our McDonnell
Aircraft (MCAIR) ombudsman office as an example, here are a few basic guidelines to help set up
and maintain an effective program specifically tailored for your company.

GETTING THINGS STARTED

Before creating the office, there are several questions to consider:

L.

3.
10.

Why does your company need this position?
What does your company expect of this office?
Who should the ombudsman be to fulfill those expectations?
Who should the ombudsman report to?
Where should the office be located?
When is the office ready to open?
How do you advertise the existence of the office?
How will the ombudsman handle the workload?
What kind of records/files will I keep?
What kind of routine feedback to management?

UNDERSTANDINGCOMPANYPHILOSOPHY
It is rare indeed that an organization’s communications are so good they cannot be improved.
Sanford McDonnell led his team of executives at McDonnell Douglas in a program he labeled the
‘Five Keys of Self Renewal” which stressed:

Strategic Management
Human Resources Management
Participative Management
Productivity Improvement
Ethical Decision Making

He strongly feels that the most important resource is the Human Resource and that employees can
and will contribute the most when given a chance to develop their ideas and have them listened to
by management. But finding the right avenue to air concerns is not always easy. To choose the
right channel, it is necessary to first understand the company’s philosophy.

MCAIR’s commitment is to provide a good and stimulating place to work. Part of this
2nvironment includes mutual respect and understanding. MCAIR’s goal is to “Treat the
Employees with Dignity and Respect but We Expect Them to Work.”

Yet despite the efforts of management and fellow workers, situations sometimes cause
dissatisfaction and affect productivity.



CONCERNSTHATAFFECTPRODUCTIVITY
Times have changed and so have employee attitudes:

J People are more career oriented with higher job expectations

An emphasis on job enrichment, not just a paycheck, highlights the need for employee
participation.
People need more plausible answers.

Addressingthoseconcems
Concerns that interfere with effective employee contributions need to be solved. MCAIR realizes
that for personal satisfaction, for the cooperation of all, and for the continued success of MCAIR,
something must be done to solve whatever concerns develop.

Thus, it is important to do the following:

Provide a stimulating place to work
Promote mutual respect and understanding
Encourage two-way communication

Another avenue
It is axiomatic that one should try to discuss concerns with his supervisor first. The supervisor has
the responsibility to assist in resolving them. But sometimes, for a variety of reasons, teammates
do not get satisfaction through this channel.

The Team Ombudsman Program (TOP) offers another way to approach and solve the problem.

Another Avenue to Air Concern.
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OMBUDSMANOFFICECHARACTERISTICS
To make the Team Ombudsman Program most effective, it is important to know what itis the
office does and what you expect to accomplish: Create office goals.

The employee may talk with the ombudsman about any work-related issue that needs to be
corrected. That includes conduct not in keeping with MCAIRs policies or tradition. What it does
aot include are union contract matters or negotiable issues, which are handled through other
established channels.

MCAIR’s main focus has been on improving communication and airing all types of concerns.
However, it is equally as important to MCAIR to realize that process is a two-way street: The
ombudsman will take into account the rights of the employees and the obligations of MCAIR; the
ombudsman will also take into account the rights of MCAIR and the obligations of the employees.

Some organizations, such as Boeing or Rockwell who are under pressure from the customer, the
Department of Defense (DoD), are too strongly emphasizing the “Waste, Fraud and Abuse”
problems their companies are experiencing. This concern is inherent in MCAIR’s program but
Jefinitely not the main thrust. The military contractors have been maligned by the press as
wasteful, greedy and overcharging; therefore, some contractors have set up “Hotlines” or other
avenues specifically for “whistleblowing.”
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However, a good ombudsman program is far broader than this. Job description and the thrust of
your program are only two important characteristics, while the personality and background of the
person(s) chosen to fill the office is just as crucial.
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IMPLEMENTATION

Now that you know why your company wants to establish the office and what your goals are, you
must choose the right personnel to carry out the task. What is expected of an ombudsman and just
what does he do?

The ombudsman

listens to employee concerns
assesses the situation
keeps the information confidential
mains impartial to all parties involved
commends action to management
liscusses client's options and helps client develop them
‘ollows up each individual situation

The ombudsman should

be a good listener
&gt;¢ compassionate
now the organization
Je trustworthy
se accepted by both management and employees
J¢ approachable
1ave a good sense of humor



NETWORKING

The ombudsman office will have to have a working relationship with many functions in the
organization. Although itis true at all times, it is especially important when the volume of contacts
is high.

it is important that clients be encouraged to work out their own problems within the system. If a
pattern of complaints develops, that can mean the system needs changing or is breaking down. It
is up to the ombudsman office to recognize such patterns and recommend change.

To do this networking effectively, the office must eliminate the fear of “Protecting One’s Turf.”
The ombudsman office must strive to have a working rapport with the line managers and the
service offices, such as Equal Opportunity Program, Employee Assistance Program, so they can
resolve problems quickly rather than make the concerned employee feel that he is caught in a
“crossfire.”

Networking
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RECOMMENDING CHANGES
Another consideration in choosing an ombudsman is that it may be necessary for the ombudsman
to recommend changes in management practices within certain divisions or subdivisions. If a
young high potential engineer, for instance, were chosen to be ombudsman, it would take
enormous courage for him to recommend certain changes in the engineering division when there
exists the possibility that the young engineer would be reassigned to work for those same directors
and/or vice presidents two or three years later.



It is also important that the ombudsman report to the president so that he has enough clout to get
the attention of the division heads if necessary. The backing of upper management is vital in
getting priority to make management practices changes and/or to address all types of employee
concerns within the various divisions.

To summarize, it appears that an effective ombudsman office can be instituted if:

The ombudsman reports to the president to show the necessary management backing;

The ombudsman is a senior executive who knows the organization and no longer has to play
politics or worry about “career-limiting” recommendations:

»

The ombudsman is compassionate, approachable and has a personality that is accepted by both
employees and all levels of management in order to efficiently resolve concems.

LOCATION

There are many facets to consider when determining the office location. At MCAIR, that means all
smployees, including salaried, hourly, all management levels and union members must be
considered. Certainly the bulk of clients will not want to be seen entering the office by their
immediate supervisor. Preferably the office will be located elsewhere. Because there are many
buildings at MCAIR, most of the employees will not be in the building where the office is located.
If that is still a problem at your company, arrangements should be made to meet with an employee
at a remote location or a specified conference room at a designated time.

Location
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Another consideration is to locate the office where it gives the message that it has upper
management backing; locate the office close to the president. If you are sure of management
backing, a remote sight has advantages since it would reduce the fear of being seen by colleagues.
The office must have easy access at a convenient location that can be found without complicated
instructions. It must be private with a comfortable, non-threatening atmosphere.

Location
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ESTABLISHING CREDIBILITY

Responding to the first calls and letters is paramount.

Word spreads quickly and if the initial callers feel they were not listened to or were just given
another place in line it will hurt the credibility and defeat the purpose of the office.

There will be many people who have been frustrated and are looking for a new place to air their
concern, whether justified or not. Depending on the size of the organization, a phased publicity
program to announce the office and its purpose might be a good way to get the office off on the
right foot.

PERSONNEL

Certainly the size of the office staff should not parallel the size of the normal systems such as
the Equal Opportunity Program or the Employee Assistance Program or Insurance. However,
it is wise to have an assistant so that the office is available when vacation or other reasons
prevent the ombudsman from being there.

A full-time secretary or an assistant that doubles as a secretary is a must. This person can do
initial screening to determine the subject of the client’s concern or can, in many cases, take care
of the concern by having the necessary information such as benefits or who to contact regarding
certain subjects. Time can certainly be saved by having information before an office visit or call
back is made.

FEEDBACK TO MANAGEMENT

Your value to the organization is enhanced if you can anticipate/spot trends and give
meaningful feedback to management. This can result in either some system change or
management personnel change or a heads-up to prevent a problem spreading.

You should:

Attend staff meetings, know what’s going on in the company, know what’s going on in
Human Resources, know the big picture, know personnel philosophy

» Walk the aisles
Keep ears on in the lunch room

+ Inform management of what they should look out for, what people are thinking, rumors,
pte.
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Data Collection and Analysis
You need to collect and analyze data to:

» Spot trends

Show where management needs change

Identify policy/system improvements and lobby for change

You need a tracking system for better response and closure with clients

Computer system mandatory if you have much traffic at all

TRACKING SYSTEM AND RECORD KEEPING

There must also be a tracking system and a record-keeping system so that trends and patterns
can be determined. It is recommended that the system be computerized as soon as you know the
type of records you want to keep.

We, at MCAIR, opened our office on August 1, 1985 with a preliminary manual system and
have since converted to a computer system. The manual system was necessary until we learned
more about what we felt was significant to track. We believe, though, that you could start with
our computer system now and fine-tune it for other organizations after some time without too
much trouble.

REPORTINGR

Periodic reports to management are of paramount importance in order to support the
recommendations of the office. The data collected can be presented as shown on the next page.
Heading off problems in other areas based on what is showing up in your contacts can be very
valuable. Cost avoidance is probably the greatest value of the office but is hard (if not
impossible) to quantify. One only has to look at the costs of medical malpractice to hospitals and
physicians, the cost of recruiting skilled labor preventing tumover in personnel, and employee
litigation to realize that anything we can do to keep management better informed and furnish
insight into policy matters is very worthwhile.

Ne
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OFFICE ARRANGEMENT

SECY
ASSISTANT
OMBUDSMAN

OMBUDSMAN
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This set-up was found to be nearly ideal by the Ombudsman
staff of one company.
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RECORD KEEPING

These pages discuss why you should keep records, what type
of dsta those records might contain, and the many ways the deta
can be displayed. The data can then be analysed by the Ombudsman
to more effectively formulate recommendations and-or conduct the
daily operation of the office. It will be invaluable in convincing
Jpper management on policy change lssues and the value of an
ombudsman office.

Please note that the information in 211 cases is to be
collected and used in ways which fully protect the confidentiality
of those who.have contzcted the ombudsman.

If further discussion is desired contact Virgll M, Marti,
V. P. Ombudsman(Ret.), McDonnell Aircraft Co. (314) 837-2284,
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RECCRD KEEPING

Data Collection and Analysis

You need to collect and analyze data to:
Spot trends
Show where management needs change
identify policy/system improvements and lobby for
change

You need a tracking system for better response and closure
with clients

Computer system mandatory if you have much traffic at all

Feedback to Management

Your value to the organization is enhanced if you can anticipate/spot trends
and give meaningful feedback to management. This can result in either some
system change or management personnel change or a heads-up to prevent a
problem spreading.

You should:
Attend staff meetings

know what's going on in the company
know what's going on in Human Resources
know the big picture
know personnel philosophy

» Walk the aisles

» Keep ears on in the lunch room

inform management of what they should look out for, what people are
thinking, rumors, etc.
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CONCERN:
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CLOCK 1o-
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STATISTICAL SHEET

INQUIRY ¢ DATE,

rLo FLo MARITAL STATUS

ETHNIC CODE: ACE RANGE:

1. CAUCASIAN te 16-29 yrs
2. BLACK vd. 30-39 yrs
3. ORIENTAL 3. 40-49 yrs
4. AM. INDIAN &amp;. 350-39 yrs
3. HISPANIC S$. 60 &amp; up

Jock

DIVISION SEX

DEPT SECTION _____
LDC SHIFT _______

FLOOR __ ROOM

JOB CLASSIFICATION:

SE SNE au____
WRITTEN REQUEST DATE

PHONE REQUEST DATE

OFFICE INTERVIEW DATE

LENGTH OF SERVICE:_
i. Under 6 mos
?. 6wmos~-1yr
3. 1-3 yrs
bk. 6-10 yrs
Ss. 11-30 yrs
6. 21-10 yrs

’ 7. 30 &amp; up

IDUCATIONAL LEVEL:
i. 8 yrs
2. 9-11 yrs
J. 12 yrs
4. 13-135 yrs
5. 16 yrs
5. Over 16 yrs
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vn. PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL G.
C. PROMOTION 8.
D. BENEFITS 1.
E. JOB SECURITY J.

Xe

AANAGDENT PRACTICES
COMPANY POLICY
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L.
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COUNSELING
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INFORMATION
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CONCERN TYPES

A SALARY

B PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL

PROMOTION[a

D BENEFITS
DA Insurance
DB Savings Plan
DC Retirement
DD Reinstatement of Service
DE College Study Program

JOB SECURITYE

n MANAGEMENT PRACTICES
FA Totem Pole
FB Favoritism
FC Ethics
FD Smoking
FE Overtime
FF Supervisor Style
FG Attendance

ad COMPANY POLICY
Attendance
Presentee Award
Vanpool
Hiring Practices
Holiday Pay
I'ravel &amp; Relocation
Company Car
Part-time 2nd Shift Premium

DISCIPLINE :

HA Termination
HB EIR
HC Suspension

1 DISCRIMINATION
IA Age
IB Race
IC SEX

J HARASSMENT
JA Supervisor
JB Coworker

PERSONALTIY CONFLICT
LA Supervisor
LB Coworker

M WORKING CONDITIONS
MA Smoking
MB Facilities-Bldg Conditions
MC Parking
MD Equipment

N COUNSELING
NA Career

HEALTH0

P INFORMATION

Q EMPLOYEE SUGGESTION

R OTHER

T TRANSFER
TA Shift
TB Classification
TC Department

0
|
~~

MWCOOAMNELL AIRBCRAFY COMPANY
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MCAIR PERSONNEL DISTRIBUTION
POPULATION 28,034 AS OF FEBRUARY 1, 1837

Key Variables
IXEMPT 51.9%

— NONEXEMPT 10.7%=
‘BU 37.4%

FIRST SHIFT 82.2%/7
pi dm

a 1A 7/7077] THIRD SHIFT 2.7%

ZoUM 77%.4/ SECOND SHIFT 15.1%
 iT

ALE B.9% /
7
7 Pp WW Wy A
 a
we

4 7 FEMALE 17.1%

aT

WHITE 85.8% , wn,nil,
/) OTHER 2.1%

BLACK 12.1%

0 |

Gender
Race

Age
Exempt

Non-exempt
CBU (union)

Shift
Length of Service

Your particular organization may have others
Department

Division

Case Load Total Breakdown

Total Cases
Active Cases
Closed Cases
Results - Yes

Resuits - No

Results - No*

Males
Females

Exempt
Non-Exempt
CBU Hourly
Caucasian

Black
Oriental

American indian

Hispanic
First Shift

Second Shift
Third Shift

No* - The answer is negative but
the client agrees with the decision



The printout possibilities and
format options by which data
may be presented are
endless, some examples
follow.

Case Load Breakdown
28 April 1986

otal: 663

Active: 138
Closed: 525

Yes - 299 57%

No - 80 15%

No® - 146 28%

b3
Cases

Males: S522 79
Females: 141 21

Exempt: 367 5%
Nonexempt: 105 16
CBU: 191 29

Caucasian: 582 88
Black: 69 10
Other: 12 2

First Shift: 553 83
Second Shift: 97 15
Third Shift: 13 2

Case Load Breakdown
28 April 1986

L
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Norking Conditions
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. Other

I. Transler
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Case Load Breakdown by Employee Categ
28 April 1986
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A. Salary
B. Performance Appraisal
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Computer Printout Options
(Samples have client names eliminated)

Ombudsman Case Log
Ready reference by case number

Alphabetic Reference List
Cross reference for case number - who handled and
closure date

Active Case Detail Log
By coordinator, alphabetical, chronological

Case Load Total Breakdown
By concern type, by division

Concern Detail List
Coordinator Closed Detail Log By Case Number (for the last
month?)
Other options available to suit your individual needs
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CASE LOAD TOTAL BREAKDOWN

REPORT NUMBER: HPE 011002.02
SORT SEQUENCE: CONCERN CODE

CONCERN TITLE

N COUNSELING

NA CAREER

0 HEALTH

P INFORMATION

2 EMPLOYEE SUGGESTION

2 OTHER

I TRANSFER

IA SHIFT

[B CLASSIFICATION

[C DEPARTMENT

SRAND TOTAL:

TOTAL ACTIVE CLOSED ------RESULTS------ NON
CASES CASES CASES CES ’ MALES FEMALES EXEMPT EXEMPT
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134

Be 37

88 i181 .

82 18 15
104 4 100 . ot Je L 03 55

133 5 128 49 20 59 101 32 16 18 96

11% J 112 47 18 47 75 40 23 19 70

AMERICAN
CBU HOURLY CAUCASIAN BLACK ORIENTAL INDIAN'HISPANIC

ice 12
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82

LI

2

3,219 129 3,090 1,708 452 930 2,336 883 1,430 477 1,249 B. 2.707 {58 B
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COORDINATOR ACTIVE DETAIL LOG BY INQUIRE NUMDCR
REPORT NIMDER: HPE 0003.1
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2. OFFICE SELECTION AND OPERATION

2.1 Selecting the Office Location and Support Staff
2.1.1 There are several facets to consider when determining the office location the
Ombudsman will occupy. It is important because the office, its staff and furnishings should be
ready for use at the same time announcements are made about the availability of the office.

2.1.2 Perhaps the first consideration is the location, keeping in mind the clientele to be supported
One school of thought is that the office should be located in or near the executive area so the
location reinforces the awareness that the Ombudsman has direct access to the President or CEO.
This choice works well if all or most of the expected clients are white collar workers and the office is
not readily observed by administrative and clerical workers. If the office is to function effectively in a
blue collar environment, however, the office must be accessible to production workers who may not
feel comfortable searching out and entering an executive area in work clothes.
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FIGURE 2-1

2.13 Once this determination has been made, the next consideration is accessibility and
privacy. The location selected must provide low visibility, privacy, and easy access to all
smployees in a relaxed comfortable atmosphere. The site should provide employees ready access
without them being easily seen entering or leaving the area.

The office furnishings should be chosen to provide a comforting, relaxing atmosphere. A room
that is bright and cheerful, with furniture that is tasteful and comfortable, sets a tone which
sncourages relaxation and confidence in the Ombudsman and his or her ability to be helpful.
Inexpensive sound absorbing paneling can be attached to the office walls, as necessary, to add to
he privacy. In addition to the room where the Ombudsman meets with employees, there should
be a reception area which sets the same tone of calm and orderly concern for people and their
problems. Its furnishings should complement the office and provide a place where employees can
wait or make appointments out of sight of passers-by. It is mandatory that a secured storage
system for records and case files be provided to maintain confidentiality. Occasionally a client may
not feel comfortable coming into the office for various reasons. Arrangements should then be made
to meet the employee at a remote location or a specified conference room at a designated time.
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FIGURE 2-.

».1.4 The size of the support staff depends mainly on the volume and nature of the work load.
At a minimum, there should be an Ombudsman and an automatic answering machine on which
slients may leave the date and time of their call and instructions for reaching them. Occasionally,
some who wish to remain anonymous will leave their complaint instead. Budget permitting, there
may also be a secretary/assistant who will answer the phone and make appointments, assist in
maintaining the records and ensuring they are secure, and prepare necessary correspondence and
reports. This person’s personal qualities are also very important because he/she is usually the
first contact someone has with the Ombudsman’s office, most often by phone when someone calls
to make an appointment. The secretary/assistant must be able to explain to anyone how the
Ombudsman functions, and reassure them on the issue of confidentiality. The reception should
be cordial and open, not brusque and off-hand. Needless to say, all support personnel must be
as discreet about the office as the Ombudsman. There can be no gossiping with friends about
who came to see the Ombudsman, or what a sticky problem someone has gotten into. Any hint of
this and the position of the Ombudsman would be irreparably damaged.

31.5 Whether someone should act as alternate to the Ombudsman is difficult to answer
categorically. In large organizations the case load may require more than one Ombudsman, and
 in these organizations, there is frequently an effort to introduce ethnic, sex, and racial alternatives
to help people feel more comfortable about discussing their problems. For example, women
might be more ready to discuss instances of sexual harassment with another woman than with a
nan. A back-up arrangement is important for times when the Ombudsman is away on leave or
traveling. Not all problems can, or should, wait until the Ombudsman'’s return, and opportunities
for swift resolution may be lost if no one is on hand when the problem first arises. Back up
support can be provided by telephone from another location’s Ombudsman or from the on site
EOP or EAP managers who are also experienced in dealing with confidential concerns.
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2.1.6 After announcing the opening of the Ombudsman Office, it is very important to establish
arly credibility by immediately responding to telephone calls, visits, and letters. Initially there
vill be many people who have been frustrated and are looking for a new place or person to air
their concerns, whether justified or not. Depending on the size of the organization, a phased
publicity program to announce the office and its purpose might be a good way to get the office off
&gt;n the right foot. Word spreads quickly, and if the callers feel they were not listened to or their
~oncern given low priority, it will hurt the credibility and defeat the purpose of the office.
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FIGURE 2-3

2.2 Office Operating Procedures
How the office functions and what procedures are followed depends a great deal on the size of

the component, its staffing, and whether the function is supported full or part time. What's more
:mportant is that each Ombudsman operates in a way that he/she feels comfortable and that
neets the needs of the employee population and the requirements of the component and the
corporation.Thefollowingofficeoperatingprocedureassumes at least one full time Ombudsman
with a full time secretary or assistant. The table of contents and flow chart (Figure 2-4) complement
each other and are numbered alike to enable the reader to rapidly focus on the area of interest.
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2.3 Client Makes Contact (BLOCK 1)
23.1 Theinitial inquiry from a prospective client usually occurs via:

1) Telephone call
2) Letter, memo, etc.

3) Office walk-in
4) Referral to the Ombudsman (by management, Human Resources, union, EAF,

EOP/AAP, corporate office, etc.)
23.2 The person who receives the initial inquiry will try to obtain as much general information
as possible from the prospective client. While some will prefer to remain anonymous, the concern
can usually be handled more efficiently if the concerned party will share at least the following:

Name - If the client wishes to remain anonymous or only discuss his or her concern directly
with the Ombudsman, then record whatever information he or she will share. This initial
information can be recorded in an informal manner, pending the decision to create a formal
case, or it can be entered directly on a form similar to Figure 2-5 (Ombudsman Contact
Sheet). Note that this form may be simplified if your office has access to a personnel data
hase such as PPS-II which can provide the required demographic information. If the client
wants to remain anonymous, assign a case number for the client to use as a reference or
identification number for future calls to discuss the status of his or her concern.

Department number
Telephone number - determine if it’s acceptable to call them back without masking the fact
that it’s the Ombudsman office calling. Telephone number also helps in case an office visit
has to be rescheduled.

® Employee number (when applicable)

® Organization (or Division)
® Shift

® General nature of complaint/concern - ask the person to briefly identify the concern.

Is it an emergency situation? If so, have Ombudsman talk to, call back, or see ASAP.
(See Block 2.)
Who have they talked to or contacted so far - management, H.R., Union, EOP/AAP,
Security, Payroll, Benefits, etc.
Do they want to make an appointment or discuss concern by phone?
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OMBUDSMAN CONTACT SHEET

NAME

IMPLOYEE # __

JATE

LOCATION ___

SEPT

MAIL CODE

SHIFT __
JOB CODE ___* CLASS. _

PEP ___ SCPRA ___ NES __ TAM ___

PHONE CASEf{
ORGANIZATION

ui ——————

SEX __* MARITAL STATUS __*

LENGTH OF SERVICE .

SERVICE DATE -

AGE .

BIRTHDAY .
ETHNIC CODE *

1. CAUCASIAN
?. BLACK
2, ORIENTAL

AM. INDIAN
HISPANIC
HANDICAPPED

WRITTEN REQUEST DATE

PHONE REQUEST DATE

OFFICE INTERVIEW ___ _ DATE
HAS THE EMPLOYEE CONTACTED HIS HRA _____

H. R. ADMINISTRATOR

DOES EMPLOYEE KNOW HIS HRA

REASON

SUPERVISION CONTACTED

I'YPE OF CONCERN:

(MGR., SR. MGR., DIR., V.P.)

A. COMPENSATION
B. PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL
C. PROMOTION
D, BENEFITS
%. JOB SECURITY
P. MANAGEMENT PRACTICES
53. COMPANY POLICY

DISCIPLINE 0.
DISCRIMINATION P.
HARASSMENT Q.
ETHICS/CORPORATE VALUES R.
PERSONALITY CONFLICT S.
WORKING CONDITIONS T.
CAREER DEVELOPMENT

HEALTH/SAFETY
INFORMATION
EMPLOYEE SUGGESTION

OTHER
SECURITY
TRANSFER/JOB POSTING

N.

BRIEF DESCRIPTIO:

* Obtained from Human Resources (PPS-II System,

ACTION TAKEN AND/OR TO WHOM REFERRED -

mmrrarerirnps—p——i——r

FOLLOW-UP DATE: emi
CLOSED OUT DATE: ____

OUTCOME: YES ___ NO ___ NO® ___

NO* = NO CHANGE BUT PERSON FELT BETTER

FIGURE 2-4
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233 Since the Ombudsman usually acts only when the formal system is unable to resolve the
issue, the prospective client is also asked a series of screening questions to determine if
Ombudsman action is required. Depending on the comfort level of the client, he/she may
respond to these questions during the initial contact. If not, these questions should be asked by
the Ombudsman during the interview in Block 4.The purpose of these questions is to direct the
prospective client into the formal system whenever appropriate. The following are examples of
questions that may be used in this screening:

1) If the concern is covered by a collective bargaining unit contract, have you filed a
grievance yet? See Appendix 7-1 for suggested guidelines for dealing with CBU
employees.

2) Have you given your management an opportunity to deal with this issue?

3) Have you given Human Resources an opportunity to deal with this issue?

4) Have you discussed this problem with the agency that you feel is responsible for it?
(Benefits, Payroll, Safety, etc.)

5) Is there any legal action pending or in process on your concern?
6) Is any other person or agency currently trying to resolve this issue for you

(EOP/AAP, EAP, etc.)?
23.4 Usually, negative answers to questions 1-4 or positive answers to questions 5 - 6 (as
applicable) will result in a referral to the appropriate agency/person for resolution. Whenever
possible, the client should be given the phone number and a specific name to contact. The client
is also advised to recontact the Ombudsman if the agency/person is unable or unwilling to resolve
the concern. Exceptions to this referral are in cases where the prospective client, for various reasons,
is unwilling or unable to discuss the concern with the responsible agency/personlf the Ombudsman
representative determines that the formal system is unable to address the issue or the client declines
the use of the formal system, then the inquiry will become a formal case for the Ombudsman.

Next Step - Block 2 (Emergency Situation)
or

Block 3 (Non-Emergency Situation)

2.4 Emergency Situation (Block 2)
2.4.1 In determining whether the client's concern falls into this category, the “time” element is
one of the determining factors: i.e.:

1) Client feels he/she will be terminated today or sent home for disciplinary leave.

2) Client has been escorted off the plant premises and is calling from the guard’s post.
3) Client is in the manager’s office being reprimanded and the client and/or manager

would like the Ombudsman present.
4) Client is reporting an unhealthy or life threatening situation, or a breach of security.
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2.4.2 Another factor is the physical/mental condition of the client. Is the client emotionally
ipset and distraught over:

1) A personality conflict with management or a coworker

2) Job stress or working conditions

3) Management practices or style
4) Harassment
5) Discrimination

In an emergency situation, an Ombudsman should talk to, call back or see the client ASAP
even if it means rescheduling an existing appointment. If time permits, the secretary/assistant
should follow the data gathering procedure outlined in the Non-Emergency Situation (Block 3).

Next Step - Block 3 (Non-Emergency Situation)
or

Block 4 (Fact Finding Interview &amp; Categorize Case)

2.5 Non-Emergency Situation (Block 3)
After the client requests an appointment or if it is requested that an Ombudsman call him or

her back, the secretary/assistant sets an appointment or takes a message. Prior to the interview
or phone call the secretary/assistant should check the office alpha log for any prior cases involving
this client. Any previous case data should be reviewed for history and background. Enter the
client’s general information and demographics on the case sheet (Figure 2-5), using information
obtained from the client and/or from Human Resources (PPS-II System), assemble the above
information into a file folder and assign it to an available Ombudsman. Most offices keep a
numerical count of contacts in which, for some reason, no action was taken or where a client who
made an appointment either failed to show up, cancelled out, or subsequently dropped the
complaint. A contact is also defined as an informal, brief (15 minutes or less), non-repetitive
=ncounter involving a query or concern that the Ombudsman was able to satisfy on-the-spot from
his/her own experience or knowledge and without reference to other materials. This includes
quick instructions or guidance given to an employee directing him or her to the correct service
organization. A case is a more formal situation requiring some sort of action/
intervention/investigation/coordination or extensive discussion (which takes more than 15 minutes)
by the Ombudsman in resolving a client’s concern.

Note: This is a highly judgmental area. You may decide, regardless of the length or depth of
your involvement, to open a case just based on the subject matter. It’s your call as Ombudsman.

If the office has more than one Ombudsman, it usually works best, from the standpoint of
neutrality, if a client is not assigned to an Ombudsman with whom he/she had or has a personal
&gt;r working relationship.

Next Step ~ Block 4 (Fact Finding Interview &amp; Categorize Case)
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2.6 Fact Finding Interview and Categorize Case (Block 4)
2.6.1 General Guidelines for Ombudsman Fact Finding/Interviewing

Remember, the Ombudsman process is an informal one which seeks an equitable and positive
problem resolution. Your role as a neutral is to be impartial. You must be able to set aside
personal biases and conflicts of interest. Do not seek background information from Human
Resources, management, or other sources before first hearing from the client. It is your responsibility
to ensure that any records or files, pertaining to confidential discussions with clients, are kept safe
from inspection at all times by MDC employees and management at all levels. When discussing
the client’s concern make sure he/she is comfortable, has privacy, and is not pressed for time.
Allow them to discuss the situation or problem freely. Be a good listener, interrupting only when
necessary for clarification of the information being presented. Do not prejudge, give off the cuff
responses, take sides, get emotional. or make commitments you can’t back up.

2.6.2 Fact finding usually begins with the Ombudsman interviewing the client, either personally
or by telephone. The initial interview should include a brief explanation of the Ombudsman
function to the client. It is important to discuss the following issues:

2.62.1 The Ombudsman is neutral, and does not “take sides” with either management nor
with the client.

2.62.2 The client is usually assured confidentiality. The client’s request for confidentiality may
even prevent the Ombudsman from taking the action necessary to resolve the issue. The client
makes the decision on confidentiality with these exceptions:

Information concerning possible violations of security regulations must be immediately
reported to the Security Department. The client should be so advised and a Security
Report sheet should be prepared by the Ombudsman and submitted to the Security
Department with no copies made or retained (see Appendix 2-1).

»

A possible violation of government procurement laws or allegations of fraud, waste, and
abuse must be reported to the Law Department. The client should be so advised and a
Legal Matter Information Report (a Privileged Legal Communication) should be prepared
by the Ombudsman and submitted to the Law Department, with no copies made or
retained (see Appendix 2-1).
In the instance of a threat to the physical safety of others and/or threat to company assets,
it is at the sole discretion of the Ombudsman whether to break confidentiality. Unless it is
the client who presents the threat, this duty to warn shall be initiated only after the
Ombudsman has strongly urged the client involved to personally come forth. In the event
the client still refuses, the Ombudsman has an obligation to notify the client of the intended
breach of confidentiality in this situation. Even then, the Ombudsman has the responsibility
and obligation to discuss the situation only with those who have a need to know.
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2.6.2.3 Listen to the client and determine the underlying issue. Explore the current concern or
problem with the following in mind:

® What led to the current problem?

® What or who is perpetuating the current problem or making it worse?

® What possibilities exist for resolving the problem?

® What are the obstacles to resolving the problem?

® Is this problem something an Ombudsman should investigate?

Did you screen out concerns and issues that cannot be addressed by Ombudsmen such as
allegations of fraud, waste, and abuse, violations of procurement regulations, union contract
matters or negotiable issues, equal opportunity issues (sexual harassment or discrimination)
or matters currently involved in a legal proceeding?

Ee
al Did you refer appropriately for areas of mental health (Employee Assistance Program) such

as stress, chemical dependency, financial problems, etc.?

2.6.2.4 Make sure you and your client have a clear concise understanding of the service you
will or will not provide before you proceed. For example: Will you protect anonymity and
confidentiality? To what extent? Note - If the client requests anonymity, that request must be
honored. When anonymity may restrict the thoroughness of an investigation, the client should be
so informed and encouraged to surrender anonymity, but in all cases the wishes of the client on
this issue shall prevail.

® What action or help does the client expect from the Ombudsman?

® Secure permission from the client on who you can or cannot discuss the concern with.

® Will you investigate only those contacts suggested by the client or include other individuals
who can add information to get a balanced picture?

» Will you provide feedback and findings to the individual and within what timeframe?
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Based on the information obtained during the fact finding interview, the Ombudsman should
select and mark on the contact sheet (Figure 2-5) the appropriate type of concern code (see
Figure 2-7). If the concern the client brought to the Ombudsman is not an issue that the
Ombudsman or any other agency can (or should) resolve or if the concern is resolved by
consultation with the Ombudsman during this fact finding interview, the Ombudsman should also
record on the contact sheet (Figure 2-5) the disposition of the case and whether the client was
satisfied or dissatisfied with the outcome. Assemble all information collected during the fact
finding interview into the file folder and return it to the secretary/assistant making sure to inform
wer/him if the case needs to be treated as a Privileged Legal Communication or as a potential
violation of security regulations.

Next Step - Block 5 (Assign Case Number and Log)
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TYPES OF CONCERNS

'a) COMPENSATION - Any remuneration (annual or otherwise) made by the company to its
smployees which may Include wages, reward sharing, bonuses, or other types of financial
payment.

bb) PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL - Periodic review of employee performance where supervisor
and subordinate consider the degree to which projected results have been achieved.

(c) PROMOTION - A potential increase in authority and/or responsibility accompanied by upward
changes in pure base rate range maximum.

'd) BENEFITS - Related to concems involving various company insurance, savings, and
retirement programs. Company service questions and/or reinstatement Issues are included.

'e) JOB SECURITY - Related to employee concems involving termination, RIF, or layoff (may
include complaints of unfair treatment in the process).

) MANAGEMENT PRACTICES - Employee concems related to management style in the
treatment of the employee. These may include favoritism, verbal abuse, threats, or untair
treatment.
COMPANY POLICY - Those concems dealing with directives by the corporation/component that
establish the conduct of business. These may include hiring practices, travel and relocation,
holiday pay, payroll, payroll system problems, smoking practice, overtime, etc.

h) DISCIPLINE - Actions by management in the correction of an employee's performance which
may include written wamings through termination.

(i) DISCRIMINATION - Concems alleging difference in treatment pertaining to age, sex, race, or
other factors.

() HARASSMENT - Concems regarding management or co-worker harassing an employee.
May be inside or outside employee’s department or group.

k) ETHICS/CORPORATE VALUES - Concems of fraud, waste, and abuse, as well as behavior of
company employees contrary to acceptable standards of businessconduct.

1) PERSONALITY CONFLICT - Concems regarding clash of personalities between company
employees (may include vendors).

m) WORKING CONDITIONS - Concems regarding problems with facilities, training, equipment,
parking, etc.

'n) CAREER DEVELOPMENT - Concems related to an employee's career and interest in
developing that career.

'0) HEALTH/SAFETY - Concems affecting the health and welfare of the client or other company
employees.

'p) INFORMATION - Requests for information (not referrals) that may involve some advice giving,
research, or investigation.

'q) EMPLOYEE SUGGESTION - Concems regarding employee suggestions or issues dealing
with employee suggestion program and policies, or lack thereof.

() OTHER - Concems that do not fit any other category.

's) SECURITY - Concems related to the protection of company sensitive or classified information,
including physical security of the component.

t) TRANSFER/JOB POSTING - Those concems that involve the movement of personnel from
one department to another, whether intra- or intercomponent.
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2.7 Assign Case Number and Log (Block 5)
The secretary/assistant should assign the next available case number and log (Figure 2-8).

[dentify the file folder with the case number only. This is done to maintain confidentiality of
zlients using the Ombudsman office so that active file folders sitting on desk tops cannot be
identified by new clients or visitors. Return the identified folder to the assigned Ombudsman for
his or her investigation (Block 7). If the concern was resolved during the Fact Finding Interview
(Block 4), the secretary/assistant should next follow the instructions outlined in Block 13. If the
concern is to be treated as a Privileged Legal Communication or as a potential violation of
security regulations, the secretary/assistant should follow the instructions outlined in Block 6.

Next Step - Block 6 (Fraud, Waste, Abuse or Security Violation?)
or

Block 7 (Investigation)
or

Block 13 (File Case &amp; Retain For 12 Months)
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2.8 Fraud, Waste, Abuse or Security Violation? (Block 6)
[f during the interview with the client it was determined that either a possible Fraud, Waste

and Abuse situation might exist, or a potential violation of security regulations, the completed
Legal Matter Information Report or the Security Report Sheet plus any supporting notes or data
should be immediately provided to the Legal or Security Department, as appropriate, with no
-opies made or retained (See Appendix 2-1). The MDC Security Representative will send a
memo to the Ombudsman confirming receipt of the report. The MDC attorney receiving the
Legal Matter Information Report will send a memo to the Ombudsman confirming receipt of the
report and assigning a PLC or comparable number, i.e., PLC-AC-022. After receipt of this
memo, the Ombudsman log should be changed. The name should be deleted from the log and the
PLC number should be added in this column. The department and phone number of the client is
also deleted from the log (see Figure 2-8). The confirmation memo should be retained by the
Ombudsman in a locked file cabinet in a folder labeled Privileged Legal Communication. If the
ceporting client continues to make contact with the Ombudsman, he/she should be reminded that
the Law Department is directing the investigation. The reporting client may also be provided the
name and phone number of the MDC attorney responsible for the investigation. When the
investigation is completed, the Law Department should advise the Ombudsman of the disposition
of the matter so his or her records can be closed out.If it is determined by the Legal Department
or the Ombudsman that the concern does not involve Fraud, Waste or Abuse and does not
require Privileged Legal protection, the concern will be investigated by the Ombudsman.

Next Step - Block 12 (Record Disposition &amp; Close Out Case)
or

Block 7 (Investigation)

2.9 Investigation (Block 7)
2.9.1 After reviewing the information and any documents the client offered in support of the
~ase. it’s time to plan your course of action.

29.1.1 Do you need any additional data to more clearly understand the concern? This can
‘nclude salary, totem poles, attendance records. department, and classification changes,
serformance evaluations, etc.

2.9.1.2 Review appropriate MDC/Company policies, procedures, and systems.
39.13 Determine what individual(s) or organizations need to be contacted in order to gain a
omprehensive understanding of the issue or allegations.

39.1.4 Determine whether you will do the investigation personally or rely on others such as
Human Resources.

39.1.5 Consider discussing the problem or allegation with members of management, Human
Resources,orotherOmbudsmen.Will you ask them for other points of contact to discuss the
problem or allegations?

2.9.2 During the course of the investigation, consider the following:

392.1 Discuss the concern only with those people necessary to complete your understanding
of the problem.
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2.9.2.2 Maintain your neutrality throughout the process. Don’t make recommendations on
discipline or get involved in any discipline process.

2.9.23 Provide confidentiality and/or anonymity if requested, to persons contacted during the
~ourse of the investigation or inquiry. Remember they have the same rights as your clients.

29.2.4 Consult Legal, EOP/AAP, EAP, Security, Safety, Benefits, Payroll, etc. as required.

29.2.5 Provide feedback to your client as required on the status of your investigation especially
if significant delays occur.

2.93 When taking notes and documenting your investigation, remember that the Ombudsman
process is an informal one. The amount of documentation, and notes depends a great deal on the
complexity of the investigation, the case load being handled, and what you need to operate
efficiently. Even though these are your personal notes, don’t speculate or document your personal
opinion or feelings. Again, it’s most important that each Ombudsman operates in a way he/she
feels most comfortable.

2.9.4 During the course of the investigation, if it is determined a policy, procedure, or system
is involved, proceed to Block 8 (Systems Change?). If no policy, procedure, or system is involved
with the concern, then go to Block 10.

Next Step - Block 8 (Systems Change?)
or

Block 10 (Review Results, Develop Conclusions &amp; Recommendations)

2.10 Systems Change? (Block 8)
2.10.1 Did you review and evaluate the policy, procedure, or system for inconsistencies and
applicability in the current business environment? Is it creating or does it have the potential for
sreating a significant morale problem? Does the client’s concern seem to have been caused or
exacerbated by a possible flaw or “loophole” in a formal MDC/component policy, procedure, or
system? If so, go to Block 9.

2.10.2 If there is no apparent policy, procedure or system driven cause for the concern, go to
Block 10.

Next Step - Block9(RecommendSystemChanges)
or

Block 10 (Review Results, Develop Conclusions &amp; Decommendations)

2.11 Recommend System Changes (Block 9)
&gt;11.1 When a client's concern appears to have been caused completely or in part by a possible
flaw or “loophole” in a formal MDC or component policy, procedure, or system, the organization
responsible should be given the Ombudsman’s written recommendations for improvement, see
Chapter 9.

Next Step - Block 10 (Review Results, Develop Conclusions &amp; Recommendations)
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2.12 Review Results, Develop Conclusions, Formulate Recommendations (Block 10)
2.12.1 Review the results of the investigation and determine if you're satisfied that all aspects of
the concern have been investigated and you've interviewed and talked with those individuals
pertinent to the investigation. Develop your conclusions and formulate your recommendations.
Consider the following:

2.12.1.1 Were biases set aside?

2.12.1.2 Were anonymity and confidentiality protected?

2.12.1.3 Is there other information that might change your decision and recommendations?

2.12.1.4 Were the rights and obligations of both the client and the company considered,
producing a decision that maximizes the benefits and minimizes the harm for both?

2.12.1.5 Is the factual information you gathered discoverable elsewhere?

2.12.1.6 Was the investigation done in a timely manner?

2.12.1.7 Was a policy, procedure, or system change needed?

2.12.1.8 Have other Ombudsmen been contacted for advice and did they reach the same
conclusion on this or a similar case?

Next Step - Block 11 (Close Case With Client)

2.13 Close Case With Client (Block 11)
2.13.1 When the Ombudsman has concluded the investigation and has (1) taken the action(s)
required to resolve the issue or (2) decided on a plan of action for the client, or (3) determined
that no action can or should be taken, the client should be verbally notified of the findings/results
of the investigations and the Ombudsman’s recommendations or decisions. This may occur
personally or by telephone. To preserve the Ombudsman’s position as a neutral and informal
conflict resolution function, written responses to client concerns are not normally used.

2.13.2 The Ombudsman has the responsibility, when recommending actions as a result of
impartial investigations, to promote client satisfaction and teamwork by:

2.13.2.1 Being knowledgeable of Corporate and their own component's short and long range
goals and using this knowledge to explain and justify the company’s actions and policies to
concerned clients.

2.13.2.2 Coaching clients on how they can resolve their own problems and personality conflicts
through honest, non-emotional, face to face dialogue with management or coworkers. If agreeable
to all parties involved, the Ombudsman can offer to mediate a dispute.

2.1323 Evaluating clients’ personal goals versus the company’s interests and helping the clients
understand that they have obligations to the company as does the company to them.
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2.13.2.4 Explaining both client and management viewpoints on the utilization of people and the
degree of participation in the decision making process.

2.13.3 The Ombudsman must be highly ethical and look for ethical solutions to client's
concerns. At times, however, he/she must explain why a policy or procedure may not appear
ethical to an individual but is ethical to the overall work population and makes good business
sense. The Ombudsman has the responsibility to behave in a professional manner at all times, to
maintain the credibility of the Ombudsman function.

Next Step - Block 12 (Record Disposition, Close-Out Case)

2.14 Record Disposition and Close-Out the Case (Block 12)
2.14.1 It is time to conclude the investigation and close the case when any of the following have
transpired:
2.14.1.1 The Ombudsman has coordinated the action required to resolve the issue and notified
the client.

2.14.1.2 The Ombudsman receives notification that the client has satisfactorily completed the
action recommended by the Ombudsman.

2.14.13 The Ombudsman has determined that no action can or should be taken and has
verbally notified the client.

2.14.1.4 The client for various reasons notifies the Ombudsman to stop any further investigation
and action.

2.14.15 The Ombudsman has taken action as necessary but because of
confidentiality/anonymity restrictions has run out of options.

2.14.1.6 The Law Department notifies the Ombudsman that a Privileged Legal Communication
has been investigated and resolved.

2.14.2 At this point, the Ombudsman should record on the contact sheet (Figure 2-5) the
disposition of the case and whether he/she feels the client was satisfied or dissatisfied with the
outcome of the investigation and action taken. The Ombudsman should make sure adequate case
notes exist to reflect the action taken and the sequence of events. He/she should also consider
whether this case was unique or difficult to investigate and resolve. Did it address new or
difficult issues? Were there mistakes made, road blocks encountered and lessons learned? If so,
consider sharing the information in a case presentation with other Ombudsmen. Return the
completed case to the secretary.

Next Step - Block 13 (File Case &amp; Retain for 12 Months)

Loi» TITUAGLAS
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FILE CASE &amp; RETAIN FOR 12 MONTHS
(BLOCK 13)

Upon receiving and examining the completed case file, the secretary/assistant should enter the
Ombudsman’s final disposition (Yes - No or No*) and the close out date on the Case Log Sheet
‘Figure 2-8) and file the completed case. The case file is retained for 12 months and then
reviewed (Block 15) while the Case Log Sheets are retained for 36 months and then go to Block 16
for destruction.

Next Step ~ Bock 14 (Analyze For Trends &amp; Reports)

Block 15 (Review Case Files For Retention)

Block 16 (Destroy Case File)
ANALYZE FOR TRENDS &amp; REPORTS

(BLOCK 14)
it is important to periodically review the tracking and record-keeping system so that trends,

morale problems and behavior patterns can be determined. In addition to checking the office
alpha log for prior case history on a specific client (Block 3), sorts can be made and cases pulled
on specific departments, locations, demographics, and types of concerns. This can be done
manually but for efficiency and flexibility, the record-keeping system should be converted to a
computer system, especially if the case load is sizeable. The data when analyzed can then be used
to request and justify changes to policies, procedures or systems and in preparing monthly,
quarterly or yearly status reports.

Next Step - Block 15 (Review Case Files For Retention)

REVIEW CASE FILES FOR RETENTION
(BLOCK 15)

After the common 12 month retention period, case files are reviewed and sorted into 3 groups.
They are:

) Legal Requirement - Cases alleging discrimination and/or harassment. These cases must
be retained for an additional 24 months beyond the initial 12 months for 36 months total.
After a total of 36 months, return to Block 15 for reevaluation as a Landmark Case or go to
Block 16 for destruction.

2) Landmark - Cases that are unique, particularly noteworthy or precedent setting. Landmark
cases should be considered for an additional 12 month storage (beyond the initial 12 month
storage in Block 13). After 12 additional months, return to Block 15 for reevaluation or go
to Block 16 for destruction.

3) Routine - Cases that do not fall into categories 1 or 2 should go to Block 16 for destruction.

Next Step - Block 14 (Analyze For Trends &amp; Reports)
or

Block 15 (Review Case Files For Retention)
or

Block 16 (Destroy Case File)
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DESTROY CASE FILE
(BLOCK 16)

The contents of all case files reaching this block are destroyed. The usual method of
destruction is to place the contents in a locked container and call Security Services. Security
Services will pick up and place the case file contents into a “burn barrel” for destruction. This
ends a formal case. See Appendix 2-2 for record retention guidelines.

Next Step - None
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UNITED
TECHNOLOGIES
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AEROSPACE/DEFENSE
o Pratt &amp; Whitney

Commercial Engine Business
Government Engines and Space Propulsion

® Pratt &amp; Whitney Canada

o Sikorsky

eo Hamilton Standard

® Norden

RB3533TX 002



COMMERCIAL/INDUSTRIAL
o Otis

o Carrier

o Automotive

RB3533TX.001%



VMIARKETING
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“There is nothing more difficult
to carry out, nor more doubtful of
success, nor more dangerous to
handle, than to initiate a new order
of things.”

Niccolo Machiavelli

RA2122TX.039
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TODAY'S BUSINESS
ENVIRONMENT

o Intensive interaction of corporations
and social, natural, political, and
economic environment

o Social instability and new values

o [International interaction/ complexity
o Transnational technological risks
o New forms of communication

J38675.21



CHANGING CLIMATE IN BUSINESS

e Global competition

» End of Cold War

» Restructuring + rightsizing

» Employee expectations

* Diversity

MISTFURTADO  ,



NEW MANAGEMENT VIEW

Business environment as non-linear,
interacting, dynamic

o Accepting unpredictability

o Understanding and managing
complexity beyond the numbers

138675.08



“The world we have created today
has problems which cannot be
solved by thinking the way we
thought when we created them.”

Albert Einstein

2257 FURTADO) Yr



THE PRESENT STATE OF MANY ORGANIZATIONS
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CUSTOMER FOCUSED/INTERNALLY ALIGNED
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TODAY'S EMPLOYEES

eo Inhibited

o Think the same

o Non-risk-takers

o Live by rigid rules

o Withhold effort and initiative
J45108.13

892908



TOMORROW'S EMPLOYEES

o Creative

o Innovative

» Risk-takers
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o Flexible and resilient

o Participants in the business
J45108.14
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THE RESULTS OF EMPOWERMENT

o People feel significant

o Learning and competence matter

» People are a community

o \Work is exciting

RAJ3529TX.012



NEW CULTURES - IMPACT ON

MIDDLE MANAGERS
os Fewer of them

» No longer primary source of information

o Dealing with teams, not just individuals

o Not in control, but accountable

J42037.05
902006



“Managers suffer from a delusion that
everybody loves them . .. employees
are loyal. When | tell them ‘you have
no right to loyalty; loyalty doesn’t come
with the employment contract, it has to
be earned, they don’t believe me.”

J40805-8
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MIDDLE MANAGEMENT BLUES
WHY?

» Limitation on career opportunities

o Growth in insecurity

o Stress

o» Package



BUILDING A MARKETING STRATEGY
gr

» Direction

» Diagnosis

» Action plan

e Communications
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|ACK OF STRATEGY
CONSEQUENCES
o Task oriented - events/words

o Unfocused

° Poor energy/return ratio

RA3446TX 001



“When you don’t know where you are
going, every road will get you there.”

Henry Kissinger

RA529TX 024



BUILDING A MARKETING STRATEGY

* Direction

AST FURTADO 32



VISION

MISSION

STRATEGY

GOALS
J 459 Funado
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“Vision, values, and determination
add soul to the organisation.
Without them, organisations react
but do not create; they forecast
but do not imagine; they analyze
but do not question; they act
but do not strive’

Harold Leavitt

J42037.01
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BUILDING A MARKETING STRATEGY

» Direction

» Diagnosis

1257 FURTADO 33



DIAGNOSIS
Reason for function

*» Commitment to ethical behavior

* Government expectations

* Window dressing

1257 FURTADO 1



DIAGNOSIS
Organization

» Management cycle

» Power sources

» Coalitions

2257 FURTADQ  UJ



THE OMBUDSMAN FUNCTION
N

How perceived?

e Mission

» |dentity

» Effectiveness

ARTADO)



DIAGNOSIS
Ombudsman staft

* Integrity

» Skills

» Stature

* Innovation

2257 FURTADO 1



DIAGNOSIS
Processes

» Accessibility

oe Controls

» Reports

2257 FUIRTADO 12



DIAGNOSIS
Barriers to successful program

» Lack of commitment

» Internal fear + hostility

» Lack of communications

e Poor administration

2257 FURTADO 4



BUILDING AMARKETING STRATEGY

e Direction

» Diagnosis

» Action plan

2257 FURTADO 34



ACTION PLAN

e Imrove the function

» Heighten awareness

&amp; Establish relationships
e Publish successes

2257 FURTADO 13



OMBUDSMAN FUNCTION
Existing perception

» Respect for individual

» Invitation to speak up

» Confidential pipeline

» Effective two-way communications

RTADO lo



OMBUDSMAN FUNCTION
Added dimension

» Business tool

» \/ehicle for change

» Continuous, real-time survey

» Harbinger of trends

2257 FURTADO 16



PROGRAM INTEGRITY
NOT ONE BUT THREE COMPONENTS

» Confidentiality

» Complete and candid answers

o Timely response

RA3SZ29TX005



QUALITIES OF AN EFFECTIVE
ADMINISTRATOR
o Integrity

o Trust and respect from the organization

o Good interpersonal skills

o Investigative skills

o Courage

o Tenacity
RA3529TX O04



MARKETING THE FUNCTION
Focus

* Problem resolution and mediation

Data

» Values and reputation

» Contract jeopardy

» Civil and criminal liability

RTADO 4



CHANGING CLIMATE IN BUSINESS
Employee issues

» JOb security

» Management treatment of people
» | WO standards

e Ethics

357 FURTADO



ISSUES
1992

* Management treatment of employees
*» Health care benefits

* Termination packages
* Environment and health

* Executive perks
» Sexual harassment/discrimination

* Savings/pension plans
Job posting

“RTADO 3)



“The most important thing in
communication is to hear what

isn’t being said. 33

Peter Drucker

J45108.2¢
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CORPORATE SENTENCING
Background

» Prior to 1980, focus on individual

» 1984 - Sentencing reform act

U.S. sentencing commissionHE.

» 1987 - Federal sentencing guidelines

» 1991 - Organizational sentencing guidelines

 alu



ORGANIZATIONAL SENTENCING GUIDELINES
a

 Range of penalties
» Base fine

o Culpability score

2257 FURTADO 28



CULPABILITY SCORE
and

Aggravating factors

» Size and management participation

» Prior history

o Obstruction during investigation, prosecution
or sentencing

SCTADO 97



RELATIONSHIPS
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YOU GANT LISTEN
WITH A MEMO)
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KEY RELATIONSHIPSdu

» Each other

o Human resources

° Senior management

o Employees

RA3446TX 002



“If In the last few years you
haven't discarded a major
opinion or acquired a new
one, check your pulse.
You may be dead.”

Gelett Burgess

RA3I529TX 04



BUILDINGAMARKETINGSTRATEGYx

* Direction

» Diagnosis

» Action plan

e Communications

JIRTADO AF



The purest form of insanity Is to
continue to do the same things
and expect a different outcome.

257 FURTADO



The limitations are mainly mental

— They are in our heads.

-1659 Furtado
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Thomas A. Bolden, Jr.
Ombudsman, AT&amp;T Transtech
8000 Baymeadows Way
Room 4-3-001
Jacksonville, Fl. 32256

Bolden has been with AT&amp;T Transtech since 1985 and launched Transtech's
ombudsman program in 1988. He has been working and building the foundation
for managing diversity at American Transtech since 1989 facilitating and
participating in numerous diversity workshops, playing an important role in ensuring
successful partner relationships. Prior to joining Transtech, Tom was corporate
recruiter for Blue Cross Blue Shield of Florida and owner/operator of three
businesses. He holds a BA Degree from Talladega College in Alabama. In
addition to serving on the board of The Ombudsman Association, Tom is a board
member of St. Vincent's Hospital, Daniel Memorial, Cypress Village, Childbirth
=ducation Association, Planned Parenthood, and Volunteer Jacksonville.

Tom Furtado
Corporate Ombudsman
United Technologies Corporation
1 Financial Plaza
Hartford, Ct. 06101

Prior to his current position as ombudsman for United Technologies Corporation,
Furtado's experience includes twenty-five years in management education and
communications, as well as ten years of business/education liaison activities.
=urtado has served on numerous advisory committees to the vocational and adult
education units of the State Department of Education. He co-founded and is
presently a member of the Project to Increase Mastery of Math and Science at
Wesleyan University. From 1978 to 1983 he was a charter member of the State of
Connecticut Career Education Task Force, and a member of the CETA State
Employment Council. Tom is currently a member of the board of The Ombudsman
Association and chairs the Committee on Long Range Planning.



Louis R. Garcia
Chief Ombudsman &amp; Vice President
Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association -
College Retirement Equities Fund (TIAA-CREF)
730 Third Avenue
New York, New York 10017 |

Garcia has been an ombudsman for TIAA-CREF's 1.5 million participants since
1988. He joined its law department in 1962 handling litigation and legislative
matters. Garcia has served as corporate secretary to the TIAA-CREF board of
rustees from 1972 through 1987. He is a member of several professional
organizations and has been a member of The Ombudsman Association since 1988
and has served as President for the past two years.

Virgil M. Marti (ombudsman retired)
Past President, The Ombudsman Association
39 Club Grounds North Drive
Florrisant, Missouri 63033

Marti was Vice President-Ombudsman for McDonnell Aircraft Company for four
years until his retirement in 1989. His first 39 years with McDonnell were in
engineering. Virg has been a member of The Ombudsman Association since
1985, and served as the association's president from 1988 through 1990.

Janet L. Newcomb-Briggs
Senior Principal Specialist-Ombudsman, Douglas Aircraft Company
Mc Donnell Douglas Corporation
18311 Gum Tree Lane
Huntington Beach, California 92646 |

Newcomb-Briggs received her B.A. in Sociology from CSU Long Beach, California
and her J.D. from Western State University, Fullerton, California. She holds
certificates in the following: Techniques of Mediation, Federal Mediation and
Conciliation Service; Human Resource Development, CSU Long Beach; and
Effective Mediation, CDR Associates, Boulder, Colorado. She has been employed
by McDonnell Douglas Corporation for 30 years and currently serves as an
ombudsman at the Douglas Aircraft Company commercial division in Long Beach.
Jan is an active community volunteer. She served as President of Alternatives in
Dispute Resolution of Orange County, and participates in long-range planning and
'und-raising activities for the Center for Community Mediation in Orange County.
She maintains active membership in the American Arbitration Association, Society
of Professionals in Dispute Resolution, Association of Family and Conciliation
Courts, and is currently a member of the board of TOA.



Vincent J. Riley
Past President, The Ombudsman Association
5028 North 25th Road
Arlington, Virginia 22207

Riley served as ombudsman for The World Bank for five years until his retirement
in December 1991. Riley's background is in law and economics and had worked
on the staff of The World Bank for 26 years. He is a member of the Virginia and
American Bar Associations, a member of SPIDR, and an Associate of the
Environment Law Institute. He has been a member of The Ombudsman
Association since 1987 and now serves as the association's Executive Director.

Mary P. Rowe, Adjunct Professor
Special Assistant to the President
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)
7/7 Massachusetts Avenue Room 10-213
Cambridge, Ma. 02139

Mary Rowe has been an MIT ombudsman since 1973 and an adjunct professor at
MIT's Sloan School of Management since 1985. She co-founded the Corporate
OmbudsmanAssociation (currently The Ombudsman Association) in 1982. Rowe
is Past President of the association and currently chairs its research committee.
Rowe also chairs the Ombudsman Committee of the Society of Professionals in
Dispute Resolution (SPIDR) and serves on the editorial/advisory boards of the
Negotiation Journal and the Alternative Dispute Resolution Report of the Bureau of
National Affairs.

Joan Schultz
Ombudsman and Manager DIALOG
United Technologies Automotive
5200 Auto Club Drive
Dearborn, Michigan 48126

Since 1992 Schultz serves as a sounding board for complaints and concerns of
employees and managers at one hundred national and international locations, as
well as managing the confidential DIALOG program. Her education includes a B.A.
in Business at Michigan State University, and an M.A. in Guidance at Central

Michigan University. She attended the International Law Summer program at Notre
Dame Law School in London, England and received her J.D. at the

University of Detroit Law School.



Mary G. Simon, Ombudsman
AT&amp;T
1600 Osgood Street
North Andover, Ma. 01845

Simon has been ombudsperson for AT&amp;T since 1984. She started with Bell
Laboratories in 1976. Mary studied mediation at the Center for Dispute Resolution
in Denver, Colorado. She is a founding member of The Corporate Ombudsman
Association. She is a member of SPIDR and the Engineering and Management
Society of the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE). Simon has
served on the board of The Ombudsman Association since 1989 and is a past-
President.

Carole M. Trocchio
Carole M. Trocchio Associates
5521 Greenville Avenue #104-731
Dallas. Texas 75206

Trocchio is owner and operator of an independent provider of conflict management
services including: the ombudsman function, mediation, conflict management
training and dispute resolution systems design. From 1979 to 1992, Trocchio was
ombudsman with The Southland Corporation where she was instrumental in
resolving hundreds of franchise disputes each year and continues this activity as
an "independent ombudsman" under contract. Trocchio is past president of The
Ombudsman Association, currently Vice President of the association and editor of
the quarterly newsletter. In addition, she sits.on the board of the Dallas - Fort
Worth Chapter of SPIDR and edits their quarterly newsletter, SPIDR's WEB.
Trocchio received mediation training and dispute resolution systems design at CDR
Associates in Boulder, Colorado. She is a member of the International Franchise
Association's Council of Franchise Suppliers and has a column entitled The
Ombudsman Corner in the [FA publication, Franchising World.



Marsha Wagner
Ombuds Officer
Columbia University
659 Schermerhorn Extension
New York, NY 10027

Wagner designed and set up the office of the ombudsman at Columbia in
November 1991, serving a community of 20,000 including students, faculty,
administrators, support staff, alumni and visitors to the campus. Wagner earned a
3.A. in Chinese language and literature, and her M.A. and Ph.D. in comparative
iterature, with an emphasis on cultural similarities and differences between East
and West. Wagner is the author of several books, including "Tiananmen: China's
Struggle for Democracy" (co-authored with Winston Yang); "The Lotus Boat: The
Origins of Tz'u Poetry in T'ang Popular Culture", and "Wang Wei".
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THE OMBUDSMAN ASSOCIATION
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

(1993-1994)

PRESIDENT

Louis R. Garcla, Chief Ombudsman
and Vice President
TIAA-CREF
730 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10017
(212) 916-4640
FAX (212) 916-6335

VICE PRESIDENT

Carole Trocchio
Carole M. Trocchio Assoclates
5521 Greenville Avenue
Suite 104-731
Dallas, TX 75206
(214) 553-1616
FAX (214) 348-6621

RECORDING SECRETARY

Toni P. Robinson
Equal Employment Manager
Social Security Adminisration
Office of the Reglonal Commissioner
2201 Sixth Avenue
M/S RX-50
Seattle, WA 98121
(206) 553-4256
FAX (206) 553-1428

TREASURER

John D. Murphy, Corporate Employee
Relations Consultant

Digital Equipment Corporation
111 Powdermill Road
Mail Stop MS02-1/C4
Maynard, MA 01754
(508) 493-9590
FAX (508) 493-9942

EXECUTIVE OFFICER
AND ASSISTANT TREASURER

Vincent J. Riley
TOA Executive Officer
P. O. Box 7700
Arlington, VA 22207
(703) 536-7939
FAX (703) 532-2795

BOARD MEMBER EMERITA

Mary P. Rowe, Special Assistant
to the President

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
77 Massachusetts Avenue
Room 10-213
Cambridge, MA 02139
(617) 253-5921
FAX (617) 253-8544

BOARD MEMBERS

Tom Furtado
Corporate Ombudsman
United Technologies Corporation
1 Financial Plaza
Hartford, CT 06101
Phone (203) 728-7864
FAX (203) 728-6448

Howard Gadlin
Campus Ombudsperson
1172PCPC
UCLA
405 Hilgard Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90024
(310) 825-7627
FAX (310) 206-2545

June 16, 1993



BOARD MEMBERS (CONTINUED)
Joan Helmes
Manager-Ombudsman
Pacific Bell
140 New Montgomery, Room 1322
San Francisco, CA 94105
(415) 542-0727
FAX (415) 543-9630

Eugene T. Herbert, Ombudsman
International Monetary Fund
700 19th Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20433
(202) 623-4660
FAX (202) 623-6399

David Nassef
Corporate Ombudsman
Pitney Bowes, Inc.
1 Elmcroft Road (62-11)
Stamford, CT 06926-0700
(203) 351-6471 |

FAX (203) 351-7942

Janet L. Newcomb-Briggs
Sr. Principal Speclalist - Ombudsman
Douglas Alrcraft Company
McDonnell Douglas Corporation
18311 Gum Tree Lane
Huntington Beach, CA 92646
(310) 496-7218
FAX (310) 982-2260

Mary G. Simon, Ombudsperson
AT&amp;T
1600 Osgood Street
Room 21-3S5
North Andover, MA 01845
(508) 960-6490
FAX (508) 960-1284

Ella W. Thurman, Employee Advisor
University Hospitals of Cleveland
2074 Abington Road
Cleveland, OH 44106
(216) 844-1485
FAX (216) 844-5805

Marsha L. Wagner
Ombuds Officer
Columbia University
659 Schermerhorn Extension
New York, NY 10027
(212) 854-1234
FAX (212) 932-3712

EX-OFFICIO BOARD MEMBER

CLERK

Jerome N. Weinstein, Esquire
Palmer and Dodge
1 Beacon Street
Boston, MA 02108
(617) 573-0100
FAX (617) 227-4420

June 16, 1993





OMBUDSMAN 101 - CLASS OF '93

Kathy Baker
Ombuds Officer
Johns Hopkins University
3400 North Charles St.
Baltimore, Md. 21218
(410) 516-5300

Mike Birnbaum
Ombudsman
Sandia National Laboratories
Organization 11C
Livermore, Ca. 94551-0969
(5610) 294-2065

Tim Blewett
Ombudsman
McDonald's Corporation
Krock Drive
Oak Brook, Il. 60521
(708) 575-6410

Lenore Borelli
Manager
Pacific Bell
1010 Wilshire Blvd. Rm. 1620
Los Angeles, Ca. 90017

Cora B. Brown
Ombud/Assistant for Academic Affairs
&amp; Student Services
Jefferson Community College
109 E. Broadway
Louisville, Ky. 40202
(602) 584-0818 Ext. 416

Voloria Drew
Special Assistant for Conciliation
USDA Forest Service RF
630 Sansome St.
San Francisco, Ca. 94111
(415) 705 - 1263

Michael G. Dickinson
Employee Concerns Representative
Westinghouse Hanford Company
MSIN B4-03
P. O. Box 1970
Richland, Wa. 99352
(609) 376-5826

Sharon Everett
1207 Fairfax St.
Radford, Va. 24141
(703) 731-4311

Barbara Fagnano
Assistant Vice President
New York Life Insurance Company
51 Madison Avenue Rm. 750
New York, NY 10010
212) 576-5081

John W. Finafrock
Command Ombudsman
U. S. Army Missle Command
Bldg. 5250, AMSMI-OB
Redstone Arsenal, Al. 35898-5000
(205) 876-6659

Philip C. Gugel
resident
Hawthorne Capital Advisors
3601 Apple Blossom Lane
Turlock, Ca. 95380
(809) 668-6983

- Captain J. R. Griffith
U. S. Secret Service
1310 L. Street N.W. Suite 400
Washington, D. C. 20223
(202) 634 - 2555
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Sunita Holzer
Director Workforce
American Express
American Express
Financial Center
New York, NY 10285-3200
'212) 640-5487

Tower World

Wendell B. Jones
Ombudsman
11 N. Sandia National Laboratories
P. O. Box 5800 (Kirtland A.F.Base)
Alburquerque, NM 87185
505) 845-8301

Warren Jacobson
Division Franchise Liaison Manager
The Southland Corporation
2711 Easton Road
Willow Grove, Pa. 19090
215) 672-5711

=llen Kaplan
Manager Quality
American Express
American Express
Financial Center
New York, NY 10285-3200
212) 640-5032

Tower, World

Linda L. Kangur
Employee Assistance
Chester County Hospital
701 E. Marshall St.
Westchester, Pa. 19380
(215) 431-5000

Mary Mareno Kowal
Administrative Staff
M.L.T. Lincoln Laboratory
P. O. Box 73
Lexington, Ma. 02173
(617) 981-7712

+ David G. Keery
Vice President/Ombudsman
Gemini Consulting
Box 720 - 136 Parker Road
Somers, Ct. 06071
(203) 763-2126

Kathleen V. King, Director
Office of The Ombudsman
Health Insurance Plan of G.N.Y.
/ West 34th Street
New York, NY 10001
(212) 630-8421

Monica Lindsay
Associate Ombudsman
National Semiconductor
P. O. Box 58090 Mail Stop 31-150
Santa Clara, Ca. 95052-8090
(408) 721-4040

John T. Lynch
Staff Member
MIT Lincoln Laboratory
244 Wood Street
Lexington, Ma. 02173
(617) 981-2746

‘* Robert E. Mathews
Mathews &amp; Assoc.
63 Crescent Drive Suite 1100
Albany, NY 12208-1229
800) 942-9337

Susan G. McAdams
Director of Human Resources
The Ovid Bell Press, Inc.
1201-05 Bluff St.
Fulton, Missouri 65251
(314) 642-2256
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Judy A. Matousek
Associate Ombudsman
The Upjohn Company
7000 Portage Rd.
Kalamazoo, Mi. 49087
(616) 329-3581

Martha Mawhorr
Employee Services Manager
E. J. Brach Corporation
401 N. Cicero
Chicago, Il. 60302
(312) 854 - 7509

Eugene F. Mensching
Deputy Ombudsman
General Electric Company
3135 Easton Tpke.
Fairfield, Ct. 06431
(203) 373-2343

Forest Miner
Special Projects Administrator
G. E. Capital Audit Staff
777 Long Ridge Road
Stamford, Ct. 06927-9420
(203) 357-4454

Cheryl L. Montgomery
U. S. Secret Service
P.O. Box 1525
Riverside, Ca. 92502
(909) 276 - 6781

Donald L. Oberg, Ph.D.
Clinical Director
COPE, Inc.
1120 G. St. NW Suite 550
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 628-5100

Cynthia A. Postula
Employee Asst. Program Counselor
AT&amp;T
3033 Chain Bridge Rd.
Health Affairs Dept. RM B051
Oakton, Va. 22185
(703) 691-7110

Jane M. Raftery
Executive Assistant/Personnel
Merrill Lynch &amp; Co., Inc.
250 Vesey St. 21st Floor
New York, NY 10281-1321
(212) 449-6392

Dr. Benjamin D. Reese, Jr.
Ombudsperson
367 Nichols Street
Carmel, NY 10512
(914) 225-1775

David Rehel
Manager, Employee Relations
Bank of Montrea!
105 St.James St.
Montreal, Quebec, Canada H2Y.358
(514) 877-8459

Janius Sheely, Staff Assistant
HHS Social Security Administration
Office of the Ombudsman
6401 Security Blvd.
Baltimore, Md. 21235
(410) 965-1842

Larry Spangler
Executive Audit Manager
GE Capital Audit Staff
777 Long Ridge Rd.
Stamford, Ct. 06927-9420
(203) 357-3443
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Fred Souders
Human Relations Manager
Jnited Parcel Service
400 Porimeter Center - Terraces No.
Atlanta, Ga. 30346
(404) 913-6792

Tracey A. Switzer
Legal Editor
Butterworth Legal Publishers
2664 McMullen Booth Rd. #624
Clearwarter, Fl. 34621
(813) 725-9866

Jackie Thompson
1723 Atwood Circle
Naperville, Il. 60565
(708) 983-0541

Elaine Thompson
Management Analyst II
Florida Department of Revenue
Carlton Building Rm. 243
501 South Calhoun St.
Tallahassee, Fl. 3239-0100
004) 488-4328

Jayne K. Vicelich
Associate Ombudsman
Sony Corporation of America
Sony Drive M.D. 3B4
Park Ridge, New Jersey 07656
201) 930-6883

=dward Warfield
Ombuds Officer
The Johns Hopkins University
3400 North Charles Street
Baltimore, Md. 21218
410) 516-5300

Dorothy Washington, Ombudsman
United Technologies Corporation
One Financial Plaza
Hartford, Ct. 06101
(203) 728 - 6446

Harry D. West
Vice President
United Telephone of Florida
P. O. Box 5000
Altamonte Spring, Fl. 32716-5000
(407) 885-6015

Susan J. Williams
Staff Director
Office of Values, Ethics &amp;
Business Conduct
New York Telephone
1095 A/A - Rm. 2307
New York, NY 10036
(212) 395-1432

Jill Miller Zimon
Ombudsperson
Bellefaire
22001 Fairmount Blvd.
Shaker Hts., Oh. 44118
(216) 932-2800 Ext. 374

Willie Gallahan, Dept. Defense
Department of the Army
(Home) PO Box 8447
Fredericksburg, Va. 22404
(Home) (703) 371-4538
(Ofc) (703) 704-9799


